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To my father
with whom every moment of these days was shared,
and this is the most true sentence of this thesis.

Abstract
The quest of AI and Robotics researchers to realize fully AI-driven integrated
robotic systems has not yet led to such realizations, in spite of great attainments
in both research areas. This thesis claims that one of the major hindrances to
these realizations is the lack of attention to what we call “the hybrid reasoning
problem”. This is the problem of jointly reasoning about heterogeneous and
inter-dependent aspects of the world, expressed in different forms and at different
levels of abstraction.
In this thesis, we propose an approach to hybrid reasoning (or integrated
reasoning) for robot applications. Our approach constitutes a systematic way of
achieving a domain-speciﬁc integration of reasoning capabilities. Its underpinning is to jointly reason about the sub-problems of an overall hybrid problem in
the combined search space of mutual decisions. Each sub-problem represents
one viewpoint, or type of requirement, that is meaningful in the particular application. We propose a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) formulation of the
hybrid reasoning problem. This CSP, called meta-CSP, captures the dependencies
between sub-problems. It constitutes a high-level representation of the (hybrid)
requirements that deﬁne a particular application. We formalize the meta-CSP in
a way that is independent of the viewpoints that are relevant in the application,
as is the algorithm used for solving the meta-CSP.
In order to verify the applicability of the meta-CSP approach in real-world
robot applications, we instantiate it in several different domains, namely, a waiter
robot, an automated industrial ﬂeet management application, and a drill pattern
planning problem in open-pit mining. These realizations highlight the important
features of the approach, namely, modularity, generality, online reasoning and
solution adjustment, and the ability to account for domain-speciﬁc metric and
symbolic knowledge.
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Figure 1.1: A brand new robot waiter called HERMES is put into service at a restaurant.
HERMES must deliver one cappuccino to a table.

1

2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

It seems that HERMES (Hybrid reasoning Enabled Robot for Multiple EnvironmentS) ran into lots of trouble before it actually managed
to serve the cappuccino. Initially, HERMES was capable of performing some default behaviors. It could sense, move from one point
to another point, manipulate objects, and possessed other sensing
and actuation capabilities. It also knew that the cup should be on
the table where the patron is. First, it moved toward the table and
placed the cup in an arbitrary point on the table. This action would
have been acceptable if the table had been empty and the patron
standing. But given that the patron was sitting, the cup was most
likely misplaced. Then, a piece of spatial knowledge was added1 to
the knowledge repertoire of HERMES: “cups must be in front of
patrons”. From then on, HERMES would place cups in front of
patrons. However, knowing this piece of knowledge did not seem to
be enough, since a dish with food was in front of the patron and the
cup ended up being placed on top of it! This time, HERMES added
another type of knowledge to its knowledge base, namely the fact
that “a cup uses 10 cm2 of empty surface”. In order to ﬁnd enough
space in front of the patron for the cup, it waited until the patron
put his dishes aside. Of course, since the patron did not, HERMES
idled in place forever! HERMES needed to posses one more type of
knowledge, namely that space can be created by removing a dish
from the table. That was causal knowledge. Here, HERMES not
only needed to reason about the knowledge it had so far in its knowledge base, but it had to reason about different pieces of knowledge
jointly: HERMES needed to make an empty spot in front of of the
patron by removing the dish.
After HERMES removed the unﬁnished dish, it became apparent
that removing dishes is only acceptable if the patron has ﬁnished
eating. In other words, HERMES required some sort of ontological
knowledge asserting that “empty dishes are clearable”. This made
HERMES wait to create space until dishes were empty. As a consequence, HERMES ended up serving a cold cappuccino, since it
annoyingly waited for the patron to ﬁnish up his meal. Hence, temporal knowledge was inserted into the mind of HERMES to capture
the fact that “dishes can be cleared 30 min after they have been
served”. But the patron was a slow eater! Indeed, HERMES could
not decide beforehand when to remove dishes. Although it possessed
many types of knowledge which were seemingly sufﬁcient, failure
after failure was the outcome, until it ﬁnally occurred to HERMES
that it should periodically observe the status of the meal and plan to
deliver the cup when appropriate.
1 How

this knowledge is added is not relevant in this context.

1.1. AI-BASED MODELING OF ROBOT BEHAVIORS

3

The story of HERMES raises many interesting questions. Among them, we
are interested in the following:
1. How is knowledge represented in HERMES’s mind?
2. How does HERMES reason about different types of knowledge jointly?
3. What if HERMES is put to work somewhere else (e.g., a factory)? Then,
what would the answers to the questions above be?

1.1

AI-based Modeling of Robot Behaviors

Finding good answers to the questions raised above is one of the common goals
of AI and Robotics researchers in their quest to enhance robot intelligence.
An important contribution of AI to this common goal is the model-centered
approach, whereby competent robot behavior stems from automated reasoning
from models of the world which can be changed to suit different environments,
physical capabilities, and tasks. Lack of this ﬂexibility (i.e., scripting the desired
robot behaviors) limits robots to perform a set of pre-deﬁned actions in ﬁxed
set-ups. In order to enable automated reasoning, we have to deﬁne the model
of the world within which an agent operates [1]. A formal model of “how the
world looks and works” is expressed in so-called knowledge representation
(KR) formalisms. If KR formalisms provide a means to model different types of
knowledge and any other criteria of interest in an application, then, what is an
adequate KR formalism for the HERMES scenario?
We learn from HERMES’s story that, in order to derive robot behavior from
models, these should represent diverse aspects of the domain in which the robot
operates. Such aspects may include different types of domain knowledge, or
different types of requirements of a problem: some are related to the causality
between actions, others to temporal aspects of the domain, spatial characteristics
of the scenario, objects the robot manipulates, limitations on resources used
for action, robot kinematics and other speciﬁc domain-dependent requirements
(constraints). HERMES’s story clearly illustrates the need to model different
types of knowledge. Two questions naturally arise when modeling knowledge:
where does the knowledge come from, and what are suitable representations?
Answering the ﬁrst question is not the focus of this thesis. The latter, however,
will be discussed throughout this thesis.
The question of how to choose the “appropriate” KR formalism is usually
discussed under two criteria: epistemological adequacy and computational adequacy of a chosen model for a problem [2]. These criteria will be addressed
throughout the thesis and in particular discussed in Chapter 8. The history of
knowledge representation in AI can be traced back to the 1960s, and existing
Knowledge Representation and Reasoning methods, whose properties are well
studied, can be used to individually capture many of the aspects contained in the
scenario above. In this thesis, we rely on these methods to represent and reason
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about individual types of knowledge. Now, under this assumption, how can we
enable HERMES to reason about all different forms of knowledge jointly?

1.2

Aim of the Thesis

We deﬁne our research question under a particular assumption. Speciﬁcally, we
assume the existence of a number of formalisms to represent knowledge about
the robot’s world, and to reason about it; we further assume that each individual
formalism can deal with some aspects of robot’s world, but not with others.
Research Question:
How should a robot jointly reason about heterogeneous and inter-dependent
aspects of the world, expressed in different forms and at different levels of
abstraction?
In this thesis, we call the capability of jointly reasoning about heterogeneous
and inter-dependent aspects of the world “hybrid reasoning”. In particular, we
seek to achieve a hybrid reasoning approach that has certain properties.
Research Goal:
Achieving a hybrid reasoning approach for robotic systems that (1) is
sufﬁciently general to capture the requirements of a wide range of applications,
(2) is performed on-line in the sense-plan-act loop and (3) affords both symbolic
and numeric constructs.
The goal constitutes a concrete path towards addressing the research question
stated above. In the following, we clarify the connection between the research
question and the goal, using HERMES’s story as a backdrop to summarize the
theoretical and practical contributions described in this thesis. We also explain
the terminology used in the research goal.

1.3

Hybrid Reasoning

AI Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR&R) techniques provide convenient representation and efﬁcient reasoning methods for individual form of
knowledge — however, much less is known about how we can reason about
them jointly. As an illustration, imagine a warehouse with autonomous forklifts;
we cannot just state “Forklifts, make sure pallets on the production lines are
stored promptly and in the appropriate places!”, and expect that the forklifts
act accordingly. In this example, the robots must reason about temporal requirements such as “promptly picking up pallets from the production line”, as well
as resource requirements, such as not carrying more than their load capacity.
Spatial aspects are also relevant if the way in which pallets are stacked is part
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of the automation problem, and a similar argument can be made for many
other types of requirements. In the case of HERMES, it needs to know that a
cup should be placed “in front of” the guest (spatial reasoning), and it must
infer that the dish should be cleared before placing the cup (i.e., perform causal,
temporal and spatial reasoning jointly). Consequently, it has to select a correct
order of pick and place actions, or use a tray if it has to carry more dishes than
it has arms (that is, reasoning about resources jointly with time).
Designing a robot system whose behaviors adhere to application-speciﬁc
requirements involves more than modeling. If we see the collection of requirements as a robot’s high-level control program, there exists no general purpose
AI-based controller that can be readily employed. The fundamental hindrance
is the lack of general methods for integrated reasoning (or hybrid reasoning2 ).
Hybrid reasoning is a systematic way of achieving domain-speciﬁc integrations
of reasoning capabilities. This is different from designing a system architecture which encompasses different modules, rather, hybrid reasoning works by
reasoning about various sub-problems of an overall hybrid problem jointly.
The models that capture a robot’s behavior should be jointly reasoned upon
also during execution, and not merely off-line. This is due to the fact that
contingencies are an integral part of an intelligent robotic domain, and not
all aspects of a problem are known off-line. For example, HERMES needs to
adjust its planned actions (e.g., placing the cup) when it reaches the table, simply
because the patron has not ﬁnished his/her food, which in turn calls for actively
sensing the status of the dish and interleaving the observation with its reasoning
as well as execution. In general, a robot senses elements of interest from the
environment in which it operates, and has to reﬂect what is observed in its
reasoning process to be able to act accordingly — a process commonly referred
to as sense-plan-act loop or more generally sense-reason-act loop [3]. This brings
with it an important set of challenges for hybrid reasoning, which has to account
for environments that are dynamic and only partially known, sensor data that
are imprecise, and uncertain action outcomes. Throughout the thesis, we will
explain how we handle contingencies in different applications, and what are the
necessary considerations.
The control program employs models dealing with a range of speciﬁcations,
from low-level, continuous-time constraints (e.g., kinematic constraints) to
symbolic statements on robot behavior. Traditionally, AI-based models have
been mostly symbolic, but a robot perceives and acts in a metric3 world: it
perceives events and carries out actions in metric time, it can localize, displace
itself and perceive objects in a reference frame. Specifying sophisticated robot
behavior (i.e., modeling) in purely metric terms is difﬁcult, as the speciﬁcation
2 The term “hybrid” is used in many ﬁelds, in different contexts, and with different meanings.
Here, hybrid reasoning is understood as integrated reasoning, and these terms are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
3 In this thesis, all numeric knowledge is metric, therefore, we will refer to numeric knowledge as
metric from here on.
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would have to be long and overly specialized to the particular setting in which
the robot operates. Conversely, symbolic models facilitate modeling by humans,
but often fail to capture the details that are necessary for proper execution. For
example, HERMES should be able to infer the metric position of the location
where the cup should be placed on the table from qualitative knowledge stating
that cups should go “in front of” patrons. Throughout the thesis, we will
employ both qualitative and metric knowledge, at different levels of abstraction,
to capture requirements on robot behavior.
So far, we have unfolded the challenges of realizing the HERMES story with
respect to the research goal of this thesis. A considerable amount of known
AI problems have to be solved in order to realize a entirely autonomous robot
such as HERMES. These include symbolic grounding [4], anchoring [5], object tracking [6], task planning [7] and motion planning [8], only to name a
few. The challenges of AI and robotics span a great deal of topics and disciplines. This thesis contributes concrete steps towards tackling some of these
challenges, namely hybrid reasoning, and on-line reasoning for robots. We do so
via a systematic combination of reasoning methods, guided by an overarching
constraint-based approach to hybrid problem solving. The following section
sketches the proposed methodology.

1.4

Methodology

In this section, we summarize our approach toward achieving the research
goal points 1 – 3 of this thesis (see Section 1.2). To address point (1), we
propose an approach to integrated reasoning (or hybrid reasoning) for robot
applications. Our approach constitutes a systematic way of achieving a domainspeciﬁc integration of reasoning capabilities. The proposed approach works by
jointly reasoning about the sub-problems of an overall hybrid problem. Each
sub-problem represents a subset of the requirements, a viewpoint of the overall
problem, that is meaningful in the particular application. Speciﬁcally, we propose
a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) formulation of the hybrid reasoning
problem. This CSP, called meta-CSP, captures the dependencies between subproblems. It constitutes a high-level representation of the (hybrid) requirements
that deﬁne a particular application. We formalize the meta-CSP in a way that is
independent of the viewpoints that are relevant in the application, and propose
an application-agnostic algorithm for solving the meta-CSP. Meta-CSPs can be
seen as models for high-level robot control, where the meta-CSP solver is the
controller.
In order to verify the generality of the approach as well as its applicability,
we propose several entirely different uses of the approach and their realizations4 .
This includes a waiter robot application, an intralogistics ﬂeet automation prob4 All implementations of our approach build on the Meta-CSP Framework, an API for metaconstraint reasoning, see metacsp.org.
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lem, and a multi-machine drill pattern planning problem in open pit mines. The
three applications are chosen so as to highlight the need to account for strongly
inter-dependent sub-problems, the need to model domain-speciﬁc constraints,
and the importance of online reasoning. For each application, we explain where
speciﬁc choices are made for the particular application; we also illustrate the
general principles behind the choices, and point to how they can be adapted to
suit different application domains.
Point (2) of our research goal entails that the overall hybrid reasoning mechanism must be efﬁcient, since it has to occur on-line. We propose a selection
of KR formalisms that caters to online reasoning while offering sufﬁcient expressiveness for formulating problems of interest in our applications. In all
three applications that are presented in this thesis, on-line reasoning is crucial.
This is due to the fact that in a robotic domain, contingencies may occur often,
and even simple contingencies may have complex ramiﬁcations. In addition
to contingency management, not all aspects of a problem are known off-line,
hence, it is necessary to compute at least parts of the solution to the overall
problem during execution. For example, the waiter robot described in Chapter 5
may need to infer which tasks to perform by observing which objects are on the
table, and the duration of hole-drilling actions in our surface drilling application
described in Chapter 7 depends on the hardness of the rock, which is unknown
at planning time.
Modeling domain-speciﬁc constraints brings with it the need for both qualitative and metric representations. KR formalisms are dominated by qualitative
representations to facilitate the job of modeling (e.g., modeling that dishes have
to be “in front of” guests) and reasoning. However, the world of the robot is
metric, thus, qualitative models should be interpreted in a metric space and need
to have the ability to provide metric speciﬁcations along with their qualitative
terms (e.g., modeling the bounds within which “in front of” is admissible). In
general, metric representations may be interpreted qualitatively, but metric and
qualitative representations are often treated separately during reasoning. It is
sometimes possible to map one type of representation to another, however, many
systems maintain both types, and in the literature, this is often called hybridization. In this thesis, we employ metric representations of knowledge as well as
qualitative calculi which are augmented by metric information (addressing point
(3)).

1.5

Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the necessary theoretical background for the proposed
methods and some of the knowledge representation formalisms that are used
more often in the thesis.
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Chapter 3 provides an overview of relevant related work in hybrid reasoning
techniques in AI and their use in robotics.
Chapter 4 introduces a hybrid representation as a set of constraint networks
and describes how this hybrid representation can be used for solving a hybrid
problem. We then describe our core algorithm for solving the hybrid reasoning
problem, namely meta-CSP search. The algorithm will be used in three different
applications which will be explained in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Chapter 5 describes the use of the method introduced in Chapter 4 to interleave
reasoning in diverse KR formalisms. We realize the approach through a robotic
waiter case study, for which a particular selection of spatial, temporal, resource
and action KR formalisms is made. Using this case study, we discuss general
principles pertaining to the selection of appropriate KR formalisms and jointly
reasoning about them. The resulting integration is evaluated both formally and
experimentally on real and simulated robotic platforms.
Chapter 6 describes how an industrial autonomous ﬂeet management problem
is cast as a meta-CSP. Three major sub-problems of the overall hybrid problem
are reasoned about jointly, namely, task allocation, coordination and motion
planning. This chapter also discusses the design choices of the approach, and
how the hybrid representation caters to the needs of this application domain.
We also provide a realization of the system in a simulated environment.
Chapter 7 describes a mining application where the problem of planning
drilling operations for multiple autonomous drill rigs is considered. This chapter
focuses on how our approach is suited to accommodate very speciﬁc, domaindependent constraints, using meta-CSP search as the core algorithm for hybrid
reasoning. We also describe a realization of the system in a simulated environment.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis, summarizes the assumptions, and discusses
the limitations and directions of future research based on the present work.

1.6

Contribution

The major contribution of this thesis, as outlined in the previous section, can be
summarized as follows:
We propose a novel formalization of hybrid reasoning problems for robots as
meta-CSPs. We explore the properties of the meta-CSP approach by
instantiating it in diverse applications.
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The application presented in Chapter 5 has been integrated in the RACE
project5 . Our work related to the mining application (see Chapter 7) was
performed as part of a study for a company6 , and the resulting methods are
being used to develop a new line of products.

1.7

Publications

• Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora. A Robot Sets a Table: A Case
for Hybrid Reasoning with Different Types of Knowledge. Journal of
experimental and theoretical artiﬁcial intelligence, 2015. [9]
Part of Chapter 5
• Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora, More Knowledge on the Table:
Planning with Space, Time and Resources for Robots. In Proc. of IEEE
International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2014. [10]
Part of Chapter 5
• Sebastian Stock, Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora, Joachim Hertzberg.
Online Task Merging with a Hierarchical Hybrid Task Planner for Mobile Service Robots. In Proc. IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2015. [11]
Part of Chapter 5
• Sebastian Stock, Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora, Joachim Hertzberg.
Hierarchical Hybrid Planning in a Mobile Service Robot. In Proc. 38th
German Conference on Artiﬁcial Intelligence (KI), 2015. [12]
Part of Chapter 5
• Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora, A Representation for Spatial Reasoning in Robotic Planning. In Proc. of IROS Workshop on AI-based
Robotics, 2013. [13]
Part of Chapter 5
• Masoumeh Mansouri, Henrik Andreasson, Federico Pecora. Towards Hybrid Reasoning for Automated Industrial Fleet Management. In Proc. of
the IJCAI Workshop on Hybrid Reasoning, 2015. [14]
5 RACE (Robustness by Autonomous Competence Enhancement) is a European FP7 project
that involved 6 partners and ran from December 2011 to November 2014. The overall aim of
RACE was to develop an artiﬁcial cognitive system, embodied by a service robot, able to build a
high-level understanding of the world it acts in by storing and exploiting appropriate memories of
its experiences. See http://project-race.eu/.
6 This work is supported by the Swedish Knowledge Foundation (KKS) project “Semantic Robots”
and Atlas Copco.
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Part of Chapter 6
• Masoumeh Mansouri , Henrik Andreasson, Federico Pecora. Hybrid Reasoning for Multi-robot Drill Planning in Open-pit Mines. Journal of Advanced Engineering, Acta Polytechnica, 2016. [15]
Part of Chapter 7
• J. Hertzberg, J. Zhang, L. Zhang, S. Rockel, B. Neumann, J. Lehmann, K.
S. R. Dubba, A. G. Cohn, A. Safﬁotti, F. Pecora, M. Mansouri, S. Konecny,
M. Günther, S. Stock, L. S. Lopes, M. Oliveira, Gi Hyun Li, H. Kasaei,
V. Mokhtari, L. Hotz, W. Bohlken. The RACE Project – Robustness by
Autonomous Competence Enhancement. Künstliche Intelligenz Journal
(KI), 2014. [16]
• S. Rockel, B. Neumann, J. Zhang, K.S.R. Dubba, A.G. Cohn, S. Konecny,
M. Mansouri, F. Pecora, A. Safﬁotti, M. Günther, S. Stock, J. Hertzberg,
A.M. Tome, A. Pinho, L. Seabra Lopes, S. von Riegen, L. Hotz. An
Ontology-based Multi-level Robot Architecture for Learning from Experiences. AAAI Spring Symposium on Designing Intelligent Robots: Reintegrating AI, 2013. [17]
Publications not included in this thesis:
• Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora, Alessandro Safﬁotti, Maintaining Timelines with Hybrid Fuzzy Context Inference. In Proc. of ICAPS
Workshop on Planning and Scheduling with Timelines (PSTL), 2012. [18]
• Martin Günther, Joachim Hertzberg, Masoumeh Mansouri, Federico Pecora and Alessandro Safﬁotti. Hybrid Reasoning in Perception: A Case
Study. In Proc. 10th IFAC Symposium on Robot Control (SYROCO),
2012. [19]
For all articles for which I am ﬁrst Author [9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18], I was the
main contributor, implementer and experimenter. For papers [11, 12], I contributed to theoretical and experimental analysis, as well as to implementation.
In paper [16], I contributed to the hybrid reasoning and planning sections. In
paper [17], I contributed to the constraint processing section. Papers [16, 17]
relate to the RACE project. Papers [18, 19] describe work on fuzzy constraint
reasoning for context inference — this work falls outside the scope of my work
on meta-CSPs and is therefore not included in this thesis.
The work done in the scope of project RACE is presented in Chapter 5.
More speciﬁcally, the planner introduced in Section 5.6 is as a result of a tight
collaboration with one of the RACE partners, and the main scientiﬁc contributor
of Section 5.6 is Sebastian Stock from Osnabrück university.

Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Constraint-based Reasoning

We use the notion of constraint in our every day life, when we want to solve our
daily problems, from choosing clothes to wear to ﬁnding a new house to live
in. Constraints are a natural way of stating problem requirements, e.g., a green
scarf does not suite a blue jacket. In automated problem solving, constraints
play the same important role. Many formalisms in AI employ constraints in
various forms as modeling languages. Since constraints are very pervasive, then,
can we consider constraint programming an enabling technology?
The constraint programming chapter in the Handbook of Knowledge Representation [20] concludes “constraint programming is now a relatively mature
technology for solving a wide range of difﬁcult combinatorial search problems.”
The choice of the word “relatively” is not by chance. This claim is shortly after
followed by “constraint programming is not (and may never be) a push-button
technology,” i.e., a (mature) technology, that can be reliably used by people
who do not know, and do not need to know, the details. However, constraint
solving techniques offer a number of notions, languages and solvers for building
reasoning and decision making tools, which are at the core of a wide spectrum
of AI applications. One of the important factors which contributes to constraint
programming being a relatively mature technology is the availability of general
purpose constraint solvers. But the use of general purpose constraint solvers
does not alone lighten the burden of modeling. The problem of ﬁnding the “right
model” is in fact an art. A poorly chosen model may lead to a problem being
very hard to solve.
This thesis builds upon the notion of Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP).
Throughout the thesis, we use different CSPs to state various problems the
robot should reason about. The prominent contribution of the thesis is how to
interconnect CSPs of different types in order to solve an overall problem which
has many aspects to be considered.
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Let us begin with a brief introduction to CSPs and common techniques to
solve them. A CSP is composed of a ﬁnite set of variables, each associated with a
ﬁnite set of possible values (a domain), and a set of constraints. The constraints
restrict the values that can be taken by the variables simultaneously. Formally,
Deﬁnition 1. A constraint C over a set of variables {x1 , . . . , xz } is a pair (x, ρ)
where
• x = (x1 , . . . , xz ) is the scope of the constraint;
• ρ ⊆ d(x1 ) × · · · × d(xz ) is the relation of the constraint, where d(xi )
represents the domain of xi .
A set of variables, their associated domains, and a set of constraints over these
variables, together deﬁne a constraint network:
Deﬁnition 2. A constraint network [21] is a triple (X, D, C) where
• X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is a ﬁnite set of variables;
• D = {d(x1 ), . . . , d(xn )} is the set of domains of the variables;
• C = {C1 , . . . , Cm } is a set of constraints over the variables in X.
A CSP is represented by a constraint graph, where nodes are variables,
and edges are constraints. A constraint graph is used when the scope of each
constraint in a CSP is at most two variables. Constraints with the scope of
two are called binary constraints. A hyper-graph is employed, when a problem
has n-ary constraints, where n > 2. In general, given a real world problem
represented as decision variables and constraints, constraint solvers ﬁnd an
assignment to all variables that satisﬁes all the constraints.
Deﬁnition 3. Given a constraint network (X, D, C), a constraint satisfaction
problem consists of ﬁnding an assignment for all variables in X that satisﬁes all
constraints in C.
When a solution to a CSP exists, we say that the CSP’s constraint network
is consistent (or globally consistent), whereas if we can prove that no solution
exists, the constraint network is said to be inconsistent [21]. Constraint solvers
search the solution space with the use of systematic or local search algorithms.
There are different levels of consistency other than global consistency, called
local consistency. For example, 2-consistency (also known as arc-consistency)
guarantees that for every consistent assignment of one variable there is a consistent assignment of any other variable. In general, i-consistency guarantees
that for every consistent assignment of i-1 variables there is a consistent assignment of any other variable. A well-deﬁned constraint network is 1-consistent by
deﬁnition. The notion of local consistency is important in solving CSPs. This is
because obtaining local consistency (1) is enough to decide global consistency
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in many CSPs, and (2) is less computationally demanding. Moreover, restrictions on the types of constraints (i.e., constraint language) that are allowed can
determine the level of consistency required to decide the problem.

2.1.1 Search
The main technique to solve a CSP is search. Search techniques are either complete or incomplete. Complete, or systematic algorithms exhaustively explore the
entire search space in the worst case, therefore, ﬁnding a solution if one exists.
In contrast, incomplete, or non-systematic algorithms cannot be used to show
that a CSP is inconsistent. However, they are efﬁcient at ﬁnding a solution if one
exists. In the following, we brieﬂy explain complete and incomplete algorithms
for solving CSPs.
Backtracking Search
Backtracking search is a complete method, and it is a form of depth-ﬁrst search
that can be guided by heuristics [22]. Backtracking search works by expanding a search tree. At each expansion, an un-assigned variable (i.e., a variable
which has not been assigned) is selected. In order to choose an un-assigned
variable to expand, a strategy can be taken into account. This strategy is called,
variable ordering heuristic. When a node in the search tree is expanded, the
node’s outgoing edges represent alternative choices. These choices belong to
the domain of the variable, and each choice has to be veriﬁed for consistency
with regards to the constraints in the problem. Similarly to the variable ordering
heuristic, a branching strategy , called value ordering heuristic, can be used to
determine in which order values have to be examined. Notice that backtracking
search explores the entire search space in the worst case. However, a choice of
good variable and value ordering heuristics, as well as employing constraint
propagation techniques, can be very effective in pruning the search space to
avoid exhaustive search.
Constraint Propagation
Backtracking search can be improved by interleaving inference techniques. Inference techniques, in particular constraint propagation, are used to maintain
a level of local consistency. A solution to a CSP is derived from a constraint
network that is globally consistent. Local consistency techniques infer more restrictive constraints or more restrictive domains from a subset of the constraints
and the domains that have been considered during the search, hence pruning
the search space by removing dead ends. Local consistency has different levels
corresponding to the size of the set of variables involved in the local context. If
we increase the level of consistency, more computation is needed.
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Two important forms of local consistency are arc-consistency and pathconsistency [23]. There are several important classes of CSPs for which local
consistency is equivalent to global consistency, i.e., we can decide about the
consistency of the problem via inference only. This is particularly important,
because the CSP is NP-complete, while both arc and path consistency of a
constraint network can be derived by a polynomial algorithm. Since employing
efﬁcient algorithms for on-line reasoning is very important in robotic applications, we study classes of CSPs (of different languages) which can be solved
polynomially. Throughout the thesis, we will explain these classes, and elaborate
on the limitation they have with regard to expressiveness when it comes to
modeling problem requirements.
In addition to several constraint languages whose usage results in low-order
polynomial time decision making, the connectivity structure among the variables
sharing constraints can have an effect in complexity. For instance, a CSP whose
constraint graph is a tree can be solved in polynomial time [21].
Variable and Value Ordering
Solving a CSP through backtracking search involves two types of decisions,
namely which variable to branch on, and which value to assign to the variable.
Variable and value ordering heuristics can inform these decisions. It has been
shown that the most effective variable ordering heuristics are often based on
choosing the most constrained variables ﬁrst. A good way to estimate whether a
variable is highly constrained is to count the number of values remaining in its
domains [24, 25]. The common practice for value ordering heuristics is to order
values according to a least constraining value principle. This strategy leaves
more choices for unassigned variables further ahead in the search process (hence
a value that is more likely part of a solution [26, 27]).
Local Search
Another important technique to solve CSPs is local search (not to be confused
with local consistency). Local search is an incomplete method, yet often a very
effective method for ﬁnding a solution to a CSP. In backtracking search, the
nodes in the search tree represent partial assignments to the variables. In contrast,
in local search, each node represents a complete assignment. The edges in the
search graph out of a node are given by a successor function that determines
all possible nodes reachable from the current node. Local search is performed
by transitioning from a node to an adjacent node which has a lower heuristic
value, where the heuristics estimates the “distance” from a satisfying assignment.
Gradient ascent/descent approaches or Simulated Annealing are examples of
local search. In this thesis, we will not use local search approaches to solve
CSPs. However, using local search techniques as the main algorithm for hybrid
reasoning can be an avenue for future work as discussed in Chapter 8.
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Temporal Constraint Reasoning

Representing and reasoning about time play a crucial role in AI. Constraint reasoning techniques have been successfully employed for a wide range of temporal
problems. Temporal constraint networks can include qualitative, quantitative (or
metric) constraints, or both. As mentioned earlier, our research goal is to achieve
a system that affords both symbolic and metric constructs. In the following, we
explain how we use both qualitative and metric constraints as well as how they
are related.

2.2.1 Qualitative Temporal Network
Allen’s Interval Algebra (IA) [28] is a well-known qualitative language for
temporal reasoning. Constraints in IA represent temporal relations among
intervals. These are the thirteen atomic temporal relations (see Figure 2.1),
namely Before (b), Meets (m), Overlaps (o), During (d), Starts (s), Finishes (f),
their inverses (e.g., b−1 ), and Equals (≡). For example, we can express with
Allen relations that John is cooking During the time he is in the kitchen and
that cooking is Equals to the time the stove is on. Allen relations are jointly
exhaustive and pairwise disjoint. This means that if we have two time intervals
corresponding to two facts that have occurred, there is one and only one relation
between these two intervals. Let the set of all thirteen basic Allen relations be
BIA .
Deﬁnition 4. An Allen interval network is a triple (X, D, T C), where
• X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is a set of variables representing temporal intervals;
• D = {d(x1 ), . . . , d(xn )} is the set of domains of the variables, where each
d(xi ) = {(a, b)|a, b ∈ R, a < b}, is the set of ordered pairs of real numbers
representing the beginning and ending points of the corresponding interval;
• T C : X × X → 2BIA is a mapping which deﬁnes the binary constraints over
X.
In general, an IA relation between two intervals is a disjunction of basic relations. We use disjunctions of relations for the purpose of modeling uncertainty
in a temporal problem. For example, John is cooking During or Finishes the
time he is in the kitchen, which we indicate with the notation {d, f}. Throughout
this thesis, we use convex IA relations, which correspond to the intervals of
the lattice that is deﬁned by Ligozat [29]. For example, {b, m, o} is a convex IA
relation, whereas {b, o} is not. A network only consisting of convex Allen relations is called a convex Allen interval network. Reasoning about convex Allen
constraints is tractable [30], i.e., we can determine whether a convex interval
network is consistent in polynomial time. This is an important property which
helps us to realize efﬁcient automated decision making. However, restricting
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to convex disjunctions entails that one cannot model negations of temporal
relations, e.g., “interval A should not overlap interval B”.
An Allen interval network expresses a set of qualitative temporal relations
among intervals. A solution to this CSP is an assignment of a pair of numbers
to each variable such that no constraint is violated. In order to check whether
a constraint is violated, we need to translate the relationship between a pair
of intervals into a disjunction of qualitative relations. Therefore, a solution to
this CSP is also a choice of one basic Allen relation for each disjunction such
that the entire network is consistent. As Allen interval networks are used to
model qualitative relations among intervals, they cannot be used for extracting
the actual positioning of intervals in metric time, when the intervals are not
numerically deﬁned (i.e., intervals are deﬁned as symbols and qualitative Allen
relations among them). As we will see in the next sections, metric (or quantitative) temporal constraint networks are used for reasoning about the start and
end time points of intervals.

2.2.2 Simple Temporal Network
Qualitative temporal constraints facilitate modeling temporal requirements by
humans. However, there are many requirements which can only be speciﬁed
metrically (e.g., modeling constraints between speciﬁc start/end times of a robot’s
tasks). Therefore, temporal reasoning should deal with metric information.
The Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem (TCSP) allows us to express
disjunctions of relations over time points. Formally,
Deﬁnition 5. A Temporal Constraint Network (TCN) [21] is a triple (X, D, T C)
where
• X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is a ﬁnite set of variables, each of which represents a time
point;
• D = {d(x1 ), . . . , d(xn )} is the set of domains of the variables, where each
di ∈ [O, H], where O is the origin of time, and H is the horizon;
• T C = {T C1 , . . . , T Cm }, where each constraint is represented by a set of
intervals {I1 , . . . , Ik } = {[l1 , u1 ], . . . , [lk , uk ]}.
The TCSP is the decision problem associated to a TCN, namely, ﬁnding
an instantiation of time point variables such that all the constraints in T C are
satisﬁed. We indicate with |T Ci | = k the fact that constraint T Ci is deﬁned
by k intervals. Constraints in T C can be unary or binary. A unary constraint
restricts the domain of variable xi by a set of intervals. It can be represented as
a disjunction of linear inequalities
(l1  xi  b1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (lk  xi  bk )
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A binary constraint between xi and xj , called a distance constraint, restricts
the admissible values for the distance xj − xi . Distance constraints are also
represented as a disjunction of inequities
(l1  xj − xi  u1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (lk  xj − xi  uk )
The TCSP is NP-hard, thus requiring search for ﬁnding a solution. Since
temporal reasoning is crucial for on-line reasoning in all our applications, we
use a special class of TCSP, called Simple Temporal Problem (STP). STP is also
the problem of ﬁnding an instantiation of time point variables, but under more
simpliﬁed constraints than a TCSP. A STP can be solved in polynomial time.
Deﬁnition 6. A Simple Temporal Network (STN) [21] is a (X, D, T C), where
|T Ci | = 1 for all T Ci ∈ T C, i.e., distance constraints are not disjunctions.
Consistency of a simple temporal constraint network can be proved by loworder polynomial constraint propagation algorithms [31, 32]. In particular, the
set of distance constraints can be represented in a graph, to which an all-pairsshortest-path algorithm [32] can be applied to enforce the consistency of the
simple temporal network.

2.2.3 Translation between Qualitative and Metric
Representations
As pointed out earlier, qualitative temporal constraints are convenient for modeling temporal requirements by humans. However, some temporal requirements
are deﬁned metrically. We are interested in providing both types of representation possibilities, and in exploiting efﬁcient techniques for reasoning about
both metric and qualitative constraints. The semantics of atomic qualitative
Allen relations can be expressed with metric temporal constraints. This enables
us to model relations qualitatively, but reason about them in metric space.
For example, the constraint A {b} B is equivalent to the metric constraints
0 < B− − A+ < ∞ where (·)− and (·)+ represent, respectively, the start and end
times of the corresponding intervals. Given a convex interval network, there
exists a simple temporal network that expresses the quantitative constraints
between bounds of the interval variables in the network [33]. Allen relations can
be augmented with metric bounds. These bounds are described in Figure 2.1.
As illustrated in this ﬁgure, for each relation, there are speciﬁc bounds that
are meaningful with respect to the deﬁnition of each relation. For example, it
is meaningful to specify a bound between only starts times of two intervals
when they are in relation Finishes, since the end times should be equal by
deﬁnition. Moreover, these bounds should be compatible with the semantics
of the constraint. For example, we cannot specify a temporal bound for the
Before constraint as [0, 13), since the value 0 corresponds to the qualitative
relation Meets. Allen interval constraints with speciﬁed metric bounds are called
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Figure 2.1: Augmented Allen Interval Relations

Augmented Allen Interval constraints. For instance, A {b[5, 13]} B states that
interval A should end at least 5 and at most 13 time units before interval B
starts.
Throughout the thesis, augmented Allen Interval constraints are used in
order to predicate upon temporal variables. Temporal variables are ﬂexible
temporal intervals in the form I = ([ls , us ], [le , ue ]), where ls/e , us/e represent,
respectively, lower and upper bounds on the start/end times of intervals. For
example, we enrich facts about the environment represented as predicates such
as On(cup1, tablel) with ﬂexible temporal intervals [[5, 5], [10, 20]], stating the
fact that cup1 is on table1 in a time interval starting at time 5 and ending any
time between 10 and 20. These intervals can be seen as temporally qualiﬁed
expressions as described by Ghallab et al. [34]. Temporally qualiﬁed expressions
are deﬁned on the basis of the closed-world assumption, that is, a qualiﬁed temporal expression (i.e., ﬂexible temporal interval) only holds during the period of
time explicitly stated. Outside of this temporal interval, the expression does not
hold, e.g., the predicate On(cup1, tablel) is certainly not true after time 20. Augmented Allen Interval constraints can be used to relate such temporal intervals.
For example, we can state the temporal relation “On(sugarpot1, tablel) {b[1,5]}
On(cup1, tablel)”, representing the fact that sugar pot should be on the table at
least 1 and at most 5 units of time before the cup is on the table.
Deﬁnition 7. An augmented Allen interval network is a triple N = (T X, T D, T C)
where,
• T X = {I1 , . . . , In } is a set of ﬂexible temporal intervals;
• T D = {([ls , us ]1 , [le , ue ]1 ), . . . , ([ls , us ]n , [le , ue ]n )} is the set of domains
for each ﬂexible interval, where ls/e ∈ [O, H] and us/e ∈ [O, H]. O is the
origin of time, and H is the horizon;
• T C = {T C1 , . . . , T Cm } is a set of augmented Allen interval constraints.
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In addition to binary constraints, an augmented Allen interval network may
contain unary constraints Release[l, u]A and Deadline[l, u]B, stating, respectively, that A starts between l and u time units after the origin of time, and that
B ends between l and u time units after the origin of time.
Consistency of an augmented Allen interval network consisting of only convex Allen interval constraints can be decided by consistency of its corresponding
STN. This STN is derived from the qualitative Allen relations with their speciﬁc
metric bounds as well as ﬂexible temporal intervals [33].

2.3

Resource Scheduling

In the previous section, there was an example in which we enriched the predicates
with ﬂexible temporal intervals. Then, these predicates were represented in an
augmented Allen interval network as variables bound by constraints. A solution
to the obtained STP is a time allocation for each time point. In general, a
schedule is an allocation in time of truth values of predicates. Finding a schedule
(i.e., the scheduling problem) is hard in the presence of limited resources and
temporal constraints such as deadlines [35]. Task scheduling for mobile robots,
project scheduling in logistics, or course scheduling in a university are common
examples in this area.
Various types of constraint-based approaches to scheduling have been used.
Our approach for the hybrid reasoning problem in robotics is inspired by
one such approach [36], where constraint reasoning at two different levels of
abstractions is performed to ﬁnd an overall solution to a scheduling problem
with resources. More speciﬁcally, the project scheduling problem is formulated
as a meta-CSP. In this meta-CSP, several CSPs at different levels of abstraction
are used. Variables in the higher level CSP are sets of predicates that over
consume the resources, and their domains are various ways of sequencing these
predicates to avoid over-consumption. At the lower level, there is a STP, which
veriﬁes decisions taken at the higher level (i.e., sequencing constraints between
over-consuming predicates represented by distance constraints between start
and end times of predicates) through temporal constraint propagation.
For example, we can model the area of a table where sugarpot and cup will be
placed as a resource. Placements of the cup and the sugarpot consume the “table
resource”. If the sum of the areas of the cup and the sugarpot are more than the
area of the table, then, the two temporal predicates “On(sugarpot1, tablel)” and
“On(cup1, table1)” form a variable in the meta-CSP. The domain of this variable is “On(sugarpot1, table1) {b} On(cup1, table1)” and “On(cup1, table1)
{b} On(sugarpot1, table1)”. When one of these values are chosen in the search,
the STP veriﬁes the feasibility of this choice, thus computing the start/end times
for each temporal predicate.
Although the approach described above is speciﬁc to the scheduling problem,
it gives us a good intuition about decoupling problems at different levels of
abstraction. In this problem, resource capacities are high-level constraints, and
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any schedule for a set of predicates engaged in resource usage should be feasible
with respect to the high-level constraints, i.e., in any moment in time, a resource
should not be used more than its capacity. Throughout the thesis, we refer to this
work when a scheduling sub-problem is involved in an overall hybrid problem.

Chapter 3

Related Work
In this chapter, we give an overview about the related work regarding the
research question of this thesis, that is, hybrid reasoning for AI-driven robots.
We look at relevant literature in AI, in robotics, and in their combination, and
discuss different viewpoints concerning this research question in these ﬁelds.
Further related work concerning speciﬁc applications is discussed in relevant
chapters.

3.1

System Level Hybrid Reasoning

The main research question of this thesis is how to combine reasoning about different inter-dependent sub-problems of an overall problem in a systematic way.
One common way to integrate reasoning is system-level and architecture-based
approaches, where robot control programs are augmented via KR&R methods.
One example is the Ke Jia project [37] where Answer Set Programming [38]
is employed as a core knowledge representation for integrating different reasoning modules in a mobile robotic platform. These modules include a task
planner, a motion planner and a natural language processor. There are several
systems which use ontologies as a core knowledge representation for integrating
reasoning modules. Examples include the Uniﬁed Robot Knowledge (OUR-K)
framework [39], which has been used mainly for navigation and planning, the
KnowRob system [40], which focuses on the integration of reasoning processes
needed for robotic manipulation, and the RACE project [16], which uses an
ontology as a common language for various reasoners to enable a PR2 robot to
learn from experience in a restaurant. There are numerous KR based systems
in robotics, and in this regard, an interesting survey is provided by Beetz et
al. [41]. Classical cognitive architectures like ACT-R [42], have been rarely used
by robots.
System-based approaches employ various reasoning methods for realizing
and parametrizing the control routines. They are usually loosely coupled, i.e.,
reasoning modules are black boxes, and the knowledge processing that occurs
21
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inside each black box is not known to other black boxes. Loosely speaking,
one can say that each black box solves a sub-problem of the overall problem.
Although realizing a complex robotic system requires system level integration,
our main objective in this thesis is to obtain a general framework for integrating reasoning which provides a means to capture interdependencies between
different modules of a system. Our approach targets an issue which is complementary to system integration, namely that of solving problems where tight
interdependences exist between sub-problems.

3.2

From Hybrid Reasoning in AI to AI-Driven
Robots

Hybrid reasoning in AI started with systems based on Krypton [43]. Subsequently Description Logic (DL) [2] and its extensions earned the reputation of
being hybrid. This is because DL consists of two key components (i.e., ABox
and TBox), and different KR formalisms may be used to specify the knowledge in these two components. These KR formalisms initially included various
forms of qualitative reasoning. Multi-context systems [44, 45, 46] can also be
considered as an attempt to provide a general framework for hybrid reasoning,
where knowledge from different (heterogeneous) sources is combined. These
mostly logic-based systems integrate different types of logics (e.g., monotonic
and nonmonotonic logics) via so-called bridge rules which specify information
ﬂow among different contexts. The overall goal of such a system is to obtain
global satisﬁability. Nowadays, in an AI context, hybrid reasoning is mainly
about combining qualitative and metric reasoning (e.g., combining task and
motion planning), and more in general, two fundamentally non equivalent representations (e.g., deterministic and stochastic). We provide below an overview
of existing hybridizations of known AI problems, focusing on how they relate to
robotics, and to the speciﬁc form of hybrid KR&R we introduce in this thesis.

3.2.1 Hybrid Planning: Combining Task and Motion Planning
A consistent body of work in AI-based robotics has focused on the hybridization
of causal reasoning, i.e., a form of hybrid planning. Hybrid planning has received
much more attention than other forms of hybrid reasoning, mainly because
planning tools provide a ﬂexible and somewhat general way to act in the
environment contextually to what is known and observed. To do this, planners
must take into account the feasibility of actions in the real world while reasoning
about actions, tasks and goals. Some of the resulting problems have been tackled
in integrated task and motion planning. Several interesting discussions about
different approaches to this particular hybrid reasoning problem can be found
in the literature [47, 48, 49].
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In hybrid planning, the problem of deciding which actions to perform is
often represented at a high level of abstraction, and the feasibility in terms of
kinematics, dynamics, and geometric constraints is expressed at a lower level
of abstraction. Feasibility of actions is often assessed through procedural attachments, and approaches differ in the reasoning techniques used for high
level action and task planning, e.g., Boolean satisﬁability [50], PDDL planning [51, 52, 53], Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning [47, 54], or
Answer Set Programming (ASP) [55]. The attached procedure depends on the
application, e.g., simulation-based veriﬁcation [56], geometric reasoning [57] or
motion planning [50].
Combining task and motion planning via procedural attachment has been
very successful in promoting the role of AI reasoning in robotics. However, procedural attachment fails to provide a scalable, general technique for integrating
very diverse forms of reasoning. There are reasons behind this shortcoming. One
is that procedural attachments often do not capture inter-dependencies among
sub-problems, i.e., each sub-problem solver is not aware of requirements of the
domain that pertain to other sub-problems. These approaches lack a clear and
transparent means to specify interdependencies between sub-problems; this is
due to the fact that such a speciﬁcation would have to combine notions/concepts
that are expressed in different KR formalisms.
We adopt the perspective that task/action planning should be made aware
of the other requirements of the domain. Our approach does not necessarily
delegate veriﬁcation of these requirements to procedural attachments, rather
reasoning about all modeled knowledge is performed during search in a combined search space. In our approach, procedural attachment is used to capture
knowledge that cannot be easily expressed in a common representation (e.g.,
physics). However, in this thesis, our main intellectual curiosity is to capture
inter-dependencies among various aspects of a problem by interleaving the reasoning processes in a general way. Moreover, our work aims to cover broader
aspects of integrated reasoning in robotics, and it is not limited to integrated
task and motion planning. Combining task and motion planning is not the only
problem where it is necessary to combine various forms of KR&R. Many known
AI problems (not necessarily related to robotics) share the same issue of dealing
with different theories, as we will explain later.

3.2.2 Constraint Based Hybrid Reasoning
Satisﬁability Modulo Theories (SMT) [58] is built upon the notion of augmenting a core algorithm with the ability to reason about several diverse theories. In
SMT, the core problem is encoded in propositional logic (as Boolean Satisﬁability Problem (SAT)), and domain speciﬁc reasoners can reason about equality,
arithmetic, functions calls, and other requirements that cannot be conveniently
encoded in SAT. SMT thus consists of deciding the satisﬁability of a (ground)
ﬁrst order formula represented in propositional logic with respect to background
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theories. Three important features of SMT that inspired us in our approach
to hybrid reasoning are the following. First, theories are not isolated and their
decision procedures can be combined. This is not generally the case, but when
it is, the use of clauses (constraints) that capture inter-theory dependencies enhances computational efﬁciency considerably [59]. Second, the attached theories
do more than verify inferences performed at the SAT level. They also guide the
search by adding information to the SAT solver. Third, SMT mostly relies on
the efﬁciency of constraint propagation techniques used in the SAT solver. In
other words, SMT owes its efﬁciency to constraint-based inference techniques
developed in the SAT community. SMT has been employed in many applications
such as task planning [60], scheduling [61], model checking [62], but has not
received much attention in robotics. Nedunuri et al. [63] encode high-level robot
requirements as a C-like program which is translated to propositional logic.
The background theories are linear arithmetic and functions which relate to the
physical conﬁguration of the robot and objects in the environment.
Our approach to hybrid reasoning is based on the notion of Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP, see Deﬁnition 3). Constraint languages are versatile
and adequate for modeling many problems in robotics, and constraint reasoning
approaches are good workhorses for online problem solving. Existing work
largely combines constraints of different types to model the desired behaviour
of the system. Examples of CSP-based hybrid methods in robotics include task
scheduling [64, 65], manipulation planning [66], integrated temporal reasoning,
scheduling and planning [67, 68], and integrated geometric and task planning [57], only to name a few. Our work aims at generalizing the ideas above
by including other types of constraints in the reasoning process and studying
the relations among them. As we will see, these are “meta” relations, that is,
constraints that state the relations across types of constraints, and that express
the “hybrid” part of the problem formulation.
Hybrid methods are used also in classical constraint programming. In this
context, methods that combine AI and operations research (OR) techniques are
considered hybrid methods in constraint solving. As a case in point, using linear
programming techniques (a well-known OR approach) while backtracking is a
hybrid method which results in pruning domains of variables considerably [69].
Another example is Bender decomposition [70], where search efﬁciency is enhanced by means of learning new constraints (called no-goods).
We employ constraint reasoning for some sub-problems of an overall hybrid
problem, where this is epistemologically and computationally convenient, as
well as for the higher-level search in the joint search space of all sub-problems.
The use of CSPs at different levels of abstraction to solve computationally
challenging problems has been proposed before. In the following, we give an
overview of some particular instances of this.
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3.2.3 Meta-constraint Reasoning
One example of using meta-constraint reasoning in automated problem solving
is the rectangle packing problem [71]. Roughly speaking, the problem is to
decide how to ﬁt boxes of different sizes into a larger box. This problem can
be decomposed into two CSPs, at different levels of abstraction. The variables
of the CSP at the lower level represent the coordinates in Eucledian space in
which rectangles are to be placed. A solution to the CSP at the higher level
consists of relative placements of rectangles with respect to each other (e.g.,
“place a rectangle to the right of another rectangle”). In this way, the problem of
rectangle packing is decomposed into two decision problems, and the decisions
at the higher level CSP have consequences in the lower-level CSP in terms of
physical placement in Eucledian space.
Meta-CSPs have been used as a means to exploit the structure of a CSP for
efﬁcient solving [72, 73]. Speciﬁcally, given a CSP represented as a constraint
graph, nodes (variables) are clustered. The clusters are meta-variables, that is,
variables in the high level CSP. Values for these meta-variables act as labelings
for the lower-level variables. One of the main reasons for clustering variables
is to make a tree structured meta-CSP if possible, in order to solve the original
CSP efﬁciently.
It has been shown that a Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem (TCSP)
(see Deﬁnition 5) can be seen a meta-CSP [74, 75]. Variables in this meta-CSP
are the constraints in the TCSP and the values are the disjuncts forming the
constraints. Recall that in a TCSP, we have disjunctions of distance constraints
over temporal variables (i.e., time points). Constraints of the meta-CSP are not
explicitly stated, rather they are satisﬁed when the assignment of values to the
variables at the higher level of abstraction induce a consistent STP at the lower
level of abstraction.
As explained in the previous chapter, the resource scheduling problem can
also be cast to a meta-CSP [36], where the clusters of variables at the higher
level are sets of predicates that over consume the capacity of a resource, and
their resolvers are precedence constraints. The resolver constraints are added
to a STP at the lower level of abstraction as distance constraints. Identifying
over-consuming clusters and posting resolvers in the lower CSP continues, until
over-consumption is removed. This process can be seen as a ﬂaw-resolution
approach, which is also the core concept in partial-order planning [76, 34].

3.3

Summary

We can see the existing approaches to hybrid reasoning from two viewpoints.
One pertains to the work which mainly focuses on achieving a general framework for integrated reasoning (e.g., multi-context systems or SMT). These
approaches have not been extensively applied in robotics, and often stem from
applications where embodiment, perception and actuation play a minor role,
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if any. The other viewpoint is that of applications where real robotic systems
have to solve several, diverse problems. Speciﬁc methods for integrating selected
problem solving techniques are proposed in these cases. For example, most of
the approaches for combining the task and motion planning problems explained
earlier fall in this category. In this thesis, we aim at combining these two viewpoints, by proposing a general method for hybrid reasoning, and applying the
method in several real robotic applications.

Chapter 4

Hybrid Reasoning as
Meta-Constraint Reasoning
In this chapter, we introduce the core method studied in this thesis, namely
modeling hybrid problems as constraint satisfaction problems at a high level
of abstraction (meta-CSPs). We detail how solutions to hybrid problems can
be found via systematic search in meta-CSPs. We ﬁrst propose constraints as a
means to model selected requirements on robot behavior. Through a pedagogical
problem, we introduce a hybrid representation as a collection of CSPs of different
types, and we explain how the hybrid representation acts as a basis for our core
algorithm, namely meta-CSP search. We conclude the chapter by illustrating a
systematic algorithm for meta-CSP search, and how it can be seen as a high-level
robot controller.

4.1

Modeling Robot Behaviors as CSPs

In this thesis, we employ the notion of constraint to express requirements of a
problem. Therefore, we describe how the problem of enforcing some desired
behaviors of a robot system is reduced to CSPs. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
Section 2.1, a constraint network is composed of a ﬁnite set of variables, each
associated with a set of possible values (a domain), and a set of constraints. The
constraints restrict the values that can be taken by the variables simultaneously.
A CSP (see Deﬁnition 3, Chapter 2) consists of ﬁnding an assignment for all
variables that satisﬁes all constraints in the constraint network. In this chapter,
we will generalize the notion of constraint, variable and CSP to what we call
meta-constraint, meta-variable and meta-CSP. The former in particular will be
used to capture requirements that lie at a higher level of abstraction, capturing
several aspects of the overall problem jointly.
In order to explain our approach, we introduce a running example called the
Turtlebots and Panels Problem (TPP). Note that this problem is used only for
pedagogical purposes, and TPP can be modeled, and solved, in many other ways
27
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FoV

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: A panel with a QR code and its FoV(a), a Turtlebot 2 (see http://www.
turtlebot.com/)(b)

than presented in this chapter. The features of our approach are described in the
context of real applications in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. The TPP is stated as follows.
The environment consists of rooms, walls, and panels with QR codes
on one side (see Figure 4.1(a)). Turtlebots (see Figure 4.1(b)) can
perform the following actions: move to a destination pose, and read
the QR code on a panel from the panel’s ﬁeld of visibility (FoV).
The problem is to ensure that all available robots observe a different
panel (assuming there are more panels than robots), and that robots
avoid collision with other robots.

D

E

Figure 4.2: A Gazebo snapshot of a solution to the TPP (a), and a real run of a meta-CSP
based controller for a ﬂeet of Turtlebots2 platforms (b)

Figure 4.2(a) shows a Gazebo snapshot of a solution to the TPP, and Figure 4.2(b) is a snapshot of a real run of a meta-CSP based reasoner for the TPP.
The TPP can be stated in terms of the following requirements: (TPP-REQ-1) all
available robots observe a different panel; (TPP-REQ-2) to observe a panel, a
robot must be in its FoV; (TPP-REQ-3) to be somewhere, a robot needs to move
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there; (TPP-REQ-4) different robots should not move at the same time (in order
to avoid collisions in the conﬁned space)1 .
By the end of this chapter, we will have stated the requirements above
formally as meta-constraints. Before we can do so, we must deﬁne the machinery
that we will use to reason about these requirements. We start by exploring
which KR formalisms we can use to specify robot behaviors that adhere to these
requirements. In other words, we will now look at how to describe a solution of
the TPP, that is, robot behaviors that adhere to TPP-REQ-1–TPP-REQ-4. This
is different from specifying the requirements themselves, that is, the TPP, for
which we will use the notion of meta-constraint (Section 4.3). For example, we
need to predicate upon time and space to be able to make a robot move at the
“right” time to the “right” place. This entails that, before developing a way to
express such spatio-temporal requirements, we have to choose a KR formalism
that enables us to talk and reason about time, and one that enables us to talk
and reason about space. In the following, we explain our choices in modeling.
We choose to model temporal aspects of the TPP’s requirements with ﬂexible temporal intervals and augmented Allen constraints. These are represented
in a temporal constraint network T N = (T X, T D, T C) (see Deﬁnition 7, Section 2.2.3). Let the environment contain two robots, turtlebot1 and turtlebot2.
We can state that turtlebot1 and turtlebot2 move by means of two predicates,
namely turtlebot1_movebase and turtlebot2_movebase. As depicted in the Figure 4.3, each has a ﬂexible temporal interval associated to it, indicating when
the movebase actions can occur. Figure 4.3(a) shows that each movebase action
can start some time in the interval [0, 1000], and can end some time in the same
interval, given the fact that 0 is the origin of time and 1000 is the horizon. These
times can be restricted via temporal constraints, e.g., the constraint
turtlebot1_movebase {o[5, ∞)} turtlebot2_movebase
states that turtlebot2 should start moving at least 5 seconds before turtlebot1
stops moving. Figure 4.3(b) shows the updated time interval with respect to the
imposed constraint which is computed by a STP solver [30].
We state spatial aspects of the TPP’s requirements with variables representing
convex polygons. Among these, we can express the qualitative spatial constraints
Inside, its inverse SpatiallyContains, and Disconnected. A convex polygon is
represented as a set of linear inequalities in Euclidean space Ax + By  C. The
region on the side of a panel, the bases of the turtlebots, and obstacles are
represented as convex polygons. The FoV representing the side of a panel is
such that from every point in the region, a turtlebot can see the QR code on the
panel with an opportune heading. Hence, a robot observes a panel if its base is
in the FoV. For example, to enforce the desired behavior “turtlebot1 observes
1 Ideally, robots should not move at the same time, if they occupy the same space. For simplicity,
we disallow any concurrent movements to avoid collision. The problem of scheduling navigable
space in a multi-robot application is treated properly in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Figure 4.3: A temporal constraint between two moves of the turtlebots

panel1 from FoV1”, we impose an Inside constraint between the relevant spatial
variables, i.e., turtlebot1_movebase and FoV1. These two polygons represent the
spatial viewpoint of the robot’s behavior in the TPP (see Figure 4.4). A speciﬁc
geometric constraint solver is employed to determine where the position of the
robot base should be, given a spatial model expressed as a spatial constraint
network. For the sake of simplicity, the solver does not decide on the orientation,
and a built-in ad-hoc procedure in the robot rotates the turtlebot when it is in a
FoV of a panel to observe the panel.
More precisely, the spatial (or geometric) constraint network used in the TPP
is as follows:
Deﬁnition 8. A spatial constraint network in the TPP is a tuple G = (GX, GD, GC)
where,
• GX = {gx1 , . . . , gxn } is a set of convex polygons;
• GD = {d(gx1 ), . . . , d(gxn )} is the set of domains of the convex polygons,
where d(gxi ) ⊂ R × R is the corresponding domain for each polygon;
• GC : GX × GX → {Inside, Disconnected, SpatiallyContains} is a partial
mapping which deﬁnes the binary constraints over GX.
In addition to robot movements, we have to model the fact that a robot
observes panels. To do so, we employ predicates representing observation actions
for each turtlebot (e.g., turtlebot1_observe). These are variables in a constraint
network representing sets. Set variables are used to model what robots see. We
also use set variables to represent what panels the FoVs belong to. The domain
of a set variable is a ﬁnite set of symbols, namely the QR codes on the panels.
Among set variables, we can state set constraints to restrict the panels that
should be observed by different robots. These constraints are the standard set
relations SetContain and Different, as well as the unary relation SetEquals(e)
imposing that a set should only have one speciﬁc element e. Formally,
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Figure 4.4: turtlebot1 is disconnected from the obstacle (a), turtlebot1 is inside FoV1 (b)

Deﬁnition 9. A set constraint network in the TPP is a tuple S = (SX, SD, SC)
where,
• SX = {sx1 , . . . , sxn } is a ﬁnite set of set variables representing robot
observations;
• SD = {d(sx1 ), . . . , d(sxn )} is a ﬁnite set of domains, where each domain
is the set of all symbols representing the panels that can be observed by a
robot;
• SC = {SC1 , . . . , SCm } is a set of set constraints over set variables.
The collection of temporal, spatial, and set variables allows to impose different types of requirements onto movement and observation predicates. The
variables above can be constrained to capture requirements on when and where
robots move and observe, and what they observe. Our representation is not a
uniﬁed constraint language, rather, there are constraints of different types which
are maintained in different constraint networks. Constraints are an appropriate
KR formalism to state the requirements of the TPP, as there are general purpose
constraint solvers. However, as we will show in Section 4.3, the requirements
(TPP-REQ-1) and (TPP-REQ-2) are hybrid, that is, they impose conditions
that subsume requirements expressed as constraints in different KR formalisms
among the three we have chosen (temporal, spatial and set-theoretic). In the next
section, we explain how different types of CSPs (temporal, spatial, and set CSPs
in the TPP example) can be connected to each other to make the imposition of
hybrid requirements possible.

4.2

Hybrid Constraint Networks

In order to enable hybrid reasoning, we represent the many viewpoints of a
problem as a single constraint network:
Deﬁnition 10. Given a set of constraint networks {(X1 , D1 , C1 ), . . . , (Xk , Dk , Ck )},
a hybrid constraint network is a triple M = (V, D, C), where
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• V⊆
• D=
• C=
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sj is a set of hybrid variables;

d(z) is the set of domains of the hybrid variables;

Ci is the collection of constraints among variables in V.

Let MT PP = {VT PP , DT PP , CT PP } be the hybrid constraint network in the
TPP. In MT PP ,
VT PP = {(I1 , gx1 , sx1 ), . . . , (In , gxn , sxn ), (In+1 , gxn+1 ), . . . , (In+m , gxn+m )},
where Ii ∈ T X, gxi ∈ GX and sxi ∈ SX. Hybrid variables which represent
observations have three elements (henceforth, we call these observation variables): the set variable sxi models which panel is observed from FoV gxi at time
Ii . This also applies for variables representing the FoVs of panels (called FoV
variables) in the environment, whose set variable sxi is an identiﬁer of a panel.
Variables representing movement (called movement variables) of the robots do
not have any set variables as they do not observe a panel while moving, and
are hence subsets represented by an interval Ii and a spatial region gxi . The
domain of a hybrid variable is the Cartesian product of the domains of each
involved variable. For example, the domain of a hybrid variable (I1 , gx1 , sx1 )
is contained in R × R × R × P, where P = {P1 , . . . , Pz } is the set of symbols
representing all panels in the TPP.
We say that each (Xi , Di , Ci ) is subsumed by a hybrid constraint network M.
Each subsumed constraint network provides a speciﬁc viewpoint of the overall
problem, while a hybrid constraint network provides a hybrid viewpoint subsuming many underlying networks. For example, Figure 4.5 shows a constraint
network which consists of one observation variable pertaining to turtlebot1
(i.e., turtlebot1_observation1) and one set constraint (i.e., SetEquals(P1 )). The
subsumed set constraint network is also shown in the ﬁgure. Note that the
constraints in the hybrid constraint network are not hybrid constraints (e.g.,
spatio-temporal or set-temporal), rather there are spatial constraints, temporal
constraints, and set constraints. Hence, reasoning occurs in the separate constraint networks that are subsumed by the hybrid constraint network. We say
that
Deﬁnition 11. A hybrid constraint network is consistent if all the subsumed
constraint networks are consistent.
The deﬁnition above states that a global assignment is consistent only if the
union of assignments are consistent in the various viewpoints of a problem. In
this way, we do not have any mechanism to restrict mutual assignments across
viewpoints in the case of existing dependencies. To capture the dependencies,
we need a hybrid notion of constraint, which does not exist in hybrid constraint
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Hybrid Constraint Network

Set Constraint Network

Figure 4.5: A hybrid constraint network with one observation variable and one set
constraint.

networks as we have deﬁned them. In the next section, we will introduce such
constraints.

4.3

High Level Constraints as Meta-Constraints

A hybrid constraint network, which is a collection of several CSPs, neglects
dependencies among these CSPs. For example, consider TTP-REQ-2 which states
that in order to observe a panel, a robot must be in its FoV. This means that if
the set constraint network has a constraint indicating that a robot should see a
particular panel, the spatial constraint network should have an Inside constraint
to impose that the robot is in the FoV of the same panel. Figure 4.5 depicts
this situation, where the hybrid constraint network neglects the dependency
between set and spatial constraint network: turtlebot1 sees P1, and it is not
constrained to be in the FoV1 of P1, as there is no Inside constraint indicating
so. There are no constraints in either network that disallow this situation or
enforce this dependency among the two CSPs. In these cases, we say that the
hybrid constraint network contains a ﬂaw. The ﬂaw can be resolved by adding
constraints or variables to the hybrid constraint network. In this example,
the resolver of the ﬂaw is simple and it is an Inside constraint between the
spatial variable representing the robot base and the FoV of the panel (see
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Figure 4.6). The formal deﬁnition of TPP-REQ-2 (and other requirements) and
the corresponding ﬂaws and resolvers will be explained later in this section.
Our approach is based on identifying ﬂaws that capture violations from the
point of view of different requirements in the hybrid problem, and gradually
ﬁxing the network until no hybrid requirements are violated. This mechanism is
realized by the meta-CSP search, whose central notion is that of meta-constraint.
Meta-constraints express requirements grounded on the hybrid representation;
they identify ﬂaws in the hybrid network, and contain alternative ways to resolve
them by inserting more constraints and variables into the hybrid constraint
network.
Hybrid Constraint Network

FoV

Set Constraint Network

Spatial Constraint Network

Figure 4.6: The ﬂaw that existed in Figure 4.5 with respect to TTP-REQ-2 is resolved.
This is done by adding the Inside constraint to the hybrid constraint network to make it
adhere to TTP-REQ-2, that is, to observe a panel, a robot must be in its FoV.

Let us deﬁne formally the notion of meta-constraint. Given a constraint
network CN = (X, D, C), we say that the constraint network CN  = (X  , D  , C  )
is contained in CN (denoted CN  ⊆ CN) if X  ⊆ X and C  ⊆ C. We denote
with 2CN the set of all possible constraint networks that are contained in CN.
Also, we deﬁne the union of two hybrid constraint networks M = (X, D, C),
and M  = (X  , D  , C  ) as M  = M ∪ M  , where M  = (X ∪ X  , D ∪ D  , C ∪ C  ).
In order to deﬁne the notion of meta-constraint formally, we require to describe
two functions φ and δ. Let φΞ : 2M → { , ⊥} be a characteristic function of a
subset Ξ of the power set of M, i.e.,

if ξ ∈ Ξ
φΞ (ξ) =
⊥
otherwise
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and let δ : 2M → U be a function which determines a set of hybrid constraint
networks {(X1 , D1 , C1 ) , . . . , (Xn , Dn , Cn )} from the universe of all constraint
networks denoted by U.
Deﬁnition 12. A meta-constraint is a triple (M, Ξ, Δ), where
• M = (V, D, C) is a hybrid constraint network;
• Ξ with the associated characteristic function φΞ is a set of meta-variables;

• Δ⊆
δ(ξ) is the relation of the meta-constraint, where the domain of
ξ∈Ξ

meta-variables ξ ∈ Ξ is the set of hybrid constraint networks δ(ξ).
The meta-variables Ξ of a meta-constraint represent the subsets of the hybrid
constraint network that are determined to be ﬂaws by function φ. This is a clear
difference from a CSP, where variables are deﬁned explicitly. In a meta-CSP, φ is
a characteristic function that identiﬁes the subsets of M that are ﬂaws, i.e., φ
is a closed-form expression acting as a recipe for identifying ﬂaws in a hybrid
constraint network. The domains of meta-variables (i.e., meta-values), δ(ξ), are
constraint networks that, if added to the hybrid constraint network, resolve
the ﬂaw. In other words, function δ(ξ) = {(X1 , D1 , C1 ) , . . . , (Xn , Dn , Cn )}
determines a set of hybrid constraint networks, each of which represents an
alternative prescription for resolving the ﬂaw described by ξ. The collection of
meta-constraints and their meta-variables deﬁnes a meta-CSP, that is represented
in a constraint network at a higher level of abstraction than the hybrid constraint
network. We call each CSP subsumed by the hybrid constraint network M a
ground-CSP. In the TPP, we have three ground-CSPs represented by three
different constraint networks, which are the temporal, spatial and set constraint
networks respectively, N (see Deﬁnition 7, Chapter 2), G and S. The groundCSPs act as validators for assessing which meta-values (resolvers of ﬂaws) are
acceptable from the spatial, temporal and set point of view.
Deﬁnition 13. An assignment ξ ← (X, D, C) satisﬁes a meta-constraint (M, Ξ, Δ)
if (X, D, C) ∈ Δ and M ∪ (X, D, C) is consistent.
Crucially, the consequences of assigning a particular meta-value to a metavariable are taken into account in all ground-CSPs, as all meta-constraints
employ the same ground-CSPs to assess the presence of ﬂaws. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.5: the fact that P1 should be observed by robot1 constitutes a ﬂaw,
because the robot may not be inside FoV1; this ﬂaw is discovered by a function φ
which identiﬁes observation variables that are not bound by an inside constraint
to a FoV variable. A assignment to this meta-variable is shown in Figure 4.6,
namely, an appropriate Inside constraint. In turn, this assignment leads to
another ﬂaw, because the robot may need to move to FoV1 in order to satisfy
the inside constraint; this ﬂaw is discovered by a function φ which identiﬁes
pairs of observation and FoV variables that are bound by an inside constraint
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and for which a movement variable does not exist; a possible meta-value for
this meta-variable is a movement variable with appropriate temporal constraints
(not shown in the ﬁgure).
Similarly to a CSP, we can deﬁne a Meta-Constraint Network as follows:
Deﬁnition 14. A Meta-Constraint Network is a triple (C, X, D) where
• C = {(M, Ξ1 , Δ1 ), . . . , (M, Ξn , Δn )} is a ﬁnite set of meta-constraints;

• X= n
i=1 Ξi are the meta-variables;
n
• D = i=1 Δi are the domains of the meta-variables.
Henceforth, we indicate with ξij the j-th meta-variable in the scope Ξi of the i-th
meta-constraint in a meta-constraint network. Given a meta-constraint network,
the next step is to deﬁne meta-CSP formally.
Deﬁnition 15. Given a set of meta-constraints C = {(M, Ξ1 , Δ1 ), . . . , (M, Ξn ,
Δn )}, Meta-Constraint Satisfaction Problem (Meta-CSP) consists of ﬁnding a
set of assignments that satisﬁes all meta-constraints.
We illustrate the notion of meta-constraints via examples in the TPP. Let M
be a hybrid constraint network with variables representing the current positions
of the robots, their current observations, and the locations of obstacles. Set
constraints model which QR codes, if any, are observed by the robots, and
spatial constraints model the relative positions of the robots with obstacles and
FoVs.
TTP-REQ-1 states that all available robots observe a different panel. We cast
this requirement as a meta-constraint, and we call it assignment meta-constraint.
In order to deﬁne a meta-constraint, we have to determine what are the metavariables and meta-values of this meta-constraint. In the following, we will
formalize each meta-constraint to exemplify our way of modeling. In order to
do so, let us provide the vocabulary that is needed to determine the TPP’s metaconstraints formally. We indicate with (·)(v) an element of the hybrid variable
v. For example, sx(v) represents the set variable of hybrid variable v. As we
mentioned before, in the TPP, temporal variables are ﬂexible temporal intervals
in the form I = ([ls , us ], [le , ue ]), where ls/e , us/e represent, respectively, lower
and upper bounds on the start/end times of intervals. Henceforth, for brevity
and clarity, we sometimes omit the full signature of constraint networks when
deﬁning δ. In these cases, we only mention the elements of a constraint network
to be added to the hybrid constraint network (as done, e.g., in TPP-REQ-2).
Let Vobs be the set of observation variables with the highest lower bound for
the end time interval among other observation variables of the same robot, i.e.,
the most recent observation state of all robots. Moreover, let Vmove be the set of
all movement variables whose lower bounds are higher than other movement
variables of the same robot.
The assignment meta-constraint is deﬁned as follows:
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• MT PP is the hybrid constraint network;
• Ξ = {{v} | v ∈ Vobs , |d(sx(v) )| = 1}
• δ({v}) = {({v  }, {d(v  )}, C1 ), ..., ({v  }, {d(v  )}, Cm )} where
– v  is a new observation variable
– d(v  ) ≡ d(v)
– Ci = {v  SetEquals(pi ) : pi ∈ d(sx(v) )} ∪ {Different(v  , v  ) : v  ∈
Vobs \ v} ∪ {v  {b−1 } v}
The above meta-constraint states the following. MT PP constitutes a ﬂaw with
respect to TPP-REQ-1, if the set variable of the latest hybrid observation variable
is not a singleton. In other words, if it has not been determined which panel
a robot should observe. The meta-values are constraint networks consisting
of a new observation variable which occurs after the current observation that
was identiﬁed as a meta-variable. In addition to After constraint (i.e., b−1 ), the
meta-value constraint networks also include set constraints, namely SetEquals
and Different. SetEquals and Different constraints force the set variable of a
hybrid observation variable to be singleton, and to be equal to a different value
than the others.
TPP-REQ-2 states that to observe a panel, a robot must be in its FoV. We
model this requirement as a meta-constraint as follows. Meta-variables are
observations such that the spatial variable is not Inside of the panel’s FoV.
Meta-values are Inside constraints imposing that observations are inside the
FoV of the assigned panel. When the inside constraints are added to the spatial
ground-CSP, the spatial solver reﬁnes the domain of spatial variables to be in a
FoV. Formally, the observability meta-constraint is deﬁned as follows:
• MT PP is the hybrid constraint network;


• Ξ = {{v} | v ∈ Vobs ∧ ∀v  ∈ V (gx(v) Inside gx(v ) ) ∈
/ C}


• δ({v}) = {v Inside v  | sx(v ) = sx(v) }
TPP-REQ-3 states that to be somewhere, a robot needs to move there. If
there is no movebase action that temporally Meets an observation, then a ﬂaw
exists, as TPP-REQ-3 is not upheld. The resolver for this ﬂaw is to add a variable
representing a move base action that Meets the observation. This requirement is
also cast as a meta-constraint. The motion meta-constraint is deﬁned as follows:
• MT PP is the hybrid constraint network;
• Ξ = {{v} | v ∈ Vobs ∧ ∀v  ∈ V (v  {m} v) ∈
/ C}
• δ({v}) = {v  {m} v} where v  is a a new hybrid movebase variable
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Finally, M contains a ﬂaw wrt TPP-REQ-4 if there is a pair of move base
actions that are concurrent. A resolver of such a ﬂaw is a Before temporal
constraint imposing that the two move base actions are sequenced. Note that,
there are two alternative resolvers for each ﬂaw, as either one robot yields to the
other or vice-versa. Formally,
• MT PP is the hybrid constraint network;
• Ξ = {(vi , vj ) ∈ Vmove × Vmove : I(vi ) ∩ I(vj ) = ∅}
• δ({(vi , vj )}) = {vi {b} vj , vj {b} vi }
So far, we have introduced a formal deﬁnition of meta-constraints. Then,
we have described formally how each requirement of the TPP is cast to a metaconstraint. In doing so, we have shown how two functions φ and δ determine
ﬂaws and resolution with respect to each meta-constraint. Note that how φ and
δ are implemented is a design choice, and throughout the thesis, we provide more
examples of these can be designed. Another design choice is how to specify our
particular hybrid constraint network. The formal deﬁnition of hybrid constraint
network has been introduced, and we have described how it can be used to
describe robot behavior that adheres to the requirements of the TPP. Note
that the speciﬁc choice of (three) ground-CSPs (i.e., temporal, spatial and set
ground-CSPs) and what types of formalisms to choose are also a matter of design
choice. All these design choices together determine how easily the problem can
be modeled, and how efﬁciently the problem can be solved. For this reason,
we will provide explanations for the design choices in each speciﬁc use-case
throughout the thesis. General issues, such as when a problem is to be seen as
a hybrid problem, how to choose the appropriate KR formalisms, and how to
decide at which level of abstraction to model speciﬁc elements of the overall
problem, will be discussed in Chapter 8. Overall the two important concepts we
have introduced so far are: the hybrid constraint network, which represents the
spatial, temporal, etc. requirements to which robot behaviors should be subject
to; and the meta-constraint network, which represents the overall requirements
of the TPP. The latter uses the former as a lower level representation to propagate
the consequences of decisions made to satisfy the high-level requirements of the
TPP. The way in which these are explored is explained in the next section.
Figure 4.7 depicts the hybrid constraint network that adheres to the requirements of the TPP. In this ﬁgure, we only represent hybrid variables and their
spatial, temporal and set constraints. The adherence come from several facts:
the two available robots observe a different panel. This is indicated by two
SetEquals constraints on the hybrid observation variables. Each robot is in the
FoV of the panel to which it is assigned by the SetEquals constraint. Being in the
corresponding FoV is represented by the binary Inside constraint between the
observation and the FoV hybrid variables. There are two movement hybrid variables that are in relation Meets with the robots’ observations hybrid variables.
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Hybrid Constraint Network

FoV

FoV

Figure 4.7: The hybrid constraint network that adheres to the requirements of the TPP.

This represents the adherence to TPP-REQ-3 which states that to be somewhere,
a robot needs to move there. And the two robots do not move at the same
time, which is shown by the temporal Before constraint between movements
variables. How this hybrid constraint network is achieved with respect to the
formal deﬁnitions of four speciﬁc meta-constraints introduced earlier for the
TPP, is explained in the next section.

4.4

Meta-CSP Search

Search in the meta-CSP is the process of ﬁnding an assignment of resolvers
(meta-values) to ﬂaws (meta-variables) given a set of meta-constraints and the
hybrid constraint network. When all ﬂaws are resolved, the hybrid constraint
network adheres to all requirements (see Figure 4.7 for a TPP with two robots).
A particular choice of resolver in the domain of a meta-variable may result in an
inconsistency. This is discovered by the ground-CSPs. Depending on the types of
ground-CSPs, consistency is veriﬁed through search and/or inference. In the case
of the TPP, the consistency of the temporal and spatial CSPs are determined by
low-order polynomial time algorithms. Conversely, assessing the consistency of
the ground-CSP representing the set variable viewpoint requires search. More
importantly, resolvers may be consistent in their corresponding ground-CSPs,
but mutually inconsistent between each other. These mutual inconsistencies
are accounted for by meta-constraints. Similarly to a CSP, we can employ
backtracking search to ﬁnd mutually consistent resolvers for meta-variables.
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Algorithm 1:

Backtrack(C,X,D): success or failure

1 if X = ∅ then
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11


i
ξij ← Choose(X, hvar = max{ n
i=1 hvar })
values ← δi (ξij )
while values = ∅ do
v ← Choose(values, hival )
if all constraint networks subsumed by (v ∪ M) are consistent then
result ← Backtrack(C,X \ ξij ,D)
if result = failure then
return result
values ← values \ v
return failure

12 return success

Given a meta-constraint network (C, X, D) with n meta-constraints, each
of which is deﬁned over a common hybrid constraint network M, Algorithm
Backtrack ﬁrst identiﬁes whether there exists any meta-variable in M (line
1), and orders them according to a variable ordering heuristic hvar (line 2).
Speciﬁc heuristics hivar exist for each meta-constraint, reﬂecting the fact that it is
convenient to resolve some ﬂaws of a particular meta-constraint before others
(see below). Given a meta-variable ξij (ﬂaw), function δi (ξij ) computes the metavalues of the meta-variable (resolvers) (line 3). Among all possible meta-values,
one is chosen based on a value ordering heuristic hival that is deﬁned for each
meta-constraint (line 5). Assignment of a meta-value to a meta-variable ﬁrst has
to be veriﬁed by all the ground-CSPs (line 6). As adding a resolver may entail
the presence of new ﬂaws in the hybrid constraint network, meta-constraints
must have the opportunity of verifying the situation again as M is updated by a
chosen v. This is done through a recursive call of the algorithm (line 7). Note
that if all possible meta-values are attempted for a meta-variable and none are
accepted by the ground-CSPs, i.e., the ground-CSPs are inconsistent with the
added meta-values, the algorithm returns failure (lines 4, 10 and 11). Failure
means that there exists a ﬂaw that is impossible to resolve.
Algorithm Backtrack is general in the sense that it does not depend on
the particular meta-constraints, nor on the particular ground-CSPs that are
used. Given a meta-constraint network, it systematically explores the Cartesian
product of solutions of sub-problems in a given hybrid problem. Note that the
combined search space can be huge, due to the domains of hybrid variables
being Cartesian products of ground variables. It typically also contains many
dead-ends, deep in the search space, due to the fact that meta-constraints are
often inter-dependent. However, the modularity of the approach allows us to
identify heuristics for speciﬁc sub-problems and/or heuristics that exploit the
hybrid nature of the underlying representation. Moreover, non constraint-based
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languages can be used in our reasoning framework. These, however, have to
be reiﬁed as constraints in order to be reasoned about with other types of
constraints. This issue will be detailed in Chapter 7. As a case in point, the
meta-constraint which is explained in 7.4.2 uses reiﬁed constraints.
In summary, in order to reduce a hybrid reasoning problem to a meta-CSP,
the following steps have to be done: (1) deﬁne a hybrid constraint network as a
collection of variables and constraints of different types; (2) implement functions
φ and δ that deﬁne meta-variables and domains of meta-constraints describing
overall requirements; (3) optionally deﬁne heuristics to order meta-variable and
meta-value selection for each meta-constraint and among them.

4.5

On-line Reasoning and Meta-CSP Search

In the TPP, “all robots should observe a different panel”, meaning that if
one robot is kidnapped, and is placed somewhere other than in the FoV of a
panel, or the position of a panel is changed, meta-CSP search should adjust the
situation by inserting resolvers into the hybrid constraint network such that all
the requirements hold. For example, the robot should change its position if the
panel’s position has changed. This on-line adjustment of the situation mimics
the basic mechanism of robot control, that is, adjusting the behaviors of the
system given a reference behavior within a feedback loop.
Robot movement
and sensing actions

State estimation
Locations
of Robots

Reference

High−level controller

QR codes
seen by
robots

Figure 4.8: Synthesizing a high-level controller for the TPP

The meta-CSP search acts as a high-level controller, in which the “reference”
is expressed as high-level constraints (i.e., meta-constraints), the “state estimation” and the “control action synthesis” are performed via constraint reasoning
(e.g., reasoning about temporal, spatial and set constraints in the case of the
TPP). Figure 4.8 depicts this high-level control loop for the TPP. For example,
imagine that the QR code on a panel being observed by a robot becomes obscured from the robot’s ﬁeld of view. Figure 4.9(a) represents the modeling of the
observation variable before the obstruction. It shows the observation variable is
in relation Overlaps with the future time. The fact that the robot no longer can
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see the panel is reﬂected in the hybrid constraint network by constraining the end
time of the current observation variable to the current time (see Figure 4.9(b)).
The situation constitutes a ﬂaw for meta-constraint TPP-REQ-1 in the TPP, since
one robot is not assigned to a panel. The meta-CSP search ﬁxes the situation by
creating a new observation variable and assigning robots to panels. There are
many resolvers and one has to be chosen according to a heuristic. This heuristic
should employ the spatial viewpoint of a variable, i.e., it should consider the
current positions of the robots to choose the set constraints which lead to the
least amount of movement. This, in turn, would minimize the need to sequence
robot movements to avoid potential collisions. The hybrid constraint network
provides a means to employ such hybrid heuristics. Hybrid heuristics are useful
because a simple contingency may have complex ramiﬁcations, as is evident in
the applications described in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Release [7,7]

turtlebot1_
observe

Release [8,8]

Deadline [8,8]

Overlaps

([0,6],[8,999])
(a)

Future

turtlebot1_
observe

([7,7],[9,1000])

([0,8],[8,8])

Future

([8,8],[8,1000])
(b)

Figure 4.9: The ﬁgure on the left depicts that turtlebot1 observes a panel, this is shown
by a Overlaps temporal constraint between the observation and future time in the
augmented Allen constraint network. The ﬁgure on the right represents the moment
when the turtlebot no longer sees the panel, that is modeled by a deadline constraint over
the observation variable.

The notion of using a meta-CSP solver as a high-level controller is similar
to the notion of using a high-level planner in plan-based robot control, where
AI planning domains are used as high-level speciﬁcations of robot behavior
with the aim of making robot control systems more general [77]. Planning
can be cast as a meta-CSP [11], hence our approach can mimic plan-based
robot control. Indeed, robot applications may require more than planning (i.e.,
more than reasoning about the causal dependencies between actions); reasoning
should cover a broader range of viewpoints that include the speciﬁc needs of the
application domain. This can be seen in our approach which is instantiated in
different applications in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed the use of an AI-based method for hybrid
reasoning in robotics. Speciﬁcally, we introduced a meta-reasoner which combines dedicated reasoners for different sub-problems to solve the overall hybrid
problem. In this method, accommodating different requirements (which can be
seen as different sub-problems) is reduced to deﬁning constraints in a high-level
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CSP, and search is guided by heuristics that exploit the different structure of
sub-problems. Each meta-constraint is deﬁned by two functions φ and δ determining corresponding meta-variables and meta-values (ﬂaws and resolvers).
Implementation-wise, φ and δ are the only functions that have to be developed
for each meta-constraint in order to enable hybrid reasoning. Then, the heuristically guided backtracking search systematically explores the Cartesian product
of solutions of sub-problems given all the implemented meta-constraints.
In the following Chapters, we show how this method is applied in different applications, and both limitations and advantages of the method will be
addressed throughout the thesis. Future work pertaining to the core algorithm
will be explained in Chapter 8.

Chapter 5

Hybrid Reasoning for a Table
Setting Robot
In this chapter, we instantiate the hybrid knowledge representation (i.e., hybrid
constraint network) and reasoning (i.e., meta-CSP search) approach that was
introduced in Chapter 4 in a robotic waiter case study. We use this case study
to illustrate how we can accommodate diverse types of knowledge in a hybrid
constraint network, namely time, space, resources and causality. We then employ
meta-CSP search to interleave reasoning about these types of knowledge. The
evaluation of the approach is performed both formally and experimentally on
real and simulated robotic platforms. This chapter concludes with the introduction of a hierarchical meta-CSP planner, where we cast Hierarchical Task
Network (HTN) planning to a meta-constraint, to obtain an HTN planner
which can also reason about diverse types of knowledge. The use of a hierarchical meta-CSP planner emphasizes how meta-constraints can be used to
modularize and therefore extend problem solving capabilities.

5.1

HERMES Setting a Table

In Chapter 1, we told the story of Hermes serving a cappuccino. The story illustrates that in order to derive robot behavior from models, these should represent
diverse aspects of the domain in which the robot operates: some are related to
the causality between actions, others to temporal aspects of the domain, spatial
characteristics of the scenario, objects the robot manipulates, limitations on resources used for action, robot kinematics, and other speciﬁc domain-dependent
requirements. The story also explained the need for hybrid reasoning, e.g., placing a cappuccino “in front of” a patron (i.e., spatial reasoning) requires also
reasoning about empty space in front of the patron (i.e., a form of resource
reasoning). In Chapter 4, we proposed a hybrid constraint-based knowledge
representation, as well as a meta-CSP based approach for hybrid reasoning. We
introduced the meta-CSP search as a model-based high-level robot controller
45
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that enables on-line reasoning. In this chapter, we address the realization of the
meta-CSP approach as a model-based high-level controller for a waiter robot
like HERMES.
In this chapter, HERMES will be setting a table (see Figure 5.1, in which
HERMES is realized via a PR21 platform with two arms and a tray). It has the
knowledge of what a well set table looks like (e.g., knives should be placed “to
the right” of dishes and forks “to the left”) in addition to other knowledge required for achieving a well-set table. In the next section, we deﬁne the ingredients
of the hybrid knowledge representation considered for this case study.

Figure 5.1: A possible real HERMES with two arms and a tray.

5.2

Hybrid Representation

As detailed in Chapter 4, our approach to modeling is grounded on the notion
of hybrid constraint network subsuming several constraint networks, each of
which pertains to different types of constraint. The hybrid variables involved in
the hybrid constraint network represent parts of the real world that are relevant
for robot decision making. In this chapter, we call a hybrid variable ﬂuent,
borrowing form classical logic. A ﬂuent can be used to represent robot actions
(e.g., “move” and “grasp”) or the result of robot perception (e.g., a “cup” being
“on” a “table”) or proprioception (e.g., the robot holding an object). R indicates
the set of all resources used by ﬂuents. Given a resource R ∈ R, the capacity of
the resource is a value Cap(R) ∈ N. Formally, we deﬁne a ﬂuent for our case
study as follows:
Deﬁnition 16. A ﬂuent f is a tuple (P, θ, I, u, br), where
• P is a literal represented as P(t1 , . . . , tn ) where P is a predicate symbol and
t1 , . . . , tn are terms representing variable types (e.g., cups, tables);
1 see

www.willowgarage.com/pages/pr2/overview
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• θ = {t1 /v1 , . . . , tn /vn } is a substitution for the variable terms of the formula P; a ﬂuent is ground if θ = ∅ and |θ| = n;
• I = [Is , Ie ] is a ﬂexible temporal interval within which P evaluates to true,
where Is = [ls , us ], Ie = [le , ue ], ls/e , us/e ∈ N represent, respectively, an
interval of admissibility of the start and end times of the ﬂuent;
• u : R → N maps resources to their usage (∅ if the ﬂuent does not prescribe
resource usage);
• br = [l1x , u1x ][l1y , u1y ][l2x , u2x ][l2y , u2y ] represents a bounded rectangle of a
spatial entity, where lix/y , uix/y ∈ N delimit intervals of admissibility in
the x/y axis for the two points deﬁning the rectangle (∅ if the ﬂuent does
not assert spatial semantics).
Fluents thus represent hybrid knowledge about the robot and its environment.
Similarly to the TPP use case (see Chapter 4), we represent the salient elements
of a ﬂuent as variables in different ground-CSPs. These ground-CSPs together
constitute a Hybrid CSP that is used to validate the choices of meta-CSP search.
Spatial aspect of ﬂuents are represented with bounded rectangles, written
as [l1x , u1x ][l1y , u1y ][l2x , u2x ][l2y , u2y ], where [l1x , u1x ][l1y , u1y ] bound the position of the
lower left corner (x1 , y1 ), while [l2x , u2x ][l2y , u2y ] bound the position of the upper
right corner (x2 , y2 ); resource usages are integer variables; the temporal aspect
of ﬂuents are represented with ﬂexible intervals as explained in Section 2.2.3; the
predicate part of a ﬂuent is mapped to a symbolic variable. Some of the ground
variables, namely resource usage variables and predicates, are not reasoned
upon at the ground-CSP level, that is, constraints are not imposed among these
variables. They are, however, useful for identifying meta-variables — e.g., the
value of a resource usage variable contributes to determining whether a set of
ﬂuents over-consumes a resource.
As introduced in the previous chapter, a hybrid variable is an element of
V⊆





Si ∈2{X1 ,...,Xk } sj ∈Si

sj

given a set of ground-constraint networks {(X1 , D1 , C1 ), . . . , (Xk , Dk , Ck )}. In
other words, a hybrid variable is a particular selection of variables in each CSP.
In this use case, we use a ﬂuent tuple that is a compact representation of a
hybrid variable. Moreover, in the following, we omit writing the substitution θ
explicitly, and employ the notations ?t and t to refer to non-ground and ground
predicates, respectively. For example, the ﬂuent f1 = (Pickup(cup1, table1),
[[10, 10], [30, 50]], u(arm) = 1, ∅) represents the temporal fact that the robot
picks up cup1 from table1 in a time interval starting at 10 and ending anytime
between 30 and 50. During this time, one unit of the Arm resource is used.
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For each element of this ﬂuent, there is a variable in a ground-CSP, e.g., a
temporal variable whose domain is [[10, 10], [30, 50]], an integer variable with
domain {1} representing the usage of the arm resource. The ﬂuent
f2 = (On(dish1, table1), [[5, 5], [11, 11]], ∅, [40, 40][10, 10][46, 46][29, 29])
expresses the spatio-temporal fact that the dish is located (in table1’s reference
frame) at [40, 40][10, 10][46, 46][29, 29] between time 5 and time 11. Henceforth,
we indicate with (·)(f) an element of the ﬁve-tuple pertaining to ﬂuent f. A pair

of ﬂuents (f, f  ) is possibly concurrent if I(f) ∩ I(f ) = ∅.
Let F be the set of ﬂuents in a given application scenario. Reasoning employs
a hybrid constraint network, which is used as a common search space for solving
the hybrid problem. More speciﬁcally, in this case study, the hybrid constraint
network is M = (F, D, C), where F is a set of ﬂuents, D is the set of domains of
ﬂuents, and C is a set of constraints among ﬂuents in F. As before, the domains
D of the ﬂuents F are the Cartesian products of the domains of the individual
variables composing the ﬂuents.
This constraint-based representation is used to capture the evolution of the
system over time, as we show in the next sections. The core intuition behind our
approach is to cast the problem of deciding when, how, where and with which
resources to act as decision variables in a meta-CSP — e.g., a meta-variable may
represent which goal to pursue, or where to place an object, or which side to
approach a table from. The mutual consistency of these high-level decisions
is veriﬁed in a lower-level constraint network whose variables are ﬂuents. In
the following sections, we describe the constraints that can be imposed among
ﬂuents, while in Section 5.3 we turn our attention to the meta-CSP.

5.2.1 Temporal Models
Symbolic temporal models that have received most attention in robotics are
temporal logics (e.g., LTL) and constraint-based temporal models (e.g., Allen
interval Algebra). This is due to their good computational properties, which
facilitate reasoning during execution. These formalizations are also epistemologically adequate for robot models [77]. Examples of using Linear Temporal Logic
include imposing the achievement of temporal goal speciﬁcations during planning [78] and planning and execution monitoring [79]. Use of constraint based
temporal reasoning includes plan execution monitoring for underwater robot
exploration [80], dealing with uncontrollable events in plan execution [81],
inferring context from sensor traces [82], enabling situation calculus to manage
ﬂexible plans on multiple timelines [83].
In our case study, we choose augmented Allen interval constraints (see
Deﬁnition 7, Chapter 2) to specify temporal requirements. Fluents are bound by
binary relations in the form f1 r f2 which restrict the relative placement in time
of ﬂuents f1 , f2 .
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M subsumes the augmented Allen interval network Mt = (T X, T D, T C), i.e.,
T X = {I(f) : f ∈ F} and T C = {I(f1 ) r I(f2 ) : f1 r f2 ∈ C}.
Deﬁnition 17. Let M = (F, D, C) be a constraint network whose variables F
are ﬂuents and constraints C are temporal relations. M is said to be temporally
consistent if the temporal constraint network Mt = (T X, T D, T C) subsumed by
M is consistent.

5.2.2 Resource Models
Modeling resources and reasoning about them in a closed loop with execution
have been successfully employed in applications such as space mission planning and scheduling [84, 85]. Among different types of resources (e.g., binary,
renewable, consumable), it is convenient in our case study to model reusable
resources. Reusable resources have limited capacities and they do not need to be
replenished after their consumption, i.e., a resource is fully available when not
required. For example, a tray with maximum loading capacity can be modeled
as a reusable resource. Reasoning about reusable resources is an inherently
hybrid form of reasoning, as it requires at least to reason about time to discover
over-consumption, and may exploit temporal or spatial reasoning for solving
ﬂaws, as we show in Section 5.3.

5.2.3 Spatial Models
Symbolic spatial reasoning has not received as much attention as temporal reasoning in robotics. Metric spatial representations have been used to model, e.g.,
kinematics and 2D/3D geometric relations among objects, and qualitative spatial
calculi for navigation and self localization [86], manipulation planning [87],
in-view planning to generate potential poses of searched objects [88] and path
planning [89]. Spatial models can be used for the purpose of scene understanding, which itself can trigger a planning process, e.g., in the context of perceptual
anchoring [90]. All the examples above select a KR formalism that has adequate
computational efﬁciency and expressiveness in their speciﬁc application domain,
regardless of which phase of the sense-plan-act loop they are involved in.
In our case study, a spatial model is a collection of qualitative and metric
spatial constraints prescribing desired spatial relations among objects. Observed
placements of objects are represented as ﬂuents with metric bounding boxes,
and their adherence to the spatial model is ascertained via spatial constraint
reasoning. The particular spatial calculus we propose here is ARA+ (Augmented
Rectangle Algebra Plus) [13], and we use spatial models for both scene interpretation and metric reﬁnement of object positioning. ARA+ assumes that every
object in our world model is represented by an axis parallel bounding box:
bounding boxes resulting from our perception module may grow to become
parallel to the axes of the reference frame. Note that the built-in behaviors of
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the robot used in our case study employ other spatial models to achieve desired
motions (e.g., the robot’s 3D motion planner employs a kinematic model) —
these are not the focus of this case study. Other forms of spatial reasoning can
be included in the overall approach, as it will be shown in Chapter 6.
Among predicates with spatial semantics, we distinguish the predicate “On”
and name it a spatial ﬂuent. Spatial ﬂuents reﬂect spatial knowledge on the
placement of spatial entities, and act as a bridge between spatial knowledge and
other types of knowledge. Spatial ﬂuents have two arguments: the ﬁrst is the
object; the second is the object’s support plane, which also deﬁnes the reference
frame for the object.
This high level of abstraction is essential for easily specifying how the robot
should act to achieve speciﬁc spatial layouts. In addition, ARA+ also provides
clear and useful metric semantics which is particularly useful when metric
reﬁnements of object placement or perception are needed.
We use spatial constraints in the ARA+ language to bound spatial ﬂuents.
With ARA+ one can specify qualitative spatial knowledge, such as “the fork
should be left of the dish”. It builds on a known, purely qualitative spatial
algebra called Rectangle Algebra (RA) [91], which is an extension of IA to two
dimensions. Variables in RA (ARA+ ) represent spatial entities of interest and
are (bounded) rectangles whose sides are parallel to the axes of some orthogonal
basis in a two-dimensional Euclidean space. ARA+ and RA subsume both
topology and cardinal relations. The set BARA+ of basic relations in ARA+ is
deﬁned as
{rx [l1 , u1 ], . . . , [ln , un ], ry [l1 , u1 ], . . . , [lm , um ] : rx , ry ∈ BIA }.

The IA relations rx and ry express qualitative one-dimensional relations between
the projections Ax , Bx , Ay , By of rectangles A and B on the axes of the reference
frame. The additional bounds augment the qualitative relations rx and ry with
metric semantics. For example, the relation B b[5, 13], b A states that the horizontal distance between A and B should be at least 5 and at most 13; the vertical
distance, on the other hand, is a qualitative relation stating that “A is vertically
higher than B”. Also, the ARA+ relation subsumes the qualitative relation “A is
Northeast of B”, as well as “A and B are disjoint” (see Figure 5.2). The relation
+
thus restricts the placements of A and B to those in which A−
x > Bx + 5 and
−
+
Ax < Bx + 13.
The set of ARA+ relations is the power set of BARA+ . Each relation is a
disjunction of basic relations modeling the possible mutual placement of two
spatial entities.
Deﬁnition 18. A spatial constraint network is a triple Ms = (SX, SD, SC),
where
• SX = {sx1 , . . . , sxn } is a set of variables representing axis-parallel rectangles;
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• SD = {d(sx1 ), . . . , d(sxn )} is the set of domains of the axis-parallel rectangles, where d(sxi ) ∈ R4 is the corresponding domain for each rectangle;
• SC : SX × SX → 2BARA+ is a mapping which deﬁnes the binary constraints
over V.
M subsumes spatial constraint network Ms = (SX, SD, SC), i.e., SX = {br(f) :
f ∈ F} and SC = {br(f1 ) r br(f2 ) : f1 r f2 ∈ C}.
We employ a fragment of the ARA+ calculus that is limited to convex disjunctions [13]. Restricting to convex disjunctions entails that one cannot model
negations of spatial relations, e.g., “the fork should not be right of the dish”.
However, high-level relations such as “left-of” and “north-of” (which are both
convex disjunctions of the component AI relations) are supported without sacriﬁcing polynomial time complexity of spatial reasoning (see Lemma 1). Moreover,
ARA+ includes unary relations to model size and perceived absolute placements
of objects. The unary relation Size[lx , ux ][ly , uy ] bounds the distances between
two points of the same rectangle along one axis, constraining the minimum
and maximum x and y dimensions lx , ux , ly and uy . Notice that the value of
upper and lower bounds are the same for ﬁxed-sized objects. The unary relation
At[l1x , u1x ][l1y , u1y ][l2x , u2x ][l2y , u2y ] bounds the absolute placement of spatial entities. The bounds [l1x , u1x ][l1y , u1y ] determine the position of the lower left corner
(x1 , y1 ), while [l2x , u2x ][l2y , u2y ] determine the position of the upper right corner
(x2 , y2 ).
In our spatial model, we use the function convexify(·) to compute a convex
disjunction of relations given a non-convex IA relation. Given a non-convex
IA relation Ax {r1 , r2 } Bx , it possible to compute the disjuncts {rm , . . . , rn } that
must be added to obtain the convex relation Ax {r1 , rm , . . . , rn , r2 } Bx [92].
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For instance, convexify(b, b−1 ) returns the disjunction of all (qualitative) IA
relations that can be used to express the object A is “to the left of” object B.
The fundamental problem in reasoning about spatial relations is consistency
checking:
Deﬁnition 19. A spatial constraint network Ms = (SX, SD, SC) is said to be
consistent if there exists an assignment of values to bounded rectangles in SX
such that all constraints in SC are satisﬁed.
Deﬁnition 20. Let M = (F, D, C) be a constraint network whose variables F
are ﬂuents and constraints C are temporal or ARA+ relations. M is said to
be spatially consistent if the spatial constraint network Ms = (SX, SD, SC)
subsumed by M is consistent.
As we will see, the spatial consistency of a constraint network can be used to
assess whether the spatial layout of objects observed by a robot is consistent
with respect to a given, high-level spatial model. The following result is essential
for guaranteeing that this assessment can be performed on-line by a robot acting
in the environment. As shown in the proof, assessing spatial consistency can be
done in Θ(|SX|3 ) time.
Lemma 1. The consistency of a spatial constraint network Ms = (SX, SD, SC)
with convex ARA+ relations is decidable in polynomial time.
Proof. Given a convex ARA+ relation
n
r = A {r1x [. . . ], r1y [. . . ], . . . , rn
x [. . . ], ry [. . . ]} B,

we can decompose the qualitative and metric semantics of r into two sets of metric constraints. The ﬁrst set is obtained from the two corresponding qualitative
convex IA relations in the x and y dimensions, namely Ax {r1x , . . . , rn
x }Bx and
Ay {r1y , . . . , rn
}B
.
Each
IA
relation
can
be
translated
in
polynomial
time
to as a
y
y
set of metric relations [93, 94], which we denote, respectively, metricx (r) and
metricy (r). The bounds of relation r express metric relations, which we denote
SPx and SPy . Condotta has proved [93] that a very similar problem to our
spatial consistency problem is tractable. We employ the representation proposed
by Condotta. He deﬁnes the notion of augmented rectangle constraint network,
namely a triple A = (N, STPx , STPy ), where N is a rectangle constraint network which represents qualitative constraints on axis-parallel rectangles; STPx
and STPy are two simple distance constraint networks [30] representing the
metric constraints on the projections of the sides of the rectangles on the two
axes. M and A are equivalent if N = SC and STPx = metricx (SC) ∪ SPx and
STPy = metricy (SC)∪SPy , where metricx (SC) = ∪r∈SC metricx (r) (similarly for
y). We must therefore prove that A is consistent if and only if metricx (SC) ∪ SPx
and metricy (SC) ∪ SPy are consistent.
(⇒) Condotta proves (Theorem 2, [93]) that if A is consistent then STPx
and STPy are consistent.
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(⇐) Assume that metricx (SC) ∪ SPx and metricy (SC) ∪ SPy are consistent.
If the following three conditions hold (Theorem 2, [93]), then A is consistent:
(1) STPx and STPy are consistent — this follows directly from the hypothesis;
(2) N is consistent — the consistency of N is decided by the consistency of
its projections Nx and Ny [91]. Nx = metricx (SC) and Ny = metricy (SC).
Since metricx (SC) ∪ SPx and metricy (SC) ∪ SPy are consistent, also Nx and Ny
are consistent; (3) metricx (N) = EXT(STPx ) and metricy (N) = EXT(STPy )
— we must prove that metricx (SC) = EXT(metricx (SC) ∪ SPx ) (the proof for
the y-axis projection is identical). EXT(metricx (SC) ∪ SPx ) is a network of
simple distance constraints in which, for each constraint l  xj − xi  u, l is
decreased and u is increased until [l, u] is equal to one of the following intervals
{(−∞, +∞), (−∞, 0), (−∞, 0], (0, +∞), [0, +∞), [0, 0]}. Condition (3) is true
because the bounds SPx are tighter than the bounds imposed by metricx (SC).
Note that unary constraints Size and At do not subsume qualitative relations,
therefore, they affect only point (3) of the proof. A Size[lx , ux ][ly , uy ] entails
−
further simple distance constraints in SPx and SPy , namely lx  A+
x − Ax  ux ,
+
−
1
1 1
1
2
2 2
2
ly  Ay − Ay  uy . Similarly, At[lx , ux ][ly , uy ][lx , ux ][ly , uy ] imposes l1x 
1 1
−
1
2
+
2
2
+
2
A−
x  ux , ly  Ay  uy , lx  Ax  ux , and ly  Ay  uy . These constraints
may tighten the bounds of a constraint l  xj − xi  u between projected start
and end points of rectangles i and j. However, they cannot impose that the
length of an interval is zero (as it does not make sense to prescribe zero-sized
rectangles, nor could they be perceived by a robot). Therefore, At and Size
relations do not affect EXT(metricx (SC) ∪ SPx ) and EXT(metricy (SC) ∪ SPy ),
thus proving condition (3).
This proves that the consistency of a rectangle constraint network Ms =
(SX, SD, SC), where SC is a set of convex ARA relations,
is decided by the

consistency
of
the
set
of
simple
distance
constraints
metric
x (r) and
r∈SC

r∈SC metricy (r). In this work, we employ an incremental all-pairs-shortestpath algorithm to enforce path consistency of the simple distance constraints [32],
which requires Θ(|SX|3 ) time.

5.2.4 Causal Models
In order to know how to achieve goals, a robot requires a causal model. Since
the days of Shakey [95] many planning algorithms have been developed for use
with robots. These models are executable prescriptions that can be interpreted,
synthesized and revised by the robot to generate behaviors.
In this work, constraint networks are used to represent the evolution of
the state of a robot and of its environment. In order to reason about how this
evolution can be changed by the robot, e.g., to achieve a particular goal, we
require the notion of planning operator:
Deﬁnition 21. An operator is a pair (f, ((Fp , Fe ), T C)) where
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• f = (P, ·, ·, u, ·) where f is a ﬂuent whose predicate symbol represents that
action P is being executed;
• Fp is a set of precondition ﬂuents, i.e., ﬂuents that are required in order to
execute the action;
• Fe is a set of effect ﬂuents, i.e., ﬂuents that are produced as a result of
executing the operator;
• T C is a set of temporal constraints among ﬂuents in Fp ∪ Fe ∪ {f}.
For example, the operator
f = (Place(?object, ?location), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)
Fp = {f1 = (Hold(?object), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)}
Fe = {f2 = (On(?object, ?location), ·, ·, ·, ·)}
T C = {f {m−1 } f1 , f {s, o} f2 }
describes the temporal, causal and resource-related aspects of the action of
placing an object. The causal aspect states that placing an object requires holding
it, and results in the object being on the location. The relations {m−1 } and {s, o}
express the temporal aspect: the ﬁrst states that holding ceases to be true as soon
as placing commences, while the latter that the object is on the location starting
at the earliest when the action begins. The resource aspect is modeled by the
usage of resource Arm, i.e., placing requires one unit of this resource. Note that
we have employed convex disjunctive temporal constraints to provide “loose”
temporal coupling between the operator and its effect. This is convenient to take
into account uncertainty in the execution of the behavior by the robot platform.
This is also the case in the precondition of the operator for picking an object:
f = (Pick(?object, ?location), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)
Fp = {f1 = (On(?object, ?location), ·, ·, ·, ·)}
Fe = {f2 = (Hold(?object), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)}
T C = {f {f, o−1 } f1 , f{m} f2 }
The above operator states that picking an object requires the object to be on the
location from which it is picked, and that it ceases to be in that location at the
latest when the pick action has ﬁnished.
A ﬂuent can be used to represent a goal, e.g.,
fG = (On(cup1, table1), [[0, ∞), [0, ∞)], ∅, [0, ∞)[0, ∞)[0, ∞)[0, ∞)),
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represents the fact that cup1 should be on table1 at an unspeciﬁed time in an
unspeciﬁed position (as I(fG ) and br(fG ) are unbounded). An initial condition
stating that the robot is holding cup1 can be represented as
fI = (Hold(cup1), [[10, 10], [11, ∞)], u(Arm) = 1, ∅)
The constraint network M = ({fG , fI }, D, ∅) thus represents a desired, albeit under-speciﬁed, evolution in time of the system. The operator Place is
applicable in this constraint network because its precondition (Hold(?object),
·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·) uniﬁes with fI . As a result of its instantiation, we obtain a
constraint network (V, D, C), where
V = {fG , fI , f  = (Place(cup1, table1), [[11, 11][12, ∞)], u(Arm) = 1, ∅)},
C = {fG {o−1 , s−1 } f  , f  {m−1 } fI }.
This constraint network is said to be causally feasible, as the goal can be
reached from the initial constraint network. The network also happens to be
temporally and spatially consistent, and the temporal bounds of ﬂuent f  are a
consequence of the constraint f  {m−1 } fI . Note that br(fG ) remains unbounded,
as there are no spatial constraints affecting this ﬂuent. However, suppose that
the initial constraint network had also contained two more pieces of knowledge:
the size of the table, namely fI Size[100, 100][100, 100] where fI is a spatial
ﬂuent stating that table1 is in our world model and has a certain size; and a
requirement for the cup to be contained on the table, namely fG d, d fI . In this
case, br(fG ) would have been reﬁned through spatial constraint propagation
to [1, 99][1, 99][1, 99][1, 99]. Any rectangle within these bounds represents a
feasible placement of the cup according to the spatial constraints in the network.
We say that two ﬂuents f1 and f2 unify iff their predicate terms unify, and
the constraint I(f1 ) {≡}I(f2 ) holds. For spatial ﬂuents, we further require that the
constraint br(f1 ) ≡, ≡br(f2 ) holds. Also, we do not allow partial substitutions
of predicate terms.
The collection of operators, knowledge about spatial layouts and resource
capacities constitutes what the robot knows about its environment; we call the
collection of such knowledge a planning domain:
Deﬁnition 22. A planning domain is a triple D = (O, SK, RC) where O is a set
of operators, SK is an ARA+ constraint network that models desired spatial
layouts, and RC is a set of resource capacities.

5.3

Hybrid Reasoning

We have deﬁned a hybrid constraint network as a collection of ﬂuents and
constraints which subsumes several different types of knowledge. In the following, we describe how a hybrid constraint network is employed to reason about
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these types jointly. The hybrid nature of this network facilities collaboration of
specialized reasoners to achieve a hybrid constraint network that adheres to the
hybrid requirements. In our case study, these requirements are expressed in the
form of of combinations of temporal, causal, spatial, and resource constraints
that are added as a result of reasoning at the meta-CSP level. As a result of
reasoning at both the meta-level and the ground-level, the hybrid constraint
network is reﬁned so that it constitutes a feasible plan. A feasible plan is deﬁned
as follows:
Deﬁnition 23. A plan (F, D, C) is feasible iff it is
• temporally and spatially consistent;
• resource feasible, i.e., temporally overlapped ﬂuents do not over-consume
resources;
• spatially feasible, i.e., temporally overlapped spatial ﬂuents do not spatially
overlap;
• adherent to general spatial knowledge, i.e., it remains spatially consistent
in the presence of constraints modeling requirements on layout;
• causally feasible, i.e., it represents a plan which achieves given goals.
We cast the problem of ﬁnding a feasible plan as a meta-CSP. The meta-CSP
captures the causal, spatial and resource aspects of the overall problem, and is
deﬁned as a collection of meta-constraints. In the following, we explain each
meta-constraint and how it contributes to solving the overall hybrid problem in
our case study.

5.3.1 Resource Feasibility
Resource feasibility can be enforced by means of several meta-constraints. Each
meta-constraint enforces that a resource is never used beyond its capacity. One
such meta-constraint is modeled for each resource (e.g., arm and tray in our
example).
Deﬁnition 24. A resource feasibility meta-constraint for a reusable resource
R ∈ R with capacity Cap(R) is deﬁned as follows:
• M = (F, D, C) is the hybrid constraint network;


(f)
• ΞR = {ξ ∈ 2F : f∈ξ I(f) = ∅ ∧
(R) > Cap(R)} — in other
f∈ξ u
words, the set of minimal over-consuming sets of ﬂuents that use resource
R;
• δ(ξ) = {fi {b}fj : (fi , fj ) ∈ ξ} determines the domain of meta-variable ξ as
the set of all possible orderings of pairs of ﬂuents in ξ.
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The approach used here for resource reasoning was ﬁrst described by Cesta
et al. [36], in which ﬂaws are deﬁned as sets of activities that minimally overconsume resources and resolvers of the ﬂaws are precedence constraints which
eliminate the temporal overlap between concurrent over-consuming activities.
Note that for every ﬂaw there may be more than one possible sequencing. For
instance, the pair of ﬂuents
{f1 =(Hold(cup1), [[11, ∞][16, ∞]], u(Arm) = 1, ∅),
f2 =(Hold(fork1), [[12, ∞][17, ∞]], u(Arm) = 1, ∅)}
are temporally overlapping and require a combined resource usage of 2 for
the Arm resource in the interval [12, 16]. If the capacity of the arm is 1, these
two ﬂuents constitute a ﬂaw with two possible resolvers, namely f1 {b} f2 or
f2 {b} f1 .
By posting one of the resolvers to the ground constraint network Mt , the
solver will enforce the sequencing of over-consuming ﬂuents, as well as the
consequent shift in time of any other ﬂuent which depends on them by means of
temporal constraint propagation.
Meta-constraints can be used to model other resource types. For example,
a consumable resource can be cast as a meta-constraint whose meta-variables
are activities that cumulatively consume the resource beyond its availability, and
whose meta-values are replenishing activities.

5.3.2 Spatial Feasibility
Spatial feasibility is enforced by a meta-constraint which disallows the placement
of objects on overlapping areas concurrently:
Deﬁnition 25. A spatial feasibility meta-constraint is deﬁned as follows:
• M = (F, D, C) is the hybrid constraint network;
• Ξ = {ξ1 , . . . , ξn } where ξi = {(fk , fj ) ∈ F × F : I(fk ) ∩ I(fj ) = ∅ ∧ br(fk ) ∩
br(fj ) = ∅};
• δ(ξi ) = {fk {b}fj : (fk , fj ) ∈ ξi }.
This meta-constraint can be seen as a special case of resource feasibility
meta-constraint in which an area speciﬁed by spatial ﬂuents is the resource
model. Note that meta-variables are extracted from the common constraint
network using spatial and temporal information, whereas the resource feasibility
meta-constraint identiﬁes meta-variables by means of temporal and resource
usage information.
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5.3.3 Adherence to General Spatial Knowledge
This meta-constraint ascertains whether a given set O of spatial ﬂuents representing observations, and a given set SK of spatial knowledge, are consistent.
If that is the case, we say that O adheres to SK. In order to deﬁne elements of
this meta-constraint, we need to deﬁne the notion of culprit constraint network.
A constraint network ξ that only contains spatial ﬂuents as variables and their
respective unary At constraints is a culprit constraint network of M if
• M ∪ SK is spatially inconsistent and
• M \ ξ ∪ SK is spatially consistent
Let CCN(M, SK) be the set containing all culprit constraint networks.
Deﬁnition 26. A spatial adherence meta-constraint is deﬁned as follows:
• M = (F, D, C) for given spatial knowledge SK is the hybrid constraint
network;

• Ξ = {ξmax =
ξ};
ξ∈CCN(M,SK)

• δ(ξmax ) = {(F1 , D1 , C1 ), . . . , (F|CCN(M,SK)| , D|CCN(M,SK)| , C|CCN(M,SK)| )}
where each (Fi , Di , Ci ) corresponds to a culprit constraint network
ξi ∈ CCN(M, SK), and is constructed as follows:
– ∀f ∈ ξi , ∃f  ∈ Fi | f  ≡ (P(f) , θ(f) , I, u(f) , br)




– ∀f  ∈ Fi , d(I(f ) ) = [[0, ∞), [0, ∞)], d(br(f ) ) = [0, ∞)[0, ∞)[0, ∞)
[0, ∞)
– C = {f  {b−1 }f ∪ SK}




Note that ﬂexible temporal intervals and the bounded rectangles (I(f ) and br(f ) )
of the newly generated ﬂuents f  in the meta-values above are unbounded, and
domains are determined through temporal and spatial propagation once the
ﬂuents are added to the common constraint network. Also, f  is unique for a
given f. We illustrate this meta-constraint with an example below.
Consider the following example of general spatial knowledge expressed as
convex ARA+ constraints:
SK = {Fork b, convexify(b, b−1 ) Dish,
Knife b−1 , convexify(b, b−1 ) Dish}
expressing the spatial requirement that forks should be to the left and knives to
the right of dishes. Assume that the fork is observed as being right of the knife
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at time 10, and the observation is modeled as spatial ﬂuents ffork1 and fknife1 ,
and At constraints cfork1 and cknife1 as follows
ffork1 = (On(fork1, table1), [[10, 10][11, ∞)], ∅, br1 ),
fknife1 = (On(knife1, table1), [[10, 10][11, ∞)], ∅, br2 ),
c1 = br1 At[40, 40][10, 10][46, 46][29, 29],
c2 = br2 At[31, 31][11, 11][37, 37][30, 30].
The collection of ﬂuents and constraints that do not adhere to SK, i.e.,
ξmax = ({ffork1 , fknife1 }, {cfork1 , cfork1 }) is used to ﬁnd resolvers (the meta-values
of ξmax ). The ﬂaw ξmax can be resolved by inverting the positions of fork and
knife, or by re-placing the fork to the left of the knife, or vice-versa. Choosing
one of these resolvers (a meta-value) entails generating new spatial ﬂuents
representing the new positions of the fork and the knife as new goals, i.e.,
δ(ξmax ) contains (F, D, C) ∪ SK where

F = {fknife1
= (On(knife1, table1), [[0, ∞), [1, ∞)], ·, [0, ∞)[0, ∞)[1, ∞)[1, ∞)),

ffork1 = (On(fork1, table1), [[0, ∞), [1, ∞)], ·, [0, ∞)[0, ∞)[1, ∞)[1, ∞))},



, fknife1 {b} fknife1
}.
C = {ffork1 {b} ffork1

This resolver constraint network also includes SK so that new positions for
the new spatial ﬂuents are computed by means of spatial constraint propagation.


It also includes temporal constraints ffork1 {b} ffork1
and fknife1 {b} fknife1
, modeling the fact that the new goals should be achieved after the observed ﬂuents.
The goal ﬂuents in the hybrid constraint network are seen as ﬂaws by the causal
feasibility solver (explained next), which in turn will propose resolvers achieving
these goals. These resolvers will be ground operators for picking and re-placing
the two objects into their new positions.

5.3.4 Causal Feasibility
Flaws for this meta-constraint are goal ﬂuents (or sub-goals posted by the metaconstraint which enforces adherence to general spatial knowledge), and resolvers
are ground operators whose effects are the (sub-)goals.
Deﬁnition 27. A causal feasibility meta-constraint for a given set of operators
O is deﬁned as follows:
• M = (F, D, C) is the hybrid constraint network;
• Ξ = {ξ1 , . . . , ξn } where ξi = {fi : fi ∈ F ∧ fi is an open goal};
• δ(ξi ) = {(f, (F, T C)) : (f, (F, T C)) is a ground operator in O whose effects
Fe unify with one or more ﬂuents in ξi }.
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The use of this meta-constraint within the overall search realizes a goal-regression
planner [34].

5.3.5 Meta-CSP Search
As explained in Chapter 4, search in meta-CSP consists in ﬁnding an assignment of resolvers (meta-values) to ﬂaws (meta-variables) given a set of metaconstraints and the hybrid constraint network. When all ﬂaws are resolved, the
common constraint network represents a feasible plan. A particular choice of
resolver in the domain of a meta-variable may result in an inconsistency. The
spatial and temporal consistency of possible resolvers is veriﬁed by propagation
in the ground-CSPs. Also, resolvers may be temporally and spatially consistent
on their own, but mutually inconsistent between each other. For instance, in our
case study a particular ordering of tasks due to over-use of the Arm resource
may not be possible due to an ordering previously chosen for enforcing spatial
feasibility. The use of a hybrid constraint network enables to jointly take into
account the spatial, temporal, resource and causal aspects of the domain.
Algorithm 2:

Backtrack(C,X,D): success or failure

1 if X = ∅ then
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

spatial

SK
ξij ← Choose(X, hvar = max{hresource
, hcausal
})
var
var , hvar , hvar
values ← δi (ξij )
while values = ∅ do
v ← Choose(values, hival )
if all constraint networks subsumed by (v ∪ M) are consistent then
result ← Backtrack(C,X \ ξij ,D)
if result = failure then
return result

values ← values \ v
return failure

12 return success

The mutual consistency of resolvers is enforced by means of a backtracking search in the space of constraint networks. Algorithm 2, which performs
this heuristically-guided search, is an instantiation of algorithm Backtrack
presented in Chapter 4 (see Algorithm 1). The input of the algorithm is a metaconstraint network (C, X, D), where C is the set of resource feasibility, spatial
feasibility, adherence to spatial knowledge and causal feasibility meta-constraints,
X is the union of all meta-variables pertaining to all meta-constraints deﬁned
in this use case , and D are the domains of the meta-variables. The algorithm
Backtrack searches for a set of resolvers to be added to the common constraint
network M in order to impose feasibility. It ﬁrst identiﬁes the meta-variables in
M (line 1), and orders them according to a variable ordering heuristic hvar (line
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2). Each meta-variable (ﬂaw) has one or more alternative meta-values (resolvers).
These are chosen according to a value ordering heuristic hval (line 5). The former
decides which ﬂaw to attempt to resolve ﬁrst, e.g., to re-place an object or to
free the arm, while the latter decides which resolver to attempt ﬁrst, e.g., which
object has to be replaced. Both variable and value ordering heuristics depend on
the type of ﬂaws that are present in the common constraint network, and are
detailed in Section 5.3.6. Note that adding resolving constraint networks may
entail the presence of new ﬂaws to be resolved, e.g., pick and place actions which
solve general spatial knowledge infeasibility can lead to new resource ﬂaws, as
the newly generated actions must be scheduled with the already existing actions.
Such assignments to meta-variables are mutually feasible, as explained in the
previous section, if the ground-CSPs remain consistent, which the algorithm
checks before the recursive call (line 6). Note that if all possible meta-values are
attempted for a meta-variable and none are consistent with the ground-CSPs,
the algorithm returns failure (lines 4, 10 and 11), reﬂecting the fact that there
exists a ﬂaw that is impossible to resolve.
Overall, the plans obtained as a result of backtracking search are guaranteed
to adhere to all modeled knowledge in our application domain, that is,
Theorem 1. Algorithm Backtrack is sound.
Proof. To prove soundness, we must prove that (1) if there is a ﬂaw according to
some meta-constraint, it will be identiﬁed, and (2) all meta-constraints guarantee
to ﬁnd a correct resolver for all ﬂaws. The spatial adherence meta-constraint
is guaranteed to ﬁnd existing ﬂaws, as the existence of ﬂaws is reduced to
consistency of the subsumed spatial constraint network Ms , for which path
consistency is complete (see Section 5.2.3, Lemma 1). The spatial feasibility
meta-constraint identiﬁes all ﬂaws as it enumerates all pairs of concurrent ﬂuents
whose bounded rectangles overlap. Resource ﬂaws are guaranteed to be found
as we employ a complete peak sampling method as described by Cesta et al. [36].
Identifying all causal ﬂaws follows trivially from the fact that open goals are
enumerated.
All meta-constraints guarantee to ﬁnd a correct resolver for all ﬂaws. For
causal feasibility, this is due to the nature of backwards search [34]. Resource
and spatial ﬂaw resolvers are correct because they remove temporal overlap,
one of the two conditions deﬁning resource and spatial ﬂaws. Adherence to
spatial knowledge relies on the correctness of the spatial layout entailed by
each meta-value. This is proved via consistency of Ms , which hinges upon the
correctness of propagation in the two component STPs.
Theorem 2. Algorithm Backtrack is complete.
Proof. Due to the choice of complete algorithms for each consistency and
feasibility enforcing strategy, the algorithm is guaranteed to ﬁnd a solution if one
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exists. Speciﬁcally, the temporal consistency of the common constraint network
is enforced through a path consistency algorithm [31], which is complete for
convex temporal constraint networks [30] (i.e., path consistency for Mt is
complete). Consistency checking of convex ARA+ relations can be reduced to
the former problem as well (see Section 5.2.3) (i.e., path consistency for Ms
is complete). Causal feasibility is enforced with backwards search, which is
also complete [34]. Resource, spatial and general knowledge feasibility solvers
enumerate all possible ﬂaws (see Deﬁnitions 24, 25 and 26) and all their resolvers.
Moreover, the algorithm terminates because any ﬂaw has a ﬁnite number of
resolvers, and if a resolver for a ﬂaw exists, it is found by the corresponding
solver, whereas if none exists, the search backtracks. Completeness of each metaconstraint, completeness of constraint propagation in the two ground-CSP(s)
(Ms and Mt ), combined with the completeness of backtracking search [22]
guarantees that either a plan is found or all states in the search space are proved
infeasible.
Algorithm Backtrack is a straightforward instantiation of Algorithm 1
with the speciﬁc meta-constraints in our case study. The only application-speciﬁc
parts of the algorithm are the initial set of meta-variables (scopes of the metaconstraints), and the particular heuristics used to order meta-variable and metavalue selection. The backtracking search algorithm described above systematically explores the Cartesian product of sub-problems in a given hybrid problem.
It enforces the mutual feasibility of ﬂaw-resolving modiﬁcations of the common
constraint network according to the many viewpoints provided by the metaconstraints. However, it is not a hybrid problem solving approach only because
it explores this combined search space. The search itself is guided by heuristics
that leverage the multiple viewpoints offered by the common constraint network.
These heuristics can be made to cater for execution by a robot and also affect
the computational performance of search (as we show in Section 5.5).

5.3.6 Heuristics
For each meta-constraint, a variable ordering and a value ordering heuristic are
deﬁned: hresource
and hresource
are the variable and value ordering heuristics for the
var
val
resource feasibility meta-constraints, hcausal
and hcausal
for the causal feasibility
var
val
SK
meta-constraint, hSK
and
h
for
the
spatial
adherence meta-constraint, and
var
val
spatial
spatial
hvar and hval for the spatial feasibility meta-constraint.
Algorithm Backtrack must select a meta-variable from the union of all
meta-variables pertaining to all meta-constraints (line 2), The choice of metaspatial
SK
, hcausal
},
variable is regulated by a heuristic hvar = max{hresource
var
var , hvar , hvar
which selects the most critical ξi for processing (as common practice in CSP
search [22]). Selecting the most critical conﬂict ﬁrst allows to prune large parts
of the search tree early. The criteria based on which the meta heuristic hvar
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operates is simple: hvar prioritizes Ξresource over other meta-variables. In other
words, if there is a resource feasibility conﬂict to be resolved, it is chosen ﬁrst.
The reason for this can be understood through our example domain, which
models arms as a multi-capacity resource, and operators involving the use of
an arm use one unit of this resource. When many pick and place actions are
contemplated during search, they lead to resource over-usage by their presence
in the search space. Pick and place actions posted as resolvers for open goals
are not temporally constrained, so that they can be performed simultaneously,
provided that the robot has enough arms. However, when the number of arms
is limited, the number of parallel pick and place actions that can be executed is
small. Therefore, resource over-usage constitutes the most constrained conﬂict
because it will likely invalidate partial plans with many concurrent pick and
place actions. Hence, among the meta-variables, we choose ﬁrst those that are
related to resource feasibility. Although the choice of resource feasibility conﬂicts
may seem problem-speciﬁc, we can follow the same strategy in any domain with
dominant resource usage. We can envisage more sophisticated meta-heuristics,
which coordinate heuristics based on the current structure of the search space.
These will investigated in future work.
Each component heuristic orders meta-variables pertaining to one viewpoint.
The value ordering heuristics are then used to select an appropriate meta-value
for the selected meta-variable.
Variable Ordering heuristics
Variable ordering for resource feasibility (hresource
) uses a measure of temporal
var
ﬂexibility to compute which meta-variable (resource ﬂaw) is most critical [36].
To deﬁne hcausal
var , we leverage the similarity of meta-CSPs with CSPs in
selecting the most critical ﬂaws ﬁrst. Meta-CSPs however retain more power
to deduce most critical ﬂaws since they have access to the different viewpoints
in the ground-CSP. This allows meta-constraints to be informed about search
spaces beyond their own, that is, exploit the decisions made for assigning metavariables in other meta-constraints. For instance in our case study, if we want
to rearrange many objects on a table, intuitively, we ﬁrst choose those that
will be placed where other objects currently are. Conversely, replacing objects
whose placement does not interfere with others is less likely to entail ﬂaws
later in the search. Acting upon the most critical objects equates to considering
those whose ﬁnal placement overlaps that of other objects. Thus, the knowledge
of what are the most critical objects comes from the spatial and temporal
information in the hybrid constraint network. Operationally, we construct
a set S of object-location pairs. For each pair (object, location) ∈ S we assess
whether there exists a spatial ﬂuent f = (On(object, location), ·, ·, ·) and a spatial
ﬂuent f  = (On(object  , location  ), ·, ·, ·) such that: (1) location ≡ location  (the
ﬂuents refer to the same support plane); (2) tnow ∈ I(f) , where tnow is the current

time (f represents the current placement of another object); (3) tnow ∈ I(f ) (f 
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represents the future placement of another object); and (4) brf ∩ brf (the objects
overlap spatially). If all of the above hold, the score of the pair (object, location)
is increased by one. As a result, a pair with a high score refers to an object that
will likely have to be re-placed, as its position intersects with that of objects to
be placed in the future. We employ these scores to determine the heuristic value
of operators which involve the object-location pairs in S: the heuristic value of
an operator whose ﬂuents involve a particular object-location pair is the score
of that pair, otherwise it is zero.
For example, consider the case in which the robot has to achieve the goal of
placing the cup on the table where there are currently a fork and a knife that
are too close to each other. The spatial adherence meta-constraint identiﬁes this
situation as a ﬂaw and generates only one resolver that calls for the re-placement
of both fork and knife. This entails that placing the fork and the knife will be
meta-variables of the causal feasibility meta-constraint further in the search. The
current placement of the knife is spatially overlapped with the place where the
cup will be, while this is not the case for the fork. In other words, the cup as
a planned object and the knife as an observed object are spatially overlapped.
This results in operators including the knife having higher heuristic value than
the operators with the fork. Thus, for example, Place(knife1, table1) is chosen
earlier than Pick(fork1, table1) in the algorithm Backtrack. We investigate the
effect of using this hybrid heuristic in a larger example in the evaluation section.
A similar idea has been employed Garrett et al. [48] to combine a heuristic for
the FF planner with geometric information.
The spatial adherence meta-constraint does not employ a variable ordering
heuristic, as there can only be one meta-variable at a time, hSK
var = 0. Spatial
feasibility meta-variables are also not subject to ordering in our current implespatial
mentation (i.e., hvar ≡ 0).
Value Ordering heuristics
It is common practice in CSP search to order values according to a least constraining value principle. This equates to choosing the value that leaves more
choices for unassigned variables further ahead in the search process (hence a
value that is more likely part of a solution). We employ the same principle in
the meta-CSP search, therefore employing value ordering heuristics which favor
meta-values that are less constraining.
Resolvers of resource conﬂicts are ordered according to a known heuristic
which prefers sequencing choices that maximize temporal ﬂexibility [36].
The spatial adherence value ordering heuristic hSK
val orders resolvers taking
into account the number of objects involved. The heuristic favors resolvers that
involve few objects, the rationale being that moving fewer objects is less prone to
failure than moving many. Also, the heuristic favors moves which least affects the
spatial ﬂexibility of the resulting placement. Selecting a resolver suggesting less
replacements leads to have less conﬂicts in the search. In other words, this choice
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will be less likely to create conﬂicts for other meta-constraints. For example,
replacing both the fork and the knife will result in more causal conﬂicts and also
possibly more resource engagement rather than replacing only the fork or only
the knife. To compute the spatial ﬂexibility, we employ a measure known as the
root mean square (RMS) rigidity of a network of simple distance constraints [96].
The measure leverages the underlying implementation of the spatial constraint
network Ms = (V, SC) as two Simple Temporal Problems STPx and STPy . It
builds on the notion of relative rigidity of pairs of start/end points of bounded
(·)
(·)
rectangles in one dimension. Let Ax and Bx indicate the start or end points of
the projection of rectangles A and B on the x axis (similarly for the y axis). The
rigidity of the four pairs of points is
(·)
Rig(A(·)
x , Bx ) =

1
1+

(·)
(·)
dmax (Ax , Bx )

(·)

(·)

− dmin (Ax , Bx )

,

where dmax (·) and dmin (·) are the maximum and minimum distances between
the points. The measure has a maximum value of 1, since
(·)
(·)
(·)
dmax (A(·)
x , Bx ) − dmin (Ax , Bx )  0,

which occurs when the points are both ﬁxed. The RMS rigidity of the network
STPx is deﬁned as


 
2
2

(·)
(·)
Rig(Ax , Bx )
Rig(STPx ) = 
(2V
2V
− 1)
(A,B)∈V

The rigidity of the ARA+ constraint network Ms is the average of Rig(STPx )
and Rig(STPy ). This measure also ranges in [0, 1]: low rigidity entails that the
admissible bounds of objects are such that there is signiﬁcant slack in determining
new placements, whereas high rigidity means that the constraints in the network
afford placement options which are close to failure.
The spatial adherence value ordering heuristic hSK
val also affects the quality of
the plan, speciﬁcally making plans less prone to manipulation failures. This is
because selecting a meta-value which has higher ﬂexibility entails that objects
will be re-placed into positions which are farther from inconsistency, therefore
affording less precise manipulation.
spatial
The value ordering heuristic for the spatial feasibility meta-constraint hval
does not beneﬁt from any special procedure for ordering the resolvers. The same
holds for hcausal
val . The latter is a natural place to accommodate classical planning
heuristics, which can be seen value ordering heuristics for the causal feasibility
meta-constraint. We will investigate the use of classical planning heuristics in
deﬁning hcausal
in future work.
val
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5.4

Online reasoning and execution

When a robot acts, unexpected contingencies inevitably occur, hence acting requires reasoning during execution. A robot needs to reason over the full horizon
during which it will act, and adapt its plan during execution to account for contingencies. Online reasoning must also involve different types of knowledge. The
KR&R mechanisms we have presented can cover both these requirements. The
use of a common constraint-based representation facilitates run-time adaptation
of plans, and the hybrid nature of the common constraint network enables
propagating contingencies across all viewpoints.
In our case study, we employ a temporal dispatcher for dispatching actions in
the plan to the robot. Fluents representing actions whose earliest start times are
less than the current time are dispatched to be executed by the robot. Feeding
execution progress back into the hybrid constraint network is done by robot
proprioception. For example, the ﬁnish time of the ﬂuent representing the robot
holding the cup is updated when the robot’s proprioception informs that the
robot is not holding anything. In practice, this feedback consists of temporal
constraints that model the observed end time of actions.
Consider a scenario where the robot is at the counter, the cup is on the
counter, and the goal On(cup1, table1) is posted to the hybrid constraint network. The domain contains operators for picking and placing objects on the
tray, table and counter. Every pick and place operator includes in its preconditions a ﬂuent Sensing(?location, ?robot) which is achieved by the operator
Sense(?location, ?robot) (see full domain description in Appendix A). This allows the robot to discover where objects are placed online, and to adapt the plan
accordingly during execution. In our example, algorithm Backtrack generates
a plan consisting of the actions:
Sense(counter1, table1), Pick(cup1, counter1, robot1),
Move(counter1, table1, robot1), Sense(table1, robot1),
Place(cup1, table1, robot1).
Temporal bounds used for dispatching are extracted from Mt , the temporal
view of the hybrid constraint network. When Sense(table1, robot1) is dispatched,
the perception module feeds back into the hybrid constraint network spatial
ﬂuents and constraints representing the perceived locations of objects on the
table. In our running example, spatial ﬂuents representing the perceived locations
of fork and knife are posted in the hybrid constraint network. The spatial
adherence feasibility meta-constraint identiﬁes the current placement of the
objects on the table as a ﬂaw since the fork and the knife were placed too close
to each other. Algorithm Backtrack thus begins to reﬁne the current plan into
a feasible plan: actions for picking and placing both the fork and the knife in
a feasible order are generated and accommodated into the hybrid constraint
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network. Notice that the hybrid constraint network already includes actions for
placing the cup on the table (the original goal). The order in which the robot
manipulates the objects depends on the number of arms (i.e., more arms allow
to pick and place objects concurrently) and the current position of the objects.
In this example, the robot fails to ﬁnd a feasible plan, because the plan already
committed to placing the cup on the table, which is occupied by the knife. This
attempt at plan adaptation therefore fails, and the only way to recover is to
retract the original plan of placing the cup on the table. Consequently, the
previously planned and not yet executed ﬂuents are discarded from the hybrid
constraint network. In this way, the algorithm will ﬁnd a solution that takes into
account the lack of resources, e.g., placing the cup on tray (or some other place)
to be able to re-place the knife for opening space for the cup. The algorithm
will also include actions for picking up the cup from the tray and then placing it
on the table, in achievement of the original goal. In general, when Backtrack
fails to ﬁnd a feasible plan, non-executed planned ﬂuents are discarded form the
hybrid constraint network and the original goals are re-activated. Through this
mechanism, Backtrack can consider all the possible alternatives speciﬁed in
the domain to overcome contingencies. In this way, no alternative plan is missed
due to unexpected situations.
Note that sensing can be used to verify the results of execution of an operator by including the ﬂuent Sensing(?location, ?robot) in its effects. If the
sensed situation is inconsistent with expectations modeled in the operator, the
same replanning mechanism as explained above would be triggered, with the
consequence that the plan would be adapted accordingly. In the experiments
described in Section 5.5 we only trigger sensing to verify the preconditions of
pick and place operators.
Plans resulting from Algorithm Backtrack are ﬂexible. They consist of
ﬂuents with ﬂexible temporal and spatial bounds. The temporal interval I(f) of
a ﬂuent f contains all possible temporal placements of the ﬂuent in time. The
same applies to a spatial ﬂuent’s bounded rectangle br(f) , which represents all
possible placements of an object. All values within these bounds are possible
in a plan: the temporal intervals/rectangles are restricted only to the extent
necessary for excluding temporal/spatial placements that are inconsistent with
the constraints [97].
Flexible plans are useful for online adaptation to perturbations such as delays and other exogenous events. Flexibility is a desirable feature in robotic
applications, where the exact timing of events and action execution is uncertain,
as is the placement of objects that the robot interacts with. Perception and proprioception act upon the hybrid constraint network, therefore directly altering
the ﬂexible plan to reﬂect real execution times, exogenous events and observed
locations of objects. This occurs in low-order polynomial time for both temporal
and spatial constraint propagation, and can therefore be part of a continuous
plan maintenance procedure which computes the consequences of exogenous
events over the full horizon of the plan.
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The advantages of temporal ﬂexibility have been underscored in the literature
before [84, 98, 85, 80, 67] — our system complements temporal ﬂexibility with
spatial ﬂexibility, which is leveraged to obtain placements of objects at execution
time that have maximum distance from the lower and upper bounds in both
dimensions, as the region that is given to a robot to place an object should
tolerate the inaccuracy of manipulation. Hence, if the robot does not place an
object exactly within the region, the spatial layout should still be consistent. For
this reason, among the many feasible placements represented by the bounded
rectangle of a spatial ﬂuent, one that is in the center of the solution space is
chosen for execution.

Figure 5.3: Representation of a rectangle in two 2D intervals.

Given Ms = (SX, SD, SC), we compute an approximation of the most
centered solution for each bounded rectangle A ∈ SX by leveraging the concept
of 2D representation of an interval [99]. The interval Ax (similarly for Ay ) is
represented as a window in the space of start and end positions (see Figure 5.3).
The window is characterized by four numbers, namely, minimum and maximum
positions, and minimum and maximum lengths. All possible placements of Ax
after spatial consistency is enforced are within a convex polygon in this 2D
space. We choose as “most centered” placement for Ax the center of mass of
−
this polygon, thus obtaining an assignment of A+
x and Ax .

5.5

Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of the approach, we
consider two problem sets. The ﬁrst problem set is designed for the purpose of
demonstrating the applicability of our approach with real and simulated robot
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platforms. In the second set, we study features that affect the time performance
of the planner in an artiﬁcial domain.

5.5.1 Problem Set A
Six experiments were carried out to validate the feasibility of our approach.
Videos of the experiments are available on-line2 . The ﬁrst three involve the use
of a MetraLabs G5 robot base with a Kinova Jaco arm and an Asus XtionPro
RGB-D camera. In order to facilitate manipulation, a cup was used instead
of a dish, and forks and knifes were equipped with graspable appendices (see
Figure 5.4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.4: Snapshots of the ﬁrst experiment with a physical robot — initial situation (a);
general spatial knowledge vs. observed placements (b); execution of a pick action (c);
achieved placements (d).

The full domain used in the experiments is provided in the Appendix A.
It includes two resources with capacities Cap(Arm) = 1, Cap(camera) = 100.
The ﬁrst models the fact that the robot has one arm; the second one models
the fact that the camera’s ﬁeld of view cannot be simultaneously “used” for
visual recognition and manipulation. Operators for picking and placing objects
from/on a table or the robot’s on-board tray, and moving between tables are
also modeled. Pick and place operators use one unit of camera, whereas sensing
uses the full capacity (100 units), thus allowing the robot to perform several
(ideally up to the arbitrary amount of 100) simultaneous manipulations, but not
to perform sensing during manipulation.
The Place and Pick operators are parametrized with two locations: ?location
and ?robotLocation. The former is the location of the support plane of the
object to be picked/placed, e.g., table1; the latter represents the location of
the robot, e.g., robotLocationTable1. The fact that objects on table1 are reachable from robotLocationTable1 is encoded as ARA+ relations in SK — e.g.,
robotLocationTable1 d, m table1. Tables have four robot locations, one on
each side. SK also describes the admissible table layout: cups should be between
2 Videos of the experiments are available at the following links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhNkKz042EM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5oA9QgxjaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeC_I5wEFcY
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forks (on their left) and knives (on their right). These relations have speciﬁed
bounds which model how separated the objects can be wrt to each other.
In our experiments, we employed three objects (cup1, fork1, knife1), two locations (table1 and counter1), and a single robot (robot1). In the ﬁrst run,
the robot was to achieve the goal of placing the cup on the table. In the
initial situation, it holds the cup. When the goal is posted, a plan consisting of the actions Sense(table1, robot1) followed by Place(cup1, table1, robot1,
robotLocationTable1) is generated. When dispatched, the Sense(table1, robot1)
action activates the 3D perception module, which generates spatial ﬂuents representing the perceived locations of fork1 and knife1. These spatial ﬂuents are
posted in the hybrid constraint network. In this experiment, the fork and knife
were placed too close to each other (see Figure 5.4(a)), thus the plan turns out to
be infeasible due to lack of adherence to SK. The amended plan resulting from
the application of Algorithm Backtrack includes placing the cup on the tray
to free the arm, moving the fork to the left according to the new placements
obtained by constraint propagation, placing the cup on the table, and moving
the knife to the right. Notice that the decision to employ the tray was due to
resource ﬂaws and spatial ﬂaws, and the order of re-placements was derived automatically by a combination of causal, temporal, and spatial reasoning through
the backtracking search.

Figure 5.5: Salient moments of the second experiment.

In the second experiment (see Figure 5.5), the goal and knowledge was
the same, but the fork and knife were swapped, and were far enough from
each other to accommodate the cup between them. The algorithm leverages the
existing space between fork and knife to place the cup in its ﬁnal position, then
using the tray to swap fork and knife.
In the third experiment, the model is identical to the ﬁrst speciﬁcation with
the exception of the relation between knife and cup, which should both be
on one side of the cup. The obtained and executed plan correctly achieved the
desired layout, thus showing how a minimal change in general spatial knowledge
may lead the planner to derive a signiﬁcantly different plan.
As a demonstration of how our model can be changed to suit different physical capabilities and environments, we ran a fourth experiment with a PR2 robot
operating in a simulated environment with physics (Gazebo). The speciﬁcation
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was changed only to reﬂect: (1) the size of the objects, and (2) the capacity of
the Arm resource (the PR2 has two arms). The environment contained counter1
and table1. The PR2 was given the goal to place a cup on table1, which in the
initial situation was on counter1. When table1 is reached, new observations
reveal that the situation does not adhere to general spatial knowledge. Thanks
to the higher capacity of the Arm resource, the new plan does not require to use
a tray to free the arm for further manipulation, and the robot employs its other
arm for re-arranging the objects on the table.

Figure 5.6: Salient moments of the ﬁfth experiment.

In the ﬁfth experiment, a real PR2 is employed to demonstrate the use of
the spatial ﬂexibility heuristic (see Figure 5.6). Initially, the generated plan was
similar to that generated in the previous experiments. As the PR2 reached the
table, it observed a spatially inconsistent situation, where the fork and knife
were too close to each other. The new plan called for re-placing the knife and
then placing the cup on the table. The choice of moving the knife rather than
moving the fork was due to hSK
val . In this experiment, the reference frame of the
support plane (table1) is deﬁned with respect to the guest’s chair, meaning that
the robot has to place cutlery “in front of” the guest. This limits the robot’s
reach, hence depending on how far the fork should be placed from the knife
(which depends on the knife’s initial position), placing the fork could have been
infeasible. In this case, the robot would have planned to go to the robot location
on the other side of the table in order to place the fork.
In all experiments, object segmentation and pose estimation were realized
with the ROS [100] tabletop object detector package, while object recognition
occurred based on color. Perception provides 3D bounding boxes, which we
extend so as to make them axis-parallel. Then, we project the 3D bounding
boxes to 2D, and generate the unary At constraints used to represent observed
poses of objects. The overall time spent planning in all of the ﬁve runs was less
than ﬁve seconds in total.
From the knowledge engineering point of view, one of the highlights of these
experiments is the amount of domain variance when the platforms are changed.
The test cases show that if we change the capacity of the modeled Arm resource,
we observe different behaviors.
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It is also interesting to study the consequence of domain modiﬁcation on computational overhead of reasoning. Since the different knowledge types involved
are inter-dependent, identifying the computational bottleneck is not trivial.

5.5.2 Problem Set B
We present here a quantitative evaluation on the same domain as was used in the
previous runs. In these benchmarks, the robot was presented with table settings
composed of seven objects. The capacity of the resource modeling the number
of arms of the robot was made to vary from 1 to 4, in order to capture problems
with varying degrees of difﬁculty from the point of view of object re-placement.
Also, we varied the initial setup so as to provide varying amounts of objects
that needed to be re-placed. We randomly generated a total of 2000 problems,
each represented by the tuple N, MP, Cap(Arm), where N is the total number
of objects, MP is the number of misplaced objects, and Cap(Arm) models the
number of available arms. The random generation process led to a variable
number of problems in each category (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: Distribution of problems in eight classes.
Class
Number of problems Class
Number of problems
7, 3, {1, 2, 3, 4} 17
5, 1, {1, 2, 3, 4} 9
7, 4, {1, 2, 3, 4} 175
5, 2, {1, 2, 3, 4} 285
7, 5, {1, 2, 3, 4} 511
5, 3, {1, 2, 3, 4} 590
7, 6, {1, 2, 3, 4} 297
5, 4, {1, 2, 3, 4} 116

In all problems, the goal is to place a cup on a desk, making the desk layout
adherent to SK. The robot initially holds the cup. The search process is aborted
after a 30 second timeout. All experiments were run on an Intel i7-3540M CPU
clocked at 3.00GHz with 8GB of memory. The following performance measures
are considered for the purpose of comparative analysis:
• BT: the average of CPU time used in Algorithm Backtrack for each class
of problems (time is in milliseconds)
• TO%: the percentage of timeouts for all problems belonging to the same
class
• CT: the average CPU time used to generate culprit sets for each class of
problems
Table 5.2 shows performance results for problem categories N = 5, MP ∈
{1 . . . 4}, Cap(Arm ∈ {1 . . . 4}), and Table 5.3 shows performance results for
problem categories N = 7, MP ∈ {3 . . . 6}, Cap(Arm ∈ {1 . . . 4}). hcausal
and
var
causal
w/o hcausal
indicates
whether
or
not
h
was
used
to
solve
the
problems.
These
var
var
results point to the following observations.
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Table 5.2: Performance results for problem categories N = 5, MP ∈ {1 . . . 4},
Cap(Arm ∈ {1 . . . 4}). hcausal
and w/o hcausal
indicates whether or not hcausal
was used to
var
var
var
solve the problems.

1 MP
2 MP
3 MP
4 MP

BT
TO%
BT
TO%
BT
TO%
BT
TO%

1 arm
wo/ hcausal
hcausal
var
var
1284
1279
0
0
1859
2084
0
0
3612
2744
18
20
3657
2900
20
22

2 arms
wo/ hcausal
hcausal
var
var
1299
1316
0
0
1382
1385
0
0
2391
1927
12
11
3069
2746
34
21

3 arm
wo/ hcausal
hcausal
var
var
1282
1282
0
0
1426
1437
0
0
1584
1544
0
0
2297
1907
15
9

4 arms
wo/ hcausal
hcausal
var
var
1274
1329
0
0
1424
1428
0
0
1581
1592
0
0
1983
2102
0
0

CT
104
227
310
332

Table 5.3: Performance results for problem categories N = 7, MP ∈ {3 . . . 6},
Cap(Arm ∈ {1 . . . 4}). hcausal
and w/o hcausal
indicates whether or not hcausal
was used to
var
var
var
solve the problems.

3 MP
4 MP
5 MP
6 MP

BT
TO%
BT
TO%
BT
TO%
BT
TO%

1 arm
w/o hcausal
hcausal
var
var
3660
3659
17
17
5650
4712
26
27
8584
5275
42
40
8349
5569
57
48

2 arms
w/o hcausal
hcausal
var
var
3455
3011
17
11
4531
4239
37
25
4406
4057
55
38
5202
4675
71
54

3 arms
w/o hcausal
hcausal
var
var
4866
3019
0
0
4047
4251
18
18
4577
4252
36
31
5301
4212
56
46

4 arms
w/o hcausal
hcausal
var
var
3226
3220
0
0
3877
3813
0
0
4311
4058
18
18
5074
4158
34
39

CT
905
1226
1355
1376

Features of hard problems. Increasing the number of MP makes problems
harder. Although CT for each MP class is very low, it increases with the number
of MP (e.g., 905 ms for 3 MP and 1376 ms for 6 MP in Table 5.3). Similarly,
BT also increases with MP. The results also show that, regardless of the number
of objects N, BT is higher with greater MP. Furthermore, BT improves when
Cap(Arm) increases. Having a similar number of arms as there are misplaced
objects is the most advantageous situation for the search process (e.g., 0% timeout in 7, 4, 4), as there are few resource contention failures and the algorithm
can leverage parallel pick and place actions. As expected, having more arms
than necessary does not affect performance (e.g., 1382 ms for 5, 2, 2 and 1426
ms for 5, 2, 3 ). As shown in Figure 5.7, a peak in timeout % occurs in the case
of Cap(Arm) = 2 for all the MP classes. This reﬂects the fact that excessively
scarce resources (one arm) allow the search to fail early; abundant resources
(three or more arms) make problems feasible; the critical capacity of two arms
leads to many ﬂaws, which the algorithm has no way of pruning. Below we show
how considering knowledge pertaining to different viewpoints jointly provides
such pruning power.
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Figure 5.7: Time out % vs. Cap(arm) in the classes of problems 7, {3 − 6}, {1 − 4} (up);
Time out % vs. Cap(arm) in the classes of problems 5, {1 − 4}, {1 − 4} (down).

The effect of hybrid heuristics. As we have shown in Section 5.3.6, hcausal
is
var
a hybrid heuristic, which employs temporal and spatial knowledge to inform
the choice of causal meta-variables. Its effect can be seen in the results: BT is
improved by using hcausal
(e.g., from 8349 ms to 5569 ms in 7, 6, 1). The peak
var
in timeout % observed above is signiﬁcantly dampened when we employ hcausal
var .
This is because the heuristic focuses search on sources of early failure other than
limited resources, namely identifying future spatial infeasibilities entailed by
current pick/place actions. Also, the hcausal
heuristic does not help as much in
var
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the case of Cap(Arm) = 1 (60% TO to 57% TO for problem set 7, 6, 1). This
is because resource ﬂaws are dominant and lead to early failure.

5.6

Hierarchical Meta-CSP Planner

So far in this chapter, we have presented a hybrid planning approach which
considers multiple aspects of tasks with a hybrid domain representation. These
include task dependency, time, space, and resource usage. By incorporating
all these aspects into a hybrid planner, the search space becomes huge by construction. To ameliorate this issue, we propose hierarchical planning, using
pre-deﬁned task decomposition methods to make large leaps in the hybrid
search space. Hierarchical planning [101] has been used in many application
domains, including robot control, for a long time. More speciﬁcally, Hierarchical
planning is appealing for plan-based robot control, as it yields plans in different
levels of abstraction, the lowest of which are control routines to be executed
and monitored by the robot hardware.
An important aspect of using meta-CSP as an approach to integrating reasoning is to avoid designing a new integrated algorithm for each new application.
In the following, we show how to integrate HTN planning in a straightforward
way with the meta-CSP. This integration is realized by replacing goal regression
(see the meta constraint described in 5.3.4) with HTN-style planning [101], and
results in a hierarchical meta-CSP planner [11]. The resulting plans are hybrid
owing to the common hybrid constraint network and meta-CSP search, and
they are hierarchical owing to the HTN decomposition structure, which is also
visible in the ﬁnal plan representation.
Before we explain the HTN meta-constraint, we introduce our vocabulary.
In the hierarchical meta-CSP planner, we distinguish ﬂuents representing states
from those representing tasks. The former is called state ﬂuent (e.g., a ﬂuent
indicating a robot being at a table), and the latter are called task ﬂuents (e.g., a
ﬂuent indicating a serving coffee task). Moreover, we also deﬁne new types of
constraints for the ﬂuent constraint network due to the nature of HTN. These
constraints are causal constraints
• t1 dc t2 : task t1 has the subtask t2 .
• f pre t: state ﬂuent f is a precondition of task t.
• t opens f: state ﬂuent f is a positive effect of task t.
• t closes f: state ﬂuent f is a negative effect of task t.
• planned t: task ﬂuent t has been planned.
• t1 ordering t2 : Task ﬂuent t1 should be planned before task ﬂuent t2 . This
restricts the treatment of the tasks at planning time, not their execution
time or order.
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• t1 matches t2 : Task ﬂuent t1 uniﬁes with task ﬂuent t2 . This allows two
tasks to share subtasks.
Causal constraints act as labels for the ﬂuents. There is no semantic belonging
to a speciﬁc algebra for these constraints (unlike the temporal constraints), and
there is no ground-CSP pertaining to the causal constraint network. Note that
we could have introduced the causal constraints pre, opens and closes in the
table setting scenario. Here, we introduce these constraints explicitly in order to
be consistent with other causal constraints which are needed to be represented
in HTN planning, e.g., dc. Let CC be the set of all causal constraints in the
problem.
A planning operator in the hierarchical meta-CSP planner is similar to
the planing operator described in Deﬁnition 21. The only difference is that
in the hierarchical meta-CSP planner operators have causal constraints in
addition to the temporal constraints in their deﬁnition, and preconditions
and effects are represented by the causal constraints pre, closes and opens.
This deﬁnes sets of precondition ﬂuents Fp = {fi ∈ F : (fi pre f) ∈ CC}, negative effect ﬂuents F− = {fi ∈ Fp : (f closes fi ) ∈ CC} and positive effect ﬂuents
F+ = {fi ∈ F : (f opens fi ) ∈ CC}. All operator names start with an exclamation mark in order to be distinguished from HTN methods. For example, the
operator
f = (!grasp(?obj), ·, ·, u(objMan) = 1, ·)
Fp = {f1 = (On(?obj, ?loc), ·, ·, ·, ·), f2 = (RobotAt(?loc), ·, ·, ·, ·)}
F− = {f1 }
F+ = {f3 = (Holding(?obj), ·, ·, u(Arm, ·) = 1)}
CC = {f1 pre f, f2 pre f, f closes f1 , f opens f3 , f planned f}
T C = {I(f) {o−1 } I(f1 ) , I(f) {d} I(f2 ) , I(f) {o} I(f3 ) , I(f1 ) {m} I(f3 ) }

describes the causal, temporal, and resource-related aspects of grasping an object.
To apply the operator, the object has to be on the given location, with the robot
near the object. Afterwards, the object is no longer on that place, but the robot
is holding it. With the temporal constraints we are able to specify precisely how
the ﬂuents evolve when the robot is executing the action. While the action is
executed it has to stay at that location and at the beginning the object is still
on that location, but this ceases to be true as soon as the robot is holding the
object, which in turn becomes true before the action is ﬁnished. Furthermore, the
action consumes one unit of the resource objMan which represents the number
of objects the robot can manipulate at the same time, and the Holding ﬂuent
consumes one unit of resource Arm.
In addition to operators, HTN planning uses methods to decompose a
compound task into subtasks.
Deﬁnition 28. A method is a pair (f, (F, C)) where
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• the ﬂuent f = (P, ·, ·, u, ·) represents a compound task;
• the ﬂuents set F represents preconditions and subtasks;
• C = CC ∪ T C, resp., are sets of causal and temporal constraints among
ﬂuents in F ∪ {f}.
The method’s preconditions and decompositions are represented by the causal
constraints pre and dc. This deﬁnes the sets Fp = {fi ∈ F : ∃(fi pre f) ∈ CC}
and FS = {f ∈ F : ∃(f dc fi ) ∈ CC} of precondition ﬂuents and subtask ﬂuents.
For example, the following method decomposes get_object into the subtask of
grasping the object. Its precondition ensures that the robot is already at the
object’s location.
f = (get_object(?mug), ·, ·, ·, ·)
Fp = {f1 = (RobotAt(?loc), ·, ·, ·, ·),
f2 = (On(?mug, ?loc), ·, ·, ·, ·)}
FS = {f3 = (!grasp(?mug), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)}
CC = {f1 pre f, f2 pre f, f dc f3 , planned f}
T C = {I(f) {≡}I(f3 ) , I(f) {d} I(f1 ) , I(f) {o, f} I(f2 ) }

If multiple subtasks exist (e.g., a variant of the method above which includes
a subtask for driving to the object’s location), the causal constraint ordering
can be used to tell the planner in which order it should decompose subtasks,
this way providing another kind of heuristic. These constraints differ from
temporal constraints and do not inﬂuence plan execution. The example above
explicitly contains a temporal ≡ constraint between the task and its subtask. If
this is not speciﬁed the constraint {d, ≡ , s, f} is added by default. In the same
way {m−1 , o−1 , f−1 , d} is used by default between tasks and preconditions, o
between tasks and positive effects and o−1 between tasks and negative effects.
This reduces the modeling effort for the domain designer, yet giving him means
to express the constraints explicitly.
Having methods as ways to decompose different tasks, we have to adjust the
planning domain deﬁnition (see Deﬁnition 22) accordingly. A planning domain
is a tuple D = (O, M, SK, RC) where M is a set of methods. The other elements
of the domain were already deﬁned in Deﬁnition 22.

5.6.1 HTN Planning as a Meta-Constraint
To create causally feasible plans, we have represented standard HTN task
decomposition as a meta-constraint.
Deﬁnition 29. A task decomposition meta-constraint for a set of method decompositions M is deﬁned as follows:
• M = (F, D, C) is the hybrid constraint network;
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• ΞHT N = {ξ} where ξ = {f : f ∈ F ∧ f is an unplanned task ﬂuent (i.e.,
 (planned f) ∈ C) and each (fj ordering f) ∈ C has a (planned fj ) ∈ C};
• δHT N (ξ) = δDC (ξ) ∪ δU (ξ), where
– δDC (ξ) is a set of constraint networks containing ﬂuents and constraints derived by expanding an unplanned task by a method or an
operator.
– δU (ξ) is a set of constraint networks in which the unplanned task
(that is included in the ﬂaw) uniﬁes with already planned tasks. This
is represented through matches constraints.
The deﬁnition of the meta-variables states that an unplanned task ﬂuent is
only considered in the planning process if all its predecessors, indicated by an
ordering constraint, have already been planned. Note that by using dedicated
ordering constraints instead of temporal constraints to decide which task to
explore next, we separate the chronological ordering of task planning decisions
from the temporal ordering of tasks in terms of execution time. This differs from
the partial order forward decomposition algorithm that SHOP2 [102] uses. This
way the domain modeler can explicitly deﬁne in which order tasks should be
decomposed, providing an additional heuristic for the planner that may lead
to a lower branching factor and planning speed-up. Note that this is only a
heuristics and does not have any effect on completeness.
The meta-values are all possibilities to resolve the ﬂaw, i.e., all unplanned
tasks. We compute resolvers separately for each task ﬂuent f ∈ ξ. The function
δDC enumerates all possible ways of applying methods or operators to f. It
searches for operators/methods whose predicate symbol uniﬁes with those of
f. Then it computes all combinations to unify the precondition ﬂuents with
the state ﬂuents in F. In this process only those state ﬂuents are considered
whose earliest start time is less than the task’s latest start time and is therefore a
potential precondition. By relying on the temporal view of the hybrid constraint
network instead of a dedicated world state, which is updated in each planning
step, we are able to generate partial-order plans. Finally, the effects or subtasks
are added to the resolver constraint network. If we decompose a compound task,
its ordering constraints are maintained in a way that for (f ordering fj ) ∈ C and
(f dc fk ) ∈ CDC also (fk ordering fj ) is added to the resolver.
The second kind of meta-values is computed with the function δU which
attempts to unify f with task ﬂuents fu ∈ F that were already planned. If this is
the case, a constraint network is created as a meta-value that contains the two
constraints f matches fu and planned f.
The constraint network in Figure 5.8 shows an example. It consists of two
ﬂuents representing the initial situation, i.e., the robot is at counter1 and mug1
is on counter1. It also includes a ﬂuent for the task of getting a mug.
Applying a method to get_mug results in the constraint network in Figure 5.9.
The method connects the RobotAt and On ﬂuents as preconditions to the task
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get_object(?mug,[1,600][1,600])
RobotAt(counter1,[0,0][
On(mug1,counter1,[0,0][
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Figure 5.8: Constraint network of the initial situation
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Figure 5.9: Result of applying a method. Causal constraints are black and temporal
constraints are red.
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Figure 5.10: Result of applying a method and an operator.

ﬂuent. Furthermore, the new task ﬂuent !grasp is created and connected to
get_mug with a dc relation and temporal constraints. Because the robot is
already at counter1 the task get_mug is decomposed to the single subtask !grasp
using the method described earlier in this section. If the robot were at a different
position, another method that involves driving would be used.
Next, an operator can be applied to the task ﬂuent !grasp. Analogously to
the previous method, it adds constraints for the preconditions. The ﬂuent On is
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a negative effect of grasping. Therefore, the causal relation closes is added. As a
positive effect the robot is now Holding mug1. The ﬁnish times of both effects
are updated according to the temporal relations they have with the operator.
So far, we have explained how to obtain a spatio-temporal-resource aware
HTN planner by replacing the causal meta-constraint in the meta-CSP deﬁned
earlier, and augmenting the hybrid constraint network appropriately. This emphasizes the modularity and extendibility of the meta-CSP for the purpose of
achieving a general hybrid reasoning approach.

5.6.2 Additional Meta-Constraints
An advantage of the meta-CSP approach is that we can enforce different kinds of
requirements by adding further meta-constraints. One of these is related to time.
Speciﬁcally, it is important for the robot to estimate the time it takes to drive
from one area to another. This depends on the restaurant layout itself but also
other objects like unforeseen chairs that block the robot’s path. A good source
for this kind of knowledge is the robot’s path planner. A good estimation of the
needed time is required if the goal task has a deadline indicating when it needs
to be ﬁnished, e.g., to make sure that the coffee is served hot. We want to ensure
that only temporally feasible plans are made. In order to enforce this requirement
in the hierarchical meta-CSP planner’s search, we add a meta-constraint whose
meta-variables are tasks of type !move_base for which no duration was assigned.
Such a ﬂaw is resolved by setting its expected duration based on a the distance
between the start pose and the goal pose calculated by the robot’s path planner
by way of procedural attachment. Note that temporal feasibility of a plan is
assessed by the temporal ground-CSP. The temporal constraints therein, e.g., the
duration of a robot navigation action, are typically the result of reasoning about
other parts of the problem, e.g., path planning.
We exemplify how the hierarchical meta-CSP planner accounts for navigation
time in the restaurant scenario shown in Figure 5.11. Our robot receives the goal
task of serving a hot coffee. Serving a coffee to guest1 at table2 is represented
by the ﬂuent
fG = (serve-coffee(guest1), [[0, 600), [0, 600]], ∅, ∅)
The latest ﬁnish time is set to 600 sec. to make sure that the coffee is served hot.
Serving a coffee implies that a sugar pot and a milk jug have to be on the table,
too. We model this requirement as subtasks in the method for serving coffee.
The initial situation has two sugar pots, one on counter2 and one on table1,
and the only milk jug is on counter1. Atemporal HTN planning could create a
plan that involves driving to the kitchen to get the sugar. This is causally feasible,
but the guest would get served cold coffee. The hierarchical meta-CSP planner
is aware of time and notices that this plan takes too long, i.e., it is temporally
infeasible. It ﬁnds that it can use alternative HTN methods that lead to using
the other sugar from table2.
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guest1
counter1

sugar2

coffee1

table1

table2

milk1

Figure 5.11: Demo scenario used for the hierarchical meta-CSP planner. Photo: PR2
carrying milk pot and coffee jug. Sketch: Part of the restaurant layout and initial situation.
Another counter2 is located far away.

An estimate of the expected duration of driving is added to the constraint
network as a meta-value posted by the meta-constraint encapsulating the path
planner (see previous section). This duration accounts for the actual restaurant
layout, and provokes the search to choose method decompositions that do not
conﬂict with the temporal requirement. This is but one example of other kinds of
external knowledge that the planner can use, thanks to the meta-CSP approach.
A domain representation consisting of 11 operators and 32 methods was
used (see full domain description in Appendix B). After sending the goal to
the robot, it generated a plan containing 40 operators, of which the ﬁrst 9 are
given in Listing 5.1 with their predicates and ﬂexible temporal intervals. The
time points indicate that the plan is partially ordered, e.g., !move_torso and
!tuck_arms have the same earliest start time, and both arms may be moved to
the side in parallel. By using resource constraints we made sure that it can only
manipulate one object at a time, as the robot has to look at the object. Therefore,
it picks up the coffeeJug1 after picking up milkPot1. In the remainder of the
plan the robot completes the goal task, using sugar2 from table1. Note that the
domain contained no methods for moving multiple objects. The planner used
its partial-order planning capability and the task uniﬁcation to already planned
tasks for interleaving the two tasks of moving coffee jug and milk pot. As a
result of its limited holding capacity (the PR2 can hold two objects, but not
three), the a second task was planned to bring the sugar.
!move_base(preManAreaEastCounter1)
[[12, 464970], [30012, 494970]]
!move_torso(TorsoUpPosture)
[[30013, 498972], [34013, 502972]]
!tuck_arms(ArmUnTuckedPos ArmUnTuckedPos)
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[[30013, 494971], [34013, 498971]]
!move_arm_to_side(leftArm1)
[[34014, 498972], [38014, 502972]]
!move_arm_to_side(rightArm1)
[[34014, 498972], [38014, 502972]]
!move_base_blind(manAreaEastCounter1)
[[38015, 502973], [42015, 506973]]
!pick_up_object(milkPot1 rightArm1)
[[42016, 506974], [46016, 510974]]
!pick_up_object(coffeeJug1 leftArm1)
[[46016, 510974], [50016, 514974]]
!move_base_blind(preManAreaEastCounter1)
[[50017, 514975], [54017, 518975]]
Listing 5.1: First 9 operators of the resulting plan for serving a hot coffee with milk and
sugar.

This plan, which took one minute to compute, was successfully executed
on a PR2 robot. For plan execution, the time-line based dispatching approach
described in Section 5.4.

5.7

Discussion and Related Work

In this chapter, we have explained our meta-CSP based approach to achieve
a hybrid planner which can reason about actions/tasks, temporal, spatial and
resource knowledge. As mentioned in our related work (see Section 3.2.1),
hybrid planning has received much more attention than other forms of hybrid
reasoning. It is common practice in these approaches to assess feasibility of
the task (generated by a symbolic task planner), by delegating it to an external
reasoner through procedural attachments. In the following, we brieﬂy enumerate
some of the notable work in hybrid planning (mostly concerned in integrated
task and motion planning) and discuss the similarities and differences to our
approach.
Mosenlechner and Beetz [56] use attached procedures to assess stability,
visibility and reachability of manipulated objects after adding a speciﬁc action
to the partial plan, taking into account the kinematic model of the robot and
physical properties of the environment. An extension of this work includes temporal projection of the execution of plans [103]. The knowledge-level contingent
planner PKS [104] has been extended to combine task and motion planning by
enriching it with the ability to reason about knowledge of volumes [105] (an externally deﬁned procedure uses the knowledge of volumes for collision detection
and motion planning). Havur et al. [50] propose a representation, reasoning
and execution framework for the Tower of Hanoi problem, which employs a
SAT solver to generate the plan with concurrent actions. The resulting plan is
used as input for motion planning. The execution monitor inserts constraints
representing the concurrent infeasible actions identiﬁed by a low-level planner
into a SAT-solver to ensure that the plan does not involve the same kind of
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failures. De Silva et al. [106] intertwine geometric planning and HTN-based
task planning. Predicates are shared between the two planners allowing them
to backtrack to a certain level in the joint search space. Kaelbling and LozanoPérez [47] also use a hierarchical planner, but commit to the plan at an abstract
level and then execute the actions of the abstract plan without constructing the
rest of the plan in detail. In the scope of combining task and motion planning,
Lagriffoul et al. [57] and Cambon et al. [107] perform geometric backtracking
by introducing a hybrid state representation that delegates the consequence
of incremental causal reasoning to geometric reasoners. An augmented PDDL
language has been proposed [51] to support semantic attachments for validating the applicability of operators from the low level point of view. Condition
checkers and effect applicators are attached to invoke specialized geometric
reasoners throughout symbolic planning. Moreover, the integration of hybrid
planning with perception and estimation have been explored — in particular,
techniques for belief space planning under uncertainty are proposed by Kaelbling
and Lozano-Pérez [108] to enhance the robustness of object manipulation.
In spite of signiﬁcant advancements in combing task and motion planning,
none of the approaches above addresses the inter-dependencies among the task
and motion planing problems (i.e., two different sub-problems) to provide a
general technique. This is due to the fact that the KR formalisms used in various modules are different in nature, hence, the main focus above is on the
ad-hoc integration of procedural attachments. We are also affected by the fact
that different formalisms are different in nature. However, we provide speciﬁc
and general mechanisms to capture inter-dependencies between sub-problems
expressed with different formalisms: this is enabled by hybrid constraint networks and meta-constraints, which provide a means to represent all relevant
knowledge explicitly, and to reason about combinations of this knowledge at
a higher level of abstraction. Also, our framework is geared towards on-line
reasoning: all types of knowledge represented in the domain deﬁnition of the
hybrid planner are reasoned upon continuously, thereby realizing a continuous
plan reﬁnement process centered around robots as actors [109]. This process
may lead to the generation of actions in achievement of newly speciﬁed goals,
but may also reﬁne the plan to account for other types of requirements, such
as resource, temporal, and spatial constraints that become known online. In
other words, whether reasoning is about goal achievement, spatial constraints,
temporal constraints, or resource usage, depends entirely on what is observed.
Planning Modulo Theories [60] (PMT), an extension of Satisﬁability Modulo
Theories [58] (SMT), extend classical planing to enrich the planning model with
semantics. The semantics can belong to arbitrary ﬁrst order theories and are
encoded as parameters to the planning language. The idea of using a general
approach to include different theories is very similar in intention to our proposal.
Also, we go beyond off-line planning, as stated above. Similar work to ours,
in terms of general reasoning with enriched semantics and specialization to a
robotic application, is described by Nedunuri et al. [63]. They employ a SMT-
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based algorithm to synthesize high level requirements about tasks and metric
knowledge of a robot’s motions and manipulation. A placement graph is used to
bridge the discrete high level plan outline and the continuous space of the robot’s
motions. The SMT-solver veriﬁes plan feasibility with respect to the logical and
physical speciﬁcation. However, the approach is limited to environments that
do not change, and re-planing and sensing are not considered.
In the context of geometric rearrangement of objects on cluttered surfaces,
a hybrid reasoning approach is employed [55], where a logic-based formalism
(ASP) [38] and a geometric reasoner are used to ﬁnd a feasible and optimal
sequence of pick and push actions. The ASP solver is used to generate a feasible
executable plan. Moreover, it also generates a non-uniform discretization of the
continuous space for use in task planning. The similarity between this approach
and ours is in describing the manipulation planning problem as a hybrid problem, and in the fact that model-based, general automated reasoning techniques
are employed. As in our work, the approach relies on the expressiveness of the
knowledge representation to accommodate both symbolic and metric knowledge concerning actions and space. However, it is not clear how the proposed
approach generalizes to other domains, and whether it can be used online.
Ontological knowledge is often used as a hybrid representation. A work proposes to use Description Logic (DL) to generate high level plans [110]. In their
work, a causal domain representation is used as background knowledge (including static axioms), while dynamic axioms are used to represent changes caused
by actions. In the same vein, but more recently, Hartanto and Hertzberg [111]
fuse DL reasoning with a HTN planner by representing the planning domain in
the ontology. This allows to “ﬁlter” a higher-level planning problem through
DL reasoning, thus reducing the search space of the planner. This method is
exempliﬁed in a robot navigation domain. Galindo et al. [112] also enhance
the task planning process by using multi-hierarchical symbolic representations,
which include both spatial and semantic perspectives. The latter is represented
in DL, hence, a DL reasoner is used to prune information that is irrelevant for
the task to be planned. Although these approaches have been conceived for use
with real robots, their ability to fully implement the sense-plan-act loop at all
levels of abstraction is not fully explored. Also, the appropriateness of DL for
representing all aspects of robot behavior is debatable.
Geometric and ontological knowledge are not the only types of knowledge
that have been integrated with planning. Several research groups have developed
hybrid forms of planning that take into account temporal reasoning. In fact,
metric temporal reasoning has been recognized as an important dimensions
of robot task planning [113, 114], as have qualitative temporal models [79]
and combined qualitative and metric temporal reasoning [98]. The latter type
of models have been combined also with resource scheduling [67, 85, 115]
for multi-robot systems. These approaches point to key advantages of using
constraint-based representations, as they provide a common language for integrated reasoning. Our work brings this approach further by including other
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types of knowledge to integrated reasoning, and speciﬁcally explores issues
related to robotic applications.
Considerable work has been done to extend so-called classical planners [34]
with time, e.g., OPTIC [116], Temporal Fast Downward [117]. However, representing spatial knowledge would require the modeler to pre-determine possible
object locations. In our case study, this would hinder the ability to determine
the most appropriate object placements from execution-time observations. Also,
classical planners do not provide the key feature of inferring spatial context
from observations and posting goals as a consequence.
An important tenet of our approach is modularity. Each meta-constraint
can be seen as a module that uses ground-CSP(s) to compute the consequences
of high level decisions taken in the context of different viewpoints. Modularity allows us to easily accommodate HTN planning in the meta-CSP based
planner. HTN-planning has been used in many applications including robotics.
However, off-the-shelf HTN planners like SHOP2 [102] cannot deal with rich
knowledge representations. As explained earlier, the work by Kaelbling and
Lozano-Pérez [47] integrates hierarchical task and motion planning. As opposed
to the hierarchical meta-CSP planner, it uses the hierarchy not only as a heuristic,
but commits to choices at an abstract level and starts to execute parts of the hierarchy without creating a full plan. This is an interesting approach to hierarchical
planning, but assumes that actions are reversible, which is not required by our
approach. Furthermore, it does not include temporal and resource reasoning;
and it creates only total-order plans.
Temporal HTN planning has been studied before [118, 119]. The planner
FAPE [119] is the approach most similar to the hierarchical meta-CSP planner
described here. FAPE proposes an elegant way to reason about various forms of
knowledge but lacks good means to reduce this huge search space. The HTN
meta-constraint introduced in the hierarchical meta-CSP planner provides this
missing part. FAPE enriches the HTN domain representation by temporal and
resource reasoning and generates partial-order plans, too. In this respect FAPE
and the hierarchical meta-CSP planner are similar. However, FAPE does not
provide a mechanism for including additional problem requirement, whereas this
can be done easily with the hierarchical meta-CSP planner through additional
meta-constraints.
In our quantitative evaluation, we have sought to identify through benchmarks the principal computational bottlenecks of the approach. The analysis
shows that the system exploits the semantics of different knowledge types in
scalability. For example, the approach scales better if an appropriate amount of
resources (arms) is put at the robot’s disposal. This result suggests that the ability
of the approach to scale depends on individual aspects of the overall problem,
and on the interplay between sub-problems. Hence, scalability can be enhanced
by identifying heuristics for speciﬁc sub-problems and/or heuristics that exploit
the hybrid nature of the underlying representation (hybrid heuristics).
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The choice of solvers for ground-CSPs is domain-speciﬁc. In the running
example, we could have chosen a spatial representation based on convex polygons as sets of half-spaces. In meta-CSPs, we deﬁne interdependencies between
ground-CSPs with meta-constraints, hence structural similarity between different
ground representations does not beneﬁt this computation. For example, if we
used convex polygons as a spatial representation, our spatial meta-constraint
would identify intersecting polygons through matrix computations; however
meta-variables would still be temporal precedence constraints. We have chosen
ARA+ only because it affords a qualitative representation that is easy to specify
in the domain of this particular application. This representation clearly is not
suited for handling complex manipulation tasks. Including further solving capabilities into our approach is reduced to adding meta-constraints. As a case
in point, a 3D motion planner or kinematic feasibility checking can be added
as a meta-constraint. The latter form of reasoning is necessary for the applications considered in the next chapters. This modular property of the meta-CSP
approach, as well as the capability to perform reasoning on-line, has enabled
its use in a variety of robotic applications, including one with strong industrial
requirements [120].

5.8

Summary

In this chapter, we have focused on a case study involving waiter robots whose
behaviors are regulated by symbolic and metric models composed of temporal,
causal, spatial and resource knowledge. We have formulated the problem of
planning with these types of knowledge as a meta-CSP. We have also shown
how this formulation is designed to accommodate further or alternative knowledge types. Speciﬁcally, we have obtained the hierarchical meta-CSP planner
by substituting the causal meta-constraint with an HTN-based planner, thus
enhancing the hybrid solver’s ability to reason about actions. Flexibility and
portability of the approach is validated through several experiments on real
and simulated robot platforms. Evaluation on an artiﬁcial problem set was also
performed to study which features of the problem affect the time performance
of the approach. Furthermore, we have observed how heuristics that leverage
the explicit multiple aspects of the problem can improve performance.
In the following chapters, we will further exploit the modularity of the metaCSP approach to obtain hybrid solvers for different application domains. Several
types of constraints and meta-constraints used in the waiter robot application
will be re-used in these applications, and new ones will be introduced to cater to
the speciﬁc needs of these applications.

Chapter 6

Spatio-Temporal Coordination
for Fleets of Logistics Vehicles
In this chapter, we use meta-CSP reasoning in an industrial setting where autonomous ﬂeet management is required. In particular, we propose to use the
meta-CSP approach for integrating task allocation, coordination and motion
planning. The main focus of this chapter is how hybrid knowledge representation enables coordination of vehicles not only based on temporal reasoning,
but also based on spatial reasoning. The chapter ends with comments on a
preliminary realization of the system.

6.1

Autonomous Vehicles in an Intralogistic
Scenario

More and more industrial applications require ﬂeets of autonomous ground vehicles. These include intralogistics, construction sites, and mining. In all of these
industries, it is required to develop ﬂeets and ﬂeet management systems that can
respond to changes rapidly. In intralogistics, for example, ﬂeets of autonomous
forklifts have to adapt to changing warehouse layout, the addition/removal
of forklifts, dynamic priorities, and new storage and shelving areas. Fleet behavior must meet certain operational requirements. Ideally, we would like to
specify these requirements at a high-level of abstraction and have the robots
autonomously adapt and act appropriately. Similar arguments apply to ﬂeet
management in mining applications. This chapter focuses on an intralogistics
use case, while a mining use case is presented in Chapter 7.
Today’s ﬂeet management solutions for autonomous vehicles still largely rely
on ﬁxed set-ups of the system (e.g., pre-deﬁned trajectories for robots navigation [121]) and manually speciﬁed rules and functions (i.e., specifying ad-hoc
trafﬁc rules for autonomous safe navigation). Current approaches present two
major drawbacks: ﬁrst, even small modiﬁcations to the environment require to
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re-think the overall process (e.g., deﬁning new trajectories and manually updating trafﬁc rules, both of which are expensive and lengthy procedures); second,
it is difﬁcult to guarantee desired formal properties (e.g., ad-hoc trafﬁc rules
are not sufﬁcient to guarantee deadlock-free coordination). The ﬁrst drawback
motivates us to design an autonomous system that is easily adaptable to new
set-ups, environments and human-intelligible rules. The second drawback suggests an automated solution to ﬂeet management whose formal properties can
be proven, thus guaranteeing feasible and meaningful behavior of the system.
Similarly to the previous applications explained in this thesis, the knowledge
representation and reasoning underlying an automated ﬂeet management system
should be hybrid. The representation should be symbolic, as this facilitates the
job of modeling system behaviors. It should also accommodate metric models
since various reasoning processes are done at the metric level (e.g., motion
planning). In addition to accommodating qualitative and metric knowledge, the
representation should encompass various semantics that allows for different
types of reasoning (e.g., temporal and spatial reasoning). For example, consider
a scenario where vehicles have to accomplish tasks that require moving from
their current positions to goal positions in such a way that their manoeuvres are
collision-free. In this system, three different sub-problems have to be solved: task
allocation, motion planning and coordination. Solutions to each sub-problem
depend on the solutions to other sub-problems. In other words, it is necessary
to subject the possible choices made to solve one problem to the choices made
in resolving the other problems. For example, a particular decision about an
allocation of a robot to a task may result in a motion that is in conﬂict with
that of another vehicle. In this case, coordination may decide to delay the other
vehicle to avoid the conﬂict, which may lead to the violation of a deadline
constraint on a delivery of a particular task, that in turn will affect the task
allocation decision. In general, to solve an overall hybrid problem, we need
to interleave individual reasoners (e.g., motion planning and coordination)
to account for inter-dependencies among their decisions. This can be feasible
through a hybrid representation that is shared among reasoners for posting the
consequence of theirs decisions.
To address the issues above, we work toward building a system for autonomous ﬂeet management that facilitates hybrid reasoning by casting its
requirements to a meta-CSP. More speciﬁcally, we propose a solution to the
management of ﬂeets of autonomous vehicles that (1) performs task allocation
(2) accounts for individual feasible motions of each vehicle with respect to the
vehicle’s kinematic model; (3) avoids deadlocks and collisions; (4) is able to
accommodate externally imposed temporal and spatial constraints that are either
metric or qualitative.
In this chapter, the terms robot and vehicle are used interchangeably, and an
autonomous vehicle will be referred to as a vehicle for brevity.
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Hybrid Representation

Our representation is grounded upon the notion of task. A task represents what
operations a vehicle must carry out, as well as where and when these are to occur.
The spatial and temporal dimensions of a task are represented as trajectory
envelopes. These are collections of spatial and temporal constraints on vehicle
trajectories and temporal constraints on when the task is to be achieved.
Deﬁnition 30. A Task is a tuple k = id, OPs , OPe , c11 , cm
n , E , where id identiﬁes
the robot set to perform OPs and OPe at respectively starting pose c11 and goal
pose cm
n , and E is the trajectory envelope of the vehicle.
As ﬂuents in Chapter 5, tasks represent hybrid knowledge about vehicles
and the actions they should engage in. Each element of a task is a variable in
a different ground-CSP. Among the elements of the tuple above, only id and E
belong to CSPs which involve reasoning. The other elements play the role of
labels for the information a task needed to reason about tasks at the meta-level.
A vehicle can perform various types of operations, namely, loading, unloading,
load detect (i.e., the cargo location should be detected using perception). The
types operation are inputs to the system. We represent operations as variables
in a CSP, which uses the aforementioned input as unary constraints to restrict
domains of these variable. Accommodating constraints stating requirements on
the operation or the loads into the hybrid constraint network allows us to easily
extend the approach such that it can perform reasoning about the types of load
and the operations with other types of requirements.
Each task has a set variable for representing the id of a vehicle. The domain
of this set variable is the set IDs of all vehicle identiﬁers. The type of set
constraints that are used in the set CSP, are the same as those used in the TPP
(see Deﬁnition 9, Chapter 4). Henceforth, we denote with (·)(k) an element of
the task tuple.
In the following, we will explain how an element of a trajectory envelope
consists of spatial and temporal variables in respectively a spatial and a temporal
CSP, each of which is a ground-CSP for a meta-CSP introduced in this chapter.
The notion of trajectory envelope builds upon a spatio-temporal representation
of trajectories presented by Pecora et al. [120]. Moreover, we will show how
the construction of trajectory envelopes is adapted to accommodate spatial constraints at different levels of granularity. The latter helps us to increase scalability
for employing less constraints in the reasoning process where appropriate.

6.2.1 Trajectory Envelopes
A trajectory envelope is composed of a spatial envelope and a temporal envelope.
The former is a set S = {S1 , . . . , Sn } of constraints on the position and orientation
of a vehicle (i.e., a pose) within a given map of the environment. Each Si is
convex polygon resulting from the convex hull of a set of polyhedral constraints
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j
{c1i , . . . , cm
i }, where each ci is a set of linear inequalities that bound the vehicle’s
pose.

Figure 6.1: A trajectory envelope for vehicle j consisting of two sets of polyhedral and
temporal constraints.

To each Si we associate a set of temporal constraints Ti of the form
i

 ei − si  ui

(6.1)

where si (ei ) denotes the time in which the vehicle’s pose begins (ceases) to
be within the polyhedral constraint Si . i , ui ∈ R are ﬁxed lower and upper
bounds. (6.1) deﬁnes bounds on when the reference point of the vehicle is within
the convex region speciﬁed by Si . The bounds ( i,i+1 , ui,i+1 ∈ R) on when the
reference point is within the spatial overlap between Si and Si+1
i,i+1

 ei − si+1  ui,i+1 ,

(6.2)

The temporal envelope of a task is the collection of temporal constraints
T = {T1 , . . . , Tn }.
Deﬁnition 31. A trajectory envelope is a pair E = (S, T), where

• S = i Si is the spatial envelope of the task, and

• T = i Ti is the temporal envelope of the task.
A trajectory envelope (see an example in Figure 6.1) is thus a set of spatial
and temporal constraints on a vehicle’s trajectory — that is, each pair (Si , Ti )
constitutes a polyhedral constraint (polyhedron for short) that curtails the
possible poses of the vehicle and when the vehicle can assume those poses.
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Let p : [0, 1] → R2 × S1 denote a path for a vehicle, in terms of positions and
orientations of its reference point, parametrized using its arc length σ. Given a
time history along the path σ = σ(t), we refer to p(σ) as a trajectory. E contains
the trajectory p(σ) if p(σ(t)) ∈ Si for all t ∈ Ti . The number of Si over a given
trajectory p(σ) is determined by the number of changing points computed by
the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) [122] algorithm given a parameter . Higher
values of lead to a lower number of polyhedra Si ∈ S. Given N tasks, each
(k )
with trajectory envelope E(kj ) , j ∈ {1 . . . N}, the problem of ﬁnding si j and
(k )
ei j (for all i, j) that satisfy temporal constraints {T (k1 ) , . . . , T (kN ) } is a STP (see

(k ) (k )
Deﬁnition 6, Chapter 2) with variables i,j {si j , ei j }. A STP admits many
(k )

(k )

solutions, each deﬁning the amount of time ei j − si j during which vehicle’s
reference point of the j-th task should be within the polyhedral constraint
(k )
Si j . A solution of this STP can be found in Θ(|S|3 ) with the Floyd-Warshall

(kj )
.
all-pairs-shortest-paths algorithm [32], where |S| = N
j=1 S
So far, we have explained the metric level spatial and temporal constraints
subject to which the vehicles are to navigate a common map. Both types of
constraints are given as sets of inequalities. Temporal inequalities in T and
spatial inequalities in S form the basic constructs for metric temporal and
spatial reasoning. However, in order for humans to impose requirements on
vehicle behavior, it is useful to be able to specify qualitative spatial and temporal
constraints: for example, the occurrence of a certain polyhedron should be before
the occurrence of another one, or one polyhedron should be ‘disconnected’ from
another speciﬁc polyhedron. In order to reason about such requirements, we
provide a set of qualitative constraints with semantics that can be reasoned
about at the metric level.
Temporal CSP. The elements Ti of a trajectory envelope can be seen as variables
in a qualitative temporal CSP. Their domain is an interval [si , ei ] where si
represents the start time and ei represent the end time of the interval. Constraints
are basic Allen relations or a convex disjunction of Allen relations [28]. As
described in Section 2.2.3, Chapter 2, these qualitative relations have temporal
semantics that can be expressed as inequalities between start/end times. Hence,
reasoning about qualitative constraints can be performed in the STP. This
qualitative temporal CSP is a ground-CSP for the meta-CSP proposed for the
problem of coordination multiple vehicles.
Spatial CSP. The elements Si of a trajectory envelope can be seen as variables
in a qualitative spatial CSP. Constraints in this CSP include the constraint DC
(disconnected). DC is a directed binary constraint between two polyhedra. Imposing A DC B results in moving the polyhedron A such that it is no longer
connected to polyhedron B, and B DC A results in moving B to enforce disconnection. At the metric level, A DC B translates a polyhedron (i.e., moves
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.2: An example of two tasks with their targets and trajectory envelopes.

every point of polyhedron A a constant distance in a speciﬁed direction) by
a vector v. We calculate v through SAT (Separating Axis Theorem) [123] and
use it as a translation vector to enforce the minimum displacement required
to disconnect the two polyhedra. There are DC constraints between trajectory
envelopes and all obstacles. Therefore, enforcing a DC constraint may result
in an inconsistency in the spatial CSP if the displaced polyhedron intersects
an obstacle. The qualitative spatial CSP is another ground-CSP used in the
meta-CSP to validate choices made to solve the overall coordination problem.
Note that we deﬁne a qualitative spatial CSP over the metric representation
to provide a representational framework which can be extendable to various
types of symbolic spatial constraints. Employing different high-level constraints,
such as cardinal constraints or constraints in Region Connection Calculus
(RCC), is a topic for future work. Performing high-level spatial reasoning (e.g.,
path-consistency over a network of RCC relations) avoids unnecessary metric
operation in case of inconsistency at the higher level.
Overall, the set CSP, the temporal CSP and the spatial CSP are subsumed
by the task constraint network that is the hybrid constraint network in this
problem. The task constraint network is used to represent the requirements
subject to which vehicles should operate. For instance, Figure 6.2(d) depicts
the trajectory envelopes of two vehicles, as well as the requirement that the
two vehicles are either spatially or temporally separated in the narrow passage.
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Meta-CSP
Search

Meta-Constraints

Tasks, and
Trajectories

Temporal, Spatial
and Set Reasoning

Vehicles status updated
by vehicle executive

Figure 6.3: The high-level controller for industrial ﬂeet management.

The latter requirement is expressed as a disjunction of a spatial and a temporal
constraint. In the following section, we describe how the requirements (1–4, see
Section 6.1) are obtained incrementally via reasoning in the joint search space
of different sub-problems.

6.3

Hybrid Reasoning

A task network constitutes a common representation for reasoning in several
modules, namely, meta-CSP search, trajectory extractor and vehicle executive.
Meta-CSP search decides allocations of vehicle ids to tasks (i.e., which vehicle
performs a task), and generates trajectory envelopes that are guaranteed to be
collision-free, deadlock-free, adherent to spatial and temporal constraints, and
traversable by the vehicles. The meta-CSP search does so by exploring the joint
search space posed by the task allocation, motion planing and coordination
problems.
A trajectory extractor extracts trajectories for a given task kj from its trajectory envelopes E(kj )
A vehicle executive realizes the interface between vehicle controllers and the
trajectory envelope representation by updating the trajectory envelopes with
constraints representing the current progress of each vehicle. This propagates
any mismatch between prescribed and executed trajectories on all vehicles in the
ﬂeet. A controller on board each vehicle synthesizes control actions according to
a Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme [124].
As explained in Section 4.5, the meta-CSP search acts as a high-level controller. This view can be recognized in this application as depicted in Figure 6.3.
In this high-level controller, the “reference” is expressed as meta-constraints,
the “state estimation” and the “control action synthesis” are performed via
constraint reasoning. This includes reasoning about temporal, spatial and set
constraints. In the following section, we will explain the meta-constraints designed for this application.
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6.3.1 Meta-CSP Search
The tasks and constraints in a task network describe the possible behaviors of
vehicles. For the purposes of intralogistics ﬂeet management, we require task
networks to be feasible:
Deﬁnition 32. A task network is feasible iff
• all tasks are assigned to vehicles;
• all tasks include feasible motions, i.e., for each task kj , there is a set of
motions E(kj ) leading vehicle id(kj ) from its current position to a goal
position;
• all tasks are deadlock- and collisions-free;
• the temporal CSP, spatial CSP and set CSP are consistent.
Obtaining a task network that is feasible is a problem at the meta-CSP
level of abstraction. The decisions leading to feasible task networks consist
of incrementally adding variables and constraints to the task network. This
combinatorial problem is solved by a meta-CSP search. In the following, we
describe the meta-constraints responsible for rendering a task network feasible.

6.3.2 Task Allocation Meta-Constraint
The task allocation meta-constraint imposes complete assignments of vehicles to
tasks. An example is shown in Figure 6.2(b). Its meta-variables are tasks that
do not have an assigned robot id, i.e., Ξ = {k : |d(id(k) )| = 1}. Meta-values are
assignments of robot ids to targets, i.e., δ({k}) = {id(k) SetEquals(v) : v ∈ IDs}.
In this meta-constraint, for a given meta-variable, there are |IDs| number
of meta-values. The value ordering heuristic halloc
val orders values such that tasks
are assigned to the closest vehicle. Casting task allocation as a meta-constraint
has several advantages. We can use any off-the-shelf task allocator to solve
the problem, and this can be done without changing the representation. The
task allocation meta-constraint is a part of meta-CSP search, not merely a
pre-processing step. Therefore, various alternatives can be tried based on the
choices made by other meta-constraints. For instance, if a particular assignment
to a task creates a deadlock with respect to robot motions, another feasible
assignment can be tried. More importantly, the hybrid representation can provide
a good heuristic for task allocation, since the task network includes spatial and
temporal knowledge, thus, an estimation of the completion time of previous
tasks and the current and future states of robots. All of the points above become
more important when re-allocation has to be done efﬁciently on-line when
contingencies occur. This is even more so if the problem has to be solved for a
large number of vehicles.
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6.3.3 Motion Planning Meta-Constraint
The motion planning meta-constraint decides trajectory envelopes that adhere
to given kinematic constraints (see, e.g., Figure 6.2(c)). Its meta-variables are
tasks that have been assigned a vehicle ID but not a trajectory envelope, that
is, Ξ = {k : |d(id(k) )| = 1 ∧ E(k) = ∅}. Meta-values are trajectory envelopes
δ({k}) = (S(k) , T (k) ).
The spatial envelope S(k) of a meta-value contains one or more kinematically
(k)
feasible paths that lead the vehicle from its current pose to the goal pose cm
.
n
(k)
S contains the positions and orientations along a nominal path computed by
a motion planner, as well as adjacent positions and orientations obtained by
“sweeping” the footprint of the vehicle within given displacement and turning
parameters. In this work, we used a lattice-based motion planner [125]. The
resulting spatial envelope gives the vehicle controller the freedom to spatially
deviate from the reference trajectory while remaining within the spatial constraints. The temporal envelope T (k) is calculated for each vehicle, and contains
the constraints (6.1) and (6.2). The motion planner provides the state information and boundary conditions on initial and ﬁnal velocities, steering velocities,
speed and acceleration. Based on the maximum allowed velocity and distance
between two states, a minimum transition time Δtmin is computed. This is
used to compute the lower bounds in the temporal envelope T. The maximum
transition time Δtmax determines the upper bounds. We impose a minimum
speed vmin = > 0: this allows vehicles to move arbitrarily slow, a condition
which is needed to ensure schedulability of joint motions [120].

6.3.4 Spatio-temporal Coordination Meta-Constraint
A coordination meta-constraint reﬁnes the envelopes of all vehicles so as to
eliminate trajectories which lead to collisions or deadlocks (see example in
Figure 6.2(d)). These may occur because vehicles share the same ﬂoor space,
hence rendering it necessary to impose that trajectory envelopes do not overlap
in both time and space. In this meta-constraint, meta-variables are pairs of
tasks (ki , kj ) whose assigned robots are different and such that their trajectory
envelopes overlap in time and in space, i.e.,
(k )

i)
S(k
∩ Sm j = ∅ ∧
z

(6.3)

(k )
Tm j

(6.4)

Tz(ki )

∩

= ∅.

The meta-value of a meta-variable is a set of four constraints:
(k )

(k )

i)
,
{Sz(ki ) {DC}Sm j , Sm j {DC}S(k
z

(k )
(k )
Tz(ki ) {b}Tm j , Tm j {b}Tz(ki ) }

(6.5)
(6.6)

Adding one of the above constraints to the task network resolves the ﬂaw by
removing either condition (6.3) or condition (6.4). For example if the meta-CSP
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search selects a temporal constraint among (6.6) for resolving a ﬂaw, and this
turns out to be inconsistent with other temporal constraints in the task network,
then backtracking may lead it to select a spatial resolver among (6.5).
When temporal constraints are added to the task network, their metric
semantics are added to the underlying STP, that is, the inequalities

(k )
(k )
i)
i)
s(k
 em j , e(k
 sm j .
z
z
Temporal constraint propagation updates the start and end points of the tem(k )
(k )
poral variables (Tz i , Tm j ), which in turn delays one of the vehicles. This
approach is the Earliest Start Time Approach precedence-constraint posting
algorithm [120] for vehicle coordination.
(k )
(k )
(k )
If a spatial constraint Sz i {DC}Sm j is chosen as a resolver for a ﬂaw, Sz i is
translated along the penetration vector, thus eliminating spatial intersection (see
Section 6.2.1). If two trajectories cross each other, we exclude meta-values (6.5),
restricting ﬂaw resolution to temporal coordination. We say that two trajectories
cross each other if their linear interpolations cross each other.
This meta-constraint employs a variable-ordering heuristic hcoord
that gives
var
preference to pairs of polyhedra which have bigger intersecting areas. The valueordering heuristic hcoord
prefers sequencing choices that maximize temporal
val
ﬂexibility [36].
In this chapter, we also use Algorithm 1 for the meta-CSP search. The metaCSP search branches over choices (meta-values) for solving ﬂaws (meta-variables)
pertaining to all three meta-constraints. It terminates when there is no more ﬂaw
in the task network to be resolved. In the next Section, we will explain how the
trajectory extractor selects a trajectory from the trajectory envelopes in the task
network. The trajectory extractor operates after meta-CSP search terminates,
hence the extracted trajectory is guaranteed to be feasible. The whole system is
on-line and meta-CSP search is called at a frequency of 1Hz to check for new
ﬂaws.

6.4

Trajectory Extractor

The task network obtained from the meta-CSP search contains trajectory envelopes that are consistent with temporal and spatial constraints and are deadlock and collision-free. Now, trajectories that are traversable by the robots have
to be extracted from the envelopes. The trajectory extractor generates highly
accurate, smooth and drivable trajectories which respect the dynamic and kinematic constraints of the vehicles [126]. This is done through an optimization
process in which the objective function is to minimize the total distance travelled
and the total amount of turning applied on the steering wheel. The objective
function is subject to a set of constraints, including those that constitute the
trajectory envelopes. This guarantees that trajectories conform to the kinematic
constraints of the vehicle as well as to constraints on the vehicle controls. In
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addition, there are also constraints that force the initial and end states generated
by the trajectory extractor be exactly equal to the actual state of the vehicle and
given goal poses. The trajectory extractor is an on-line process and the key to its
efﬁciency is to start the search from a cost-optimal and obstacle free path that
lies within the spatial envelope. We employ for this purpose the path that was
generated as a starting point for computing spatial envelopes (see Section 6.3.3).

6.5

Discussion and Related Work

We have performed several test runs in a simulated industrial production site
(using Gazebo) with simulated forklifts (see Figure 6.4). Each test run opens up
interesting issues, which we discuss in the remainder of this section.

D

E

Figure 6.4: Simulated forklifts (a), a real forklift (b)

Preliminary experiment. The ﬁrst scenario is a show-case for the use of spatiotemporal coordination where new spatial constraints are imposed as meta-values
to the task network and result in avoiding future collisions of vehicles. Figure 6.5
shows snapshots of the system. The task allocation meta-constraint identiﬁes
two upcoming targets as meta-variables and assigns vehicles to the targets as
the meta-values (a). The motion planning meta-constraint identiﬁes two tasks
whose trajectory envelopes are empty as meta-variables. The meta-values are
the trajectory envelopes shown in (b). The spatio-temporal coordination metaconstraint identiﬁes a pair of polyhedra in which conditions (6.3) and (6.4)
hold (see Figure 6.5(b) for the temporally and spatially overlapped polyhedra).
The meta-value is a spatial constraint DC whose imposition between these two
conﬂicting polyhedra moves one of them to the right, thus removing condition (6.3), which resolves the collision ﬂaw (c). The trajectory extractor extracts
a trajectory for each vehicle which adheres to the constraints that are present in
the task network (see red lines in Figure 6.5(c)). The vehicle controllers follow
the extracted trajectories within the limits of the envelopes, and the execution
interface updates the status of the task network as vehicles proceed (d).
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Figure 6.5: An example of spatio-temporal coordination, where a DC constraint is added
as a resolver to solve the spatio-temporal ﬂaw.

The second scenario is a show-case for the spatio-temporal coordination of
two vehicles (see Figure 6.6(a) and 6.6(b)). Figure 6.6(a) shows a situation where
both robots are assigned to targets such that their trajectory envelopes cross
each other. The spatio-temporal meta-constraint identiﬁes pairs of overlapping
polyhedra in space and time. Conditions (6.3) and (6.4) constitute a ﬂaw. The
resolvers are the two alternative Before constraints whose imposition between
conﬂicting polyhedra would remove the condition (6.4). As a consequence of the
chosen Before constraint, robot2 is delayed until robot1 passes the conﬂicting
areas. Figure 6.6(b) shows the moment in which robot2 starts moving toward
its goal pose after robot1 is no longer in the conﬂicting areas.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Examples of spatio-temporal coordination.

(c)
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Scalability and Flexible Representation. Figure 6.6(c) depicts a situation where
two robots have to drive through a long corridor in order to reach their goal
poses. The trajectory envelopes of robot1 and robot2 are shown in the ﬁgure. As
explained in Section 6.2.1, each Si is a convex hull of a set of smaller polyhedra
{c1i , . . . , cm
i }. The size of this set is deﬁned by the RDP algorithm which depends
on the changing point of the initial trajectory, and can be different for each
Si . The aggregation of smaller polyhedra to a big polyhedron entails trajectory
envelopes with fewer temporal variables T. This facilitates temporal constraint
propagation, which in turn positively affects scalability.
Similarly to the second scenario, one robot has to wait for another one
as a consequence of the temporal constraints posted by the spatio-temporal
coordination. The important issue here is that robot1 waits for robot2 to
leave the intersecting polyhedra before proceeding. However, the intersecting
polyhedra cover almost the entire corridor. This is not a desirable situation
since in many industrial applications, we are interested in decreasing waiting
time. This problem can be easily solved by increasing the number of trajectory
envelopes, i.e., decreasing the parameter used in the RDP algorithm. However,
increasing the number of trajectory envelopes affects scalability. The temporal
CSP continuously updates the temporal bounds over the trajectory envelopes,
and increasing the number of its variables slows down temporal propagation.
The trade-off between trajectory envelope size and scalability suggests employing a ﬂexible representation, i.e., maintaining trajectory envelopes at different levels of granularity, and selecting an appropriate level based on the types of
resolvers. For example, we can employ convex hulls of fewer small polyhedra cji
to create Si when the coordination meta-constraint chooses DC constraints to
resolve ﬂaws; conversely, we can increase granularity when it chooses to perform
temporal ﬂaw resolution.
Trafﬁc Rules. Figure 6.6(c) points to another interesting issue. A narrow wall
in the corridor was added in the physical setup of the factory to facilitate
lane management for human drivers. When deploying autonomous vehicles
and automated ﬂeet management solutions, one could avoid the realization
of such physical infrastructure by exploiting spatial constraints to model lane
management requirements and other symbolic trafﬁc rules. For example, the
long corridor can be divided into two polyhedra with opposite orientation. Each
polyhedron represents a lane with a desired direction (i.e., a “lane” polyhedron).
A meta-constraint can be added that is responsible for lane management. In
this meta-constraint, the meta-variables are trajectory envelopes which spatially
intersect a lane polyhedron. In other words, a ﬂaw is a pair of polyhedra, one
being a lane polyhedron and the other a polyhedron in the trajectory envelope
of a vehicle, whose orientation bounds are in opposite directions. A meta-value
for such a ﬂaw would be a spatial constraint enforcing the trajectory envelope
be in the lane polyhedron next to it (i.e., the correct lane). Notice that the
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trajectory extractor then extracts the drivable trajectory that adheres to the
updated trajectory envelopes; all other meta-constraints, as well as the search
algorithm, also remain identical. Hence no further change to the algorithm or
representation is required to account for lane speciﬁcations.
In our work, the meta-CSP includes a meta-constraint responsible for the
coordination of multiple vehicles in a centralized fashion. Distributed motion
coordination using polynomial-time distributed algorithms has been studied
to guarantee safe navigation [127]. Another example of distributed approach
to coordination includes the work by Wong and Kress-Gazit [128], who propose a symbolic formalization (Linear Temporal Logic) as opposed to entirely
metric reasoning as used here and by Bekris et al. [127]. Saribatur et al. [129]
employ ASP as a high level representation and reasoning schema augmented
with external calls to specialized metric reasoners for the coordination of teams
of heterogeneous robots. The latter work is somewhat related to ours, in that it
uses ASP as a convenient way to encode high-level speciﬁcations. Including an
ASP program in a meta-constraint, thus using an ASP solver within a meta-CSP
search, is an interesting direction of future work.
Cirillo et al. [130] use the same technique for motion planing and trajectory
extractor as ours. We augment the coordination techniques used in this chapter
with the spatial resolver, and also include task allocation as a part of the integrated reasoning algorithm. Future work includes evaluating whether the tight
integration of different modules through the meta-CSP approach outperforms
existing ﬂeet management systems [130].

6.6

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a ﬂeet management system which adheres
to several key requirements. These include task allocation, motion planning
and coordination. The core algorithm is meta-CSP search which interleaves
reasoning to achieve a feasible solution with respect to all requirements. The
hybrid representation (i.e., the task constraint network) includes both metric
and qualitative knowledge enabling reasoning at both levels. The constraints
capture heterogeneous requirements of a wide category of industrial domains.
The coordination meta-constraint avoids collision between vehicles not only by
temporal reasoning (i.e., making vehicles yield to each other to avoid collisions),
but also by means of spatial reasoning (i.e., locally redirecting a path such that
the conﬂicting paths are overlap-free).
Another ﬂeet management application is presented in the next chapter, in
which we employ a similar ground-CSP representation, but in which metaconstraints are signiﬁcantly more diverse and inter-dependent.

Chapter 7

Hybrid Reasoning for Multiple
Robots in an Open-pit Mine
In this chapter, we focus on a mining problem which involves several, strongly
correlated sub-problems, each of which is cast to a meta-constraint. For each
meta-constraint, we describe the domain-speciﬁc heuristics that capture the
nuances of this particular mining application. Similarly to the previous application, the mining problem also requires online contingency handling. We will
comment on how efﬁcient reasoning is performed to adjust the plan online for
the entire ﬂeet. We conclude with experiments which evaluate the feasibility of
our approach in a simulated environment.

7.1

Autonomous Vehicles in Surface Drilling

State-of-the-art methods for localization, mapping, control and motion planning
have enabled the development and deployment of autonomous vehicles in
logistics, material handling, and mining applications. Yet important hindrances
remain when it comes to employing ﬂeets of autonomous vehicles [131]. This
chapter is concerned with three of these hindrances:
• Fleet automation often involves solving several, strongly correlated subproblems — among these, allocating tasks to vehicles, planning vehicle
motions, and vehicle coordination. This makes solving the overall problem
very hard, as global solutions should be found in the space of mutuallyfeasible solutions to sub-problems.
• Solutions often need to account for very speciﬁc, domain-dependent constraints. Thus, even if methods exist for solving individual sub-problems,
these often need to be adapted to reﬂect the nuances of the particular
domain.
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• Several aspects of the overall ﬂeet management problem become known
only online. This makes it necessary to compute at least parts of the
solution to the overall problem during execution and/or to adapt existing
plans to contingencies.

Figure 7.1: Two AtlasCopco drilling machines (Pitviper-351) in the process of drilling
targets in a bench.

In this chapter, we divide the overall ﬂeet-management problem into subproblems, and cast each of them to a meta-constraint. We employ meta-CSP
search to ﬁnd mutually feasible solutions to the sub-problems of the overall
problem. There are several similarities between the meta-constraints deﬁned in
this chapter and those we described in Chapter 6. This is due to the fact that
core problems in both applications are the inclusion of motion planning, and
the need to coordinate vehicles. Consequently, some of the meta-constraints are
very similar, and, as we will see, small modiﬁcations were necessary to account
for the small differences in these core problems. Thanks to the modularity of
the meta-CSP approach, new requirements could be modeled as additional
meta-constraints, as we have already shown in Chapter 5.
We focus on a mining application where ﬂeets are composed of surface
drilling machines. The aim is to plan and coordinate blast-hole pattern drilling
with multiple drilling machines. Solutions consist of an executable plan for
multiple vehicles operating concurrently within a common area of the open-pit
mine, called a bench (see Figure 7.1). Several aspects of the problem become
known only online: the duration of hole-drilling actions depends on the hardness
of the rock, which is unknown at planning time; the durations of navigation
actions between targets are also unknown at planning time, as they depend on
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the actual state of the terrain; and unplanned stops may occur due to the fact
that drills may get stuck and need to be replaced. All three forms of contingencies
are modeled as metric temporal constraints, and are posted online to a hybrid
representation that maintains the state of execution of the plan for the entire ﬂeet.
As temporal constraints become known during execution, efﬁcient temporal
reasoning is performed to adjust the plan and to provide an optimistic Time to
Completion (TTC) of the overall plan for the entire ﬂeet.

7.2

Problem Deﬁnition and Requirements

A set of drill targets in the bench is given; at each target, a blast hole is to
be drilled. The blast holes are then ﬁlled with explosive material that will be
detonated after all targets have been drilled. After the explosion, the ore is taken
away and processed for mineral extraction.
For each drill target, a machine can autonomously carry out a set of tasks:
auto-tramming (navigating to the target from its current position), leveling
(deploying jacks for horizontally leveling the machine), drilling, and de-leveling
(retracting the jacks so the machine is placed back on its tracks). Each drilling
machine has a square dust guard around its drill bit. Drilling produces piles of
excess material around the hole, thus one side of the dust guard must be lifted
after drilling; this allows the machine to navigate to the next target without
colliding with the pile that has accumulated under it after drilling (see Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2: The actuated dust guard and leveling jacks are highlighted on an Atlas Copco
Pitviper-271. After drilling, piles of excess material accumulate under the dust guard,
which requires the machine to actuate the dust guard before navigating away from the
target.

The Drill Pattern Planning Problem (DP3 ) consists of computing a plan
that involves machines reaching each drill target in a bench and performing the
necessary operations to drill the blast hole. The plan is subject to the following
requirements:
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• Machines should not collide with obstacles/each other;
• Drilling a target leads to the creation of a pile under the dust guard of
the machine; this pile constitutes an obstacle, hence no machine can drive
over it;
• Once drilling has been performed, the machine can only drive away from
the target (backing up from the target pose) by raising the forward dust
guard (the only part of the dust guard that can be actuated);
• Motions should be executable by the machines, i.e., motions should be
kinematically feasible;
• It should be possible to modify the plan online;
• The plan should respect spatial constraints such as a virtual fence within
which the vehicles are allowed to operate; this area is called a geofence.
The locations of drill targets and the geofence are given. These are based on
a geological survey of the area and on the current production targets of the mine
(see Figure 7.3). A set of machines R is also given, and the size of a ﬂeet is based
on the size of the bench. Also given are initial poses of all machines, as well as
their desired ﬁnal “parking” poses.

Figure 7.3: A bench with drill targets (grey circles) and a geofence (green polygon).

The requirements above pose several problems, e.g., task allocation (of
machines to target poses), motion planning, and coordination. These problems
cannot be treated separately, as the solutions of each problem depend on each
other. For instance, coordination must lead to a sequence of target poses that
accounts for the piles generated after drilling (which become obstacles that
must be taken into account in motion planning). Hence, it is necessary to
subject the possible choices made to solve one problem to the choices made in
resolving the other problems — e.g., verifying through motion planning that
a chosen sequence of targets to drill will be kinematically feasible. Because
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of these interdependencies, we face a hybrid reasoning problem. In order to
employ meta-CSP approach for solving the overall problem, we ﬁrst deﬁne each
sub-problem to be further used in a joint search space of sub-problems.

7.3

Hybrid Representation

The requirements which have been explained in the previous section pose the
following ﬁve sub-problems:
• The sequencing sub-problem consists of deciding a total ordering of targets,
i.e., sequencing every pair of targets.
• The motion planning sub-problem consists of deciding the pose of drilling
machines at each target. Constraints on the orientation of the machine in
certain target poses may be given (e.g., due to the presence of the geofence
or other geographical constraints like cliffs and walls). The decisions are
subject to kinematic constraints, obstacles and geofence, and must account
for piles resulting from drilling, as well as the dust guard mechanism.
• The machine allocation sub-problem consists of allocating machines to targets given the available machines and their positions. Machine allocation
also accounts for the need to reach a given end parking position.
• The coordination sub-problem consists of scheduling machines. Solutions
to this sub-problem consider spatio-temporal overlap between machines
and between machines and piles.
• The temporal sub-problem consists of deciding when machines should
carry out motion, drilling, leveling and de-leveling operations, subject to
temporal constraints arising from coordination, sequencing, maximum
achievable speeds, etc.
As the DP3 is cast to a meta-CSP, a solution to the DP3 is obtained by
reasoning upon these ﬁve different sub-problems jointly. Candidate solutions for
a sub-problem are validated by dedicated solvers, each of which specializes in
solving a problem that can be seen as a ground-CSP. Each ground-CSP models a
subset of aspects of the overall problem, and the corresponding solver ensures
that this problem is feasible, e.g., a motion planner veriﬁes kinematic feasibility
and absence of collisions, while a temporal solver veriﬁes that coordination
choices are temporally feasible. Note that dedicated solvers for ground-CSPs
are not necessarily CSP solvers, rather, they verify decisions in CSPs which can
be translated to other problems. For example, a motion planer is not a CSP
solver, however, it veriﬁes the choice of orientation made at the meta-CSP level
of abstraction.
Validated solutions are maintained in a common representation, which is
sufﬁciently expressive to model the search space of all problems jointly. The
representation we consider for this problem is based on the notion of missions.
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Deﬁnition 33. A mission is a tuple m = (gp, sp, r, P, M, S, T , A), where r represents the robot ID which should perform the set of activities A = {leveling,
drilling, de-leveling} at, respectively, starting pose sp and goal pose gp. P is the
path that r traverses to reach gp from sp, and is computed based on a map M
of the environment. S is a set of polygons representing sweeps of the robot’s
footprint over P, and T is a set of time intervals representing when r will be in
each polygon contained in S.
Henceforth, we denote with (·)(m) an element of the mission tuple, and R is
the set of all robot identiﬁers. Let M be the set of all missions in the DP3 (one
for each drill target). A solution to the DP3 is such that a value is decided for all
elements of a mission, for each mission in m ∈ M. Each element is decided by
solving one or more sub-problems. The hybrid constraint network is (M, D, C),
where M is a set of missions, D is the set of domains of missions, and C is a set
of constraints among missions.
We view a mission m as a hybrid variable whose domain represents all possible combinations of values that can be given to each element of m. Accordingly,
we view a sub-problem as a meta-constraint whose job is constraining the domains of missions so the requirements stated above are met. Hence, the solvers
that validate solutions to the sub-problems are seen as procedures that post
constraints to the hybrid constraint network. There are four ground-CSPs that
are subsumed by the hybrid constraint network in this problem: (1) a sequencing
ground-CSP, (2) an approach angle (i.e., orientation) ground-CSP, (3) a robot
allocation ground-CSP, (4) a temporal ground-CSP.
Similarly to the previous chapters, there are temporal and spatial constraints
in the hybrid constraint network. The types of these constrains are the same
precedes

as deﬁned in Section 6.2.1. Moreover, we use a qualitative constraint −−−−→,
which asserts precedence between two missions. We may also have constraints
on the orientation of the missions (i.e., gp).

7.4

Hybrid Reasoning

The way we decompose the DP3 is our modeling choice, and the DP3 can be
decomposed in ways other that what we describe in this chapter. As explained
before, the modeling choices made in stating a meta-CSP formulation of a
hybrid problem are reduced to the deﬁnition of two functions φ and δ for eachmeta-constraint. They respectively deﬁne meta-variables and meta-values of a
meta-constraint. In this section, we explain each meta-constraint and how the
functions φ and δ describe our decomposition of the DP3 into meta-constraints.

7.4.1 Sequencing Meta-Constraint
The sequencing sub-problem consists of ﬁnding a total order of missions. A
meta-variable of the meta-constraint pertaining to this sub-problem is a mission
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mi ∈ M that does not have a preceding mission. A possible meta-value that
precedes

can be assigned to this meta-variable is a precedence constraint mj −−−−→ mi ,
asserting that mission mj ∈ M should occur before mi . mj is a mission for which
it has not been already decided that it precedes another mission. A sequencing
solver is dedicated to this sub-problem to verify that missions are totally ordered,
and to check for the absence of any sequencing loop. This solver is a CSP
solver implemented for the ground-CSP which maintains the decision choices of
meta-values for sequencing meta-constraint. Figure 7.4(a) shows an example of
precedes

a meta-value, namely m166 −−−−→ m137 . White arrows in the ﬁgure represent
precedence constraints.

7.4.2 Motion Planning Meta-Constraint
The motion planning sub-problem consists of ﬁnding a goal pose gp for each
mission mi ∈ M. A gp is a tuple x, y, θ in which x and y represent the position
of a drill target, and θ is the orientation of the machine. The meta-variables
of the meta-constraint pertaining to the motion planning sub-problem (called
motion planning meta-constraint) are missions mi such that (1) gp(mi ) does
not have a deﬁned orientation, i.e., θ is not assigned to an angle, (2) there
precedes

exists mj −−−−→ mi in the hybrid constraint network, and (3) gp(mj ) has
been assigned an orientation. Possible meta-values that can be assigned to a
meta-variable are a set of w angles {θ1 , . . . , θw }, θi ∈ [0, 2π). w is a parameter
in this sub-problem. High numbers result in an unnecessarily large branching
factor, while small values discard some obvious solutions to this sub-problem
from the solution space. We have found w = 8 to be a good trade-off for this
purpose.
A particular choice of approach angle for a mission is only feasible if the
machine can drive away from the previous target gp(mj ) and can navigate to
the end pose of a mission gp(mi ) considering piles created by all the preceding
missions. For example, Figure 7.4(b) shows a selection of one feasible approach
angle for several missions with respect to existing sequencing constraints. The
approach angles are represented by pink arrows, and the machines drive away
from the targets in the opposite direction of the pink arrows.
The eight possible assignments to a meta-variable determine eight different
(m )
(m )
possible end poses of the machine {gp1 i , . . . , gp8 i }, which differ only in the
orientation of the machine in the goal pose. A possible assignment θk is validated
(m )
through a path planner, which is given the triple (sp(mi ) , gpk i , M(mi ) ), where
the start pose is the goal pose of the preceding mission (sp(mi ) = gp(mj ) ), and
M(mi ) is a map of the environment that contains obstacles and a geofence. The
obstacles (piles resulting from already drilled targets) correspond to circular
shapes centered in the goal poses of the preceding missions. Through the map
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M(mi ) , the path planner accounts for targets that have already been drilled prior
to mission mi .
Since the path planner is invoked potentially several times while solving the
motion planning sub-problem, computational efﬁciency is crucial. We employ a
path planner for a car-like mobile robot based on cubic spirals [132]. This path
planner computes paths consisting of curvature-constrained curves constituted
by up to three cubic spirals and straight lines. The output of the path planner
is either fail, which indicates that a particular approach angle θk cannot be
achieved, or the spline P(mi ) , representing a kinematically-feasible and obstacle(m )
free motion from sp(mi ) to gpk i .













D

E

F

G

Figure 7.4: Examples of different sub-problems with their decision variables and particular choices of values. Red circles represent piles, white polygons the motions of the
machine, and the green line represents the geofence.

7.4.3 Machine Allocation Meta-Constraint
In the meta-constraint pertaining to the machine allocation sub-problem, a
meta-variable is a set M  ⊆ M such that ∀m ∈ M  , r(m) has not been decided
and
precedes

precedes

∃mi ∈ M  : mi −−−−→ m ∨ m −−−−→ mi ,
that is, a total order of missions has been decided, but machines have not been
allocated. The meta-values are complete assignments of robots to missions, i.e.,
an assignment r(m) = R, where R ∈ R for each missions in M  .
Clearly, the machine allocation sub-problem has a huge space of possible solutions. Each possible solution has complex ramiﬁcations on other sub-problems:
different allocations will affect the amount of coordination necessary; allocations must be such that the ﬁnal mission of a machine is not surrounded by
piles (drilled by other machines), which would make it impossible to navigate to
its ﬁnal parking pose. As we show in Section 7.5, heuristics with high pruning
power are needed to explore the search space of this sub-problem, and these
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heuristics must account for other sub-problems. Solutions to the machine allocation sub-problem are indirectly validated in other problems, hence no particular
solver is used for direct validation of possible values.
Note that the sequencing meta-constraint consists of deciding a total ordering
of mission. This is due to the fact that this meta-constraint made its decisions
considering only one robot. However, assignment of meta-values to the machine
allocation meta-variables will break this assumption, i.e., missions will not
performed in a total ordered sequence rather they will be possibly in parallel. The
concurrent movements of machines leads to the need for machine coordination
(explained in Section 6.3.4). There are other ways to model the meta-constraints
pertaining to machine allocation and sequencing. For example, one way is to
sequence the missions that have been already assigned to the (different) machines.
Regardless of modeling choice, we need variable ordering and value ordering
heuristics to consider decisions in other sub-problems.

7.4.4 Temporal Meta-Constraint
A mission’s path P is segmented into a sequence of sub-paths based on its curvature. Each segment is associated to a convex polygon sk resulting from the sweep
of the machine’s footprint along the sub-path. The resulting sequence {s1 , . . . , sz }
of convex polygons represents the areas occupied by a robot while navigating
along the path (see an example in Figure 7.4(c)). Since the path planner used
to obtain P is aware of the obstacles created by preceding missions, the convex
polygons do not intersect the piles resulting from drilling (see Figure 7.4(d),
where red circles represent piles, white polygons the motions of the machine,
and the green line represents the geofence).
In addition to the polygons representing the motion of machines, the activities involved in a mission m (i.e., A(m) = {leveling, drilling, de-leveling}) have
polygons associated to them. Since these activities all occur while the machine is
idle in pose gp(m) , their polygons coincide with the polygon that covers the last
sub-path of P(m) . Hence, the set of all convex polygons of mission m is S(m) =
{s1 , . . . , sz } ∪ {sleveling , sdrilling , sde-leveling }, where sleveling = sdrilling = sde-leveling = sz .
Each convex polygon in S(m) is associated to a time interval in the set
(m)
T
= {I1 , . . . , Iz+3 }. Interval Ik = [Is , Ie ] is a ﬂexible temporal interval within
which robot r(m) is in sk , where Is = [ls , us ], Ie = [le , ue ], ls/e , us/e ∈ N
represent, respectively, an interval of admissibility of the start and end times of
the occurrence of polygon sk ∈ S.
The temporal sub-problem consists of deciding a start and end time for
each interval Ik . The temporal meta-constraint pertaining to this sub-problem
has a meta-variable for every machine R ∈ R. Each meta-variable is a set of
missions M  ⊆ M such that for all mi ∈ M  , (1) P(mi ) has been decided,
(2) r(mi ) = R, and (3) the start and end times of T (mi ) have not been decided.
We reduce the problem of deciding valid start/end times of the intervals to
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a Simple Temporal Problem (STP, see Section 2.2.2, Chapter 2). The STP is
formulated as a collection of temporal constraints as follows. First, for each
mi ∈ M  with intervals T (mi ) = {I1 , . . . , Iz+3 }, temporal constraints that reﬂect
the order of the convex polygons along the path P(mi ) are imposed:
Ik−1 {b} Ik , k ∈ {2 . . . z + 3}.

(7.1)

Second, temporal constraints that force the possible start and end times of
missions to adhere to the ordering decided by the sequencing solver are added.
That is, for each pair of missions (mi , mj ) ∈ M  × M  that are subject to a
precedes

sequencing constraint mi −−−−→ mj , the following temporal constraint is added
among the intervals T (mi ) = {Ii1 , . . . , Iiz+3 } and T (mj ) = {Ij1 , . . . , Ijz+3 }:
Iiz+3 {b} Ij1 ,

(7.2)

reﬂecting the fact that the de-leveling polygon of mission mi occurs before the
(m )
ﬁrst motion polygon s1 j of mission mj . Third, we impose minimum durations
of the motions and activities of the machines:
Duration[α, ∞) Ik , k ∈ {1 . . . z + 3}.

(7.3)

For every motion polygon sk , k ∈ {1, . . . , z}, an initial value for α is computed
based on the maximum allowed velocity of machine R. Hence, the earliest time
solution of the STP represents the fastest possible execution of all motions and
activities in the plan, i.e., an “optimistic” estimate of the start and end times of
all operations of all machines. During execution, further temporal constraints
can be added to reﬂect contingencies such as machine maintenance, delays, and
so on. The association of an interval per polygon allows us to predicate via
temporal constraints on how long every movement or activity will take. Solving
the STP
is polynomial in the number of intervals in the temporal problem,
namely mi ∈M  T (mi ) [30].
Note that there are no temporal constraints among intervals pertaining to
different machines, hence the motions and activities of different machines may
be concurrent.

7.4.5 Coordination Meta-Constraint
Since several machines operate in the same environment, it is crucial to address
collision/deadlock avoidance. As a consequence of decisions made in all previous
sub-problems, the hybrid constraint network includes polygons, temporal intervals, and temporal constraints (7.1, 7.2 and 7.3) among them. The bounds of the
temporal intervals underlying mission activities T (mi ) determine when machines
will occupy motion and activity polygons in the various missions. If two polygons
pertaining to different vehicles overlap, and their corresponding temporal intervals intersect, then the two vehicles may collide. Coordination avoids this by imposing additional constraints that eliminate temporal intersection where needed.
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Figure 7.5: Coordinating two machines to avoid spatio-temporal overlap.

Meta-variables of the meta-constraint pertaining to this sub-problem (called
coordination meta-constraint) are pairs of polygons and intervals represented
by quadruple (sik , sjz , Iik , Ijz ), of mission i and j respectively, that overlap both
spatially and temporally, i.e., sik ∩sjz = ∅ ∧ Iik ∩Ijz = ∅∧r(mi ) = r(mj ) . The metavalue of a meta-variable is one of two possible constraints {Iik {b} Ijz , Ijz {b} Iik },
imposing either of which eliminates the temporal overlap between concurrent
polygons. The STP solver will validate the sequencing in time of these two overlapping polygons accordingly. It will also compute the consequent shift in the
occurrence of any other polygon whose interval is constrained with Ijz or Iik by
means of temporal constraint propagation within the hybrid constraint network.
We use a similar approach for the coordination of multiple vehicles as described
in 6.3.4 except the fact that here, we only preform temporal adjustment. We
do not allow machines to alter their spatial envelopes as this is rarely possible
due to the presence of piles. Figure 7.5 depicts the situation where missions
of two machines are temporally and spatially overlapping. Polygons with the
same color belong to one machine and for clarity, we omit the time intervals of
polygons in the visualization.
The polygons involved in the meta-variables represent two types of occupancy. The ﬁrst type corresponds to the motions of machines as described
in 7.4.4. The second corresponds to the piles created by drilling. By modeling both types of polygons in the hybrid constraint network, collisions among
machines and with piles are found and thus scheduled. Figure 7.6 illustrates
a conﬂicting situation between the motions of a machine (depicted as yellow
polygons) and a pile (depicted as a blue polygon). Note that the temporal intervals associated to piles are temporally constrained so as to persevere after their
(m )
(m )
start time. As a consequence, a meta-value {Ik i {b} Il j } can be temporally
consistent only if the ﬁrst interval refers to a driving operation and the second
refers to a pile, and not vice versa. Hence, if a vehicle has to drive over an
area that will be drilled, and this cannot occur before the drilling, then the
algorithm will necessarily backtrack over the choice of robot allocation or of
target sequencing.
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Figure 7.6: Scheduling a machine to avoid spatio-temporal overlap with a pile

7.4.6

Meta-CSP Search

Thanks to the hybrid representation of the search space, each ground-CSP solver
accounts for the assignments made for meta-variables of other meta-constraints.
For example, the path planner validates with respect to a map containing obstacles resulting from sequencing decisions; and the coordinator’s decisions depend
on the machine allocation as well as motion plans. The choices of meta-values
for meta-variables in the various meta-constraints contribute parts of the missions in the hybrid representation, and the ground-CSP solvers propagate the
consequences of these decisions. The solvers used in our approach are denoted
in the following with solve-p, where p ∈ {seq, alloc, time, coord, mp}.
As we have explained, solve-seq disallows sequencing decisions that are not
totally ordered i.e., the sequencing ground-CSP is consistent when its constraint
network represent a total order of missions; solve-mp veriﬁes by means of a
motion planner that motions are kinematically feasible and obstacle-free, i.e.,
the approach angle ground-CSP is consistent when for all approach angles in
the constraint network there is a valid path generated by the motion planer;
solve-alloc accepts all candidate allocations, as the infeasible machine allocations are discovered indirectly via coordination, i.e., the robot allocation
ground-CSP is consistent when its constraint network represents a complete
assignments of robots to missions; solve-time is a STP solver which computes temporal constraints that model precedences and simple vehicle dynamics;
solve-coord computes temporal constraints that avoid collisions between
machines and between machines and piles. The consistency of the temporal
ground-CSP is deﬁned in Deﬁnition 6 Section 2.
As described in Chapter 4, the meta-CSP consists of ﬁnding a set of assignments that satisﬁes all meta-constraints, and a meta-constraint is satisﬁed if
assignments of meta-values to the meta-variables do not make any subsumed
constraint network of the hybrid constraint network (i.e., ground-CSPs) inconsistent. This condition is clearly stated in the backtracking search (see Algorithm 1).
We instantiate the general algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 for meta-CSP search
to obtain a solver for the DP3 (see Algorithm 3). The only difference between
these two algorithms is the way we state the condition of acceptance of a chosen
meta-value. In the case of DP3 -solver, a solver which pertains to a meta-
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constraint should verify the choice of a meta-value, while in the case of the
general Algorithm 1, all ground-CSPs should be consistent wrt the added metavalue. These two statements are equivalent — the formulation here reﬂecting
the fact that meta-constraints can be understood as solvers of sub-problems.
Moreover, in DP3 , each meta-value only includes constraints belonging to one
different ground-CSP (thus each is related to one solver); therefore, we do not
need to check the consistency of all other ground-CSPs when applying a resolver.
This was not the case in many meta-constraints deﬁned in this thesis. As a case
in point, the spatial adherence meta-constraint (see Deﬁnition 26, Chapter 5)
imposes both temporal and spatial constraints, therefore, both spatial and temporal consistency of the two ground-CSPs have to be veriﬁed after deciding
a meta-value. It is notable to mention that the inter-dependencies among the
sub-problems are captured in the meta level by means of meta-constraints. For
example, meta-variables of the motion planning meta-constraints are deﬁned
according to the decisions in the sequencing meta-constraint.
Algorithm 3:

DP3 -solver(C,X,D): success or failure

1 if Ξi = ∅ then
p ← Choose({seq, alloc, time, coord, mp},hproblem )
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ξij ← Choose(Ξp , hivar )
values ← δi (ξij )
while values = ∅ do
v ← Choose(values, hival )
if Solve-p(v ∪ M) then
result ← Backtrack(C,X \ ξij ,D)
if result = failure then
return result
values ← values \ v
return failure

13 return success

Henceforth, let the set of meta-constraints be indicated by the symbols
{seq, alloc, time, coord, mp}. The input of the algorithm is a meta-constraint
network (C, X, D), where C is the set of meta-constraints, X is the union of
all meta-variables pertaining to all meta-constraints deﬁned in DP3 , and D
are the domains of the meta-variables. Algorithm DP3 -solver collects all the
meta-variables belonging to all the meta-constraints (line 1), and terminates
when no meta-variables are left (line 13). A particular meta-constraint is then
chosen according to a meta-constraint ranking heuristic hproblem (line 2), e.g.,
hproblem prioritizes machine allocation meta-variables over coordination metavariables, as the latter problem requires machines to be assigned to missions
(see Section 7.4.5). Among the meta-variables of a meta-constraint, one is
chosen according to a variable ordering heuristic hivar (line 3). For example,
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which target should be selected ﬁrst among the meta-variables Ξmp of the motion
planning meta-constraint. Among possible alternative meta-values, one is chosen
according to a value ordering heuristic hival (lines 4–6). For instance, which
approach angle has to be selected for a given target in the motion planning
meta-constraint. This meta-value is added to the hybrid representation, and the
ground-CSP solver pertaining to each meta-constraint solve-p veriﬁes that the
assignment v is feasible (line 7) . If so, DP3 -solver is called recursively (line
8), which results in selecting another unassigned meta-variable subject to the
newly updated hybrid representation M. Note that if all possible meta-values are
attempted for a meta-variable ξ and all are rejected by solve-p, the algorithm
returns failure (lines 5, 11 and 12). In the next section, we will explain the
problem-, variable- and value-ordering heuristics that are used in DP3 -solver.

7.5

Heuristics

DP3 -solver must select a set of meta-variables pertaining to a meta-constraint
from the union of all meta-variables. This selection is guided by a heuristic
hproblem . Let Ξi  Ξj indicate that the meta-variables of meta-constraint i have
a higher priority than those of meta-constraint j. The partial ordering based
on which the hproblem heuristic operates is {Ξseq  Ξaloc  Ξtp  Ξcoord , Ξmp 
Ξaloc  Ξtp  Ξcoord }. Meta-variables to branch on (within a chosen Ξi ) are
ordered based on hivar , and alternative meta-values are chosen according to hival .
Variable ordering heuristics are provided for the sequencing meta-constraint
and for the coordination meta-constraint. The latter heuristic is based on temporal ﬂexibility and has been used for resource-constrained project scheduling [36].
The former is based on an analysis of the drill target placements, and is described
below.
Variable Ordering for Sequencing hseq
var . The pattern of drill targets is analysed
to reveal its topology and the possible principal directions of drill target sequencing (see Figure 7.7). To determine the former, we use a distance threshold; the
latter are discovered via a K-Means clustering of the set of angular coefﬁcients
of topologically neighbouring drill targets. This yields clusters containing similarly oriented edges of the topology. These are used to group drill targets into
roughly-parallel lines (see Figure 7.7). The topology and the groupings are used
to rank drill targets in groups. Meta-variables in these groups are ﬁrst in the
sequencing meta-constraint.
Value ordering heuristics are deﬁned for the sequencing, allocation, motion
planning, and coordination sub-problems. As for variable ordering, the metavariables in the coordination meta-constraint are branched upon using a heuristic
based on temporal ﬂexibility that is widely used in the scheduling literature [131].
seq
The remaining heuristics hval , halloc
val are explained below.
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Figure 7.7: An example of topology and group extraction.

Value Ordering for Sequencing hseq
val . A value for a meta-variable of the sequencing meta-constraint decides which mission precedes a given target. There
are many alternatives for this choice. Note that sequencing meta-variables that
are resolved ﬁrst are those pertaining to mission along groups — for such metavariables, the heuristic prioritizes one of two possible predecessors, namely those
adjacent to the current meta-variable in the grouping. For example, the two
values with highest heuristic score for meta-variable m141 in Figure 7.4(a) are
precedes

precedes

m142 −−−−→ m141 and m140 −−−−→ m141 .
Also, this heuristic contributes to alleviating the computational burden of
ﬁnding sequences in regions close to the geofence while transitioning between
groups. Finding a feasible sequence in these situations is challenging because a
machine has limited space to manoeuvre. These regions of highly-constrained
motion span typically eight targets for every pair of adjacent groups, thus in the
worst case sequencing requires verifying, through motion planning, 87 possible
motions for each pair. For this reason, the heuristic uses given sequence patterns
that reﬂect common practice by human operators.

Figure 7.8: An example of sequence pattern given by an operator.
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A sequence pattern is a topological description of a typical human driving
behavior, augmented with metric information that facilitates assessing whether
the pattern is applicable in a given region. Speciﬁcally, a sequence pattern is
a graph (V, E) where V is a set of nodes representing drill targets, and E is
a sequence of precedence constraints among the nodes. A distance threshold
dgeofence is also given, and represents the minimum distance to the geofence
required for the pattern to hold. Also, a ranking < of the nodes in terms of
how far they lie from the geofence is provided. An example pattern is shown in
Figure 7.8. If the search is considering a meta-variable mi that is surrounded by
targets that can be mapped to the nodes in the pattern, then the heuristic ranks
possible predecessors of mi according to the edges in E.
Value Ordering for Motion Planning hmp
val . This heuristic suggests approach
angles similar to those assigned to other mission in a same group. This results in
choosing sequences that form “chains” within a group, reﬂecting the fact that it
would not make sense to visit missions in the same group in an order that does
not reﬂect a spatial progression.
Value Ordering for Machine Allocation halloc
val . A solution to the machine allocation sub-problem determines which mission is drilled by which machine.
Among all possible choices, those are preferred which have three properties:
(1) each machine is assigned to a contiguous sequence; (2) start and end missions
of contiguous sequences are the missions (i.e., drill targets) close to an open
area, i.e., not close to a geofence and not those that are entirely surrounded by
other drill targets; and (3) targets are evenly distributed among machines. This
heuristic not only contributes to the plan quality in terms of similarity to what a
human planner would decide, but also improves the efﬁciency in planning time
by suggesting a restriction on entry and exit points for each machine.

7.6

Adapting Solutions Online

Several aspects of the DP3 are unknown at planning time. For example, the
actual durations of activities only become apparent during execution. In a bench,
various types of contingencies may occur, such as unexpected maintenance of
machines, or increased drilling time due to unknown geological characteristics
of the terrain. Therefore, we need to monitor the execution and reﬂect the
contingencies in the hybrid representation. In our approach, the nominal behavior of the machines is given by a solution of the DP3 , obtained via Algorithm
DP3 -solver. The start and end times associated to the intervals T (m) of every
mission m are computed through temporal propagation. All the lower bounds
represent the earliest possible times at which missions can be executed, and
are used to compute the desired speeds at which the computed paths should
be driven by the vehicle executives. A machine executive realizes the interface
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between machine controllers and the missions in the plan by instructing the
machine controller to follow the given trajectories1 . It also updates the time
intervals T (m) of the current mission by posting into the hybrid representation
constraints representing the current progress of the machine. These constraints
are used by the STP solver to propagate any mismatch between prescribed and
executed missions of all machines in the ﬂeet.
The STP solver plays a central role in execution monitoring. Machine executives update the hybrid representation at a frequency of 1Hz to dispatch or end
missions. A mission in ended by adding a temporal constraint into the hybrid
constraint network representing the ﬁnish time of the mission as the executive
layer informs. The consequences of such updates can be easily computed within
the period of one second because the STP solver performs polynomial inference.
Also, due to the fact that adding constraints cannot “undo” other decisions,
we can post unforeseen durations (e.g., encountering hard rock while drilling)
at execution time. More precisely, the prolongation of an activity represented
by a ﬂexible time interval associated to a motion polygon cannot affect the
sequencing, the approach angle, the particular motions, nor machine allocations.
It only bears consequences on the coordination sub-problem, as delays may
need to be propagated to other waiting machines. An example of this situation
is described in the next Section. Note that if we want to minimize the Total
Time to Completion (TTC), then, prolongation of an activity should lead to the
re-allocation of the machines, which in turn would result in updating the decisions in the sequencing sub-problems. This allows for re-balancing the workload
among the machines. Considering the wide range of re-planning strategies that
can be used to minimize TTC is a topic for future work.
On-line temporal reasoning also caters to another important requirement of
mining companies, namely the need to know an estimate of the TTC. At planning
time, we provide an optimistic TTC by initializing the duration constraints 7.3
with reasonable values: the durations of intervals corresponding to motion
polygons are computed using the maximum allowed speed of machines; and the
intervals corresponding to activity polygons are initialized with durations under
nominal conditions (average rock density, and no maintenance). As execution
proceeds, TTC is updated as a result of temporal reasoning to reﬂect the actual
situation.

7.7

Experiments and Evaluation

We carried out several experiments in different selections of benches and drill
targets. In this section, we exemplify one of the most challenging ones. The
resulting plan was then run by a Gazebo-simulated ﬂeet of Pitviper-311s, and
all interfaces between the DP3 -solver and the platforms were realized as
1 In

the current implementation, we employ a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) [124].
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ROS [100] nodes. The DP3 -solver ran on a 3.40GHz×4 Intel i7-3770M CPU
with 8GB of memory.
The difﬁculty of the example originates from the closeness of some targets to
the geofence. It is also affected by the average distance between targets, which is
16 meters (only 1.8 meters larger than the length of the Pitviper-311). The drill
target positions are taken from a real blast hole pattern recently drilled in an
open-pit iron-ore mine in Western Australia. As noted earlier, problems become
much more difﬁcult if they contain drill targets that are close to the geofence,
whereas when that is not the case problems are easier, since machines have
enough space to manoeuvre regardless of how approach angles are chosen. This
experiment contains 76 drill targets and 3 available machines. Figure 7.9 shows
the ﬁnal solution to the overall DP3 for this speciﬁc bench. In the ﬁgure, robots
seq
seq
and groups used by hvar and hval are numbered to facilitate the explanation. As















Figure 7.9: A solution to the DP3 problem in this bench which is visualized in the ROS
visualization tool, white arrows depict sequencing, pink arrows represent vehicle poses
at each drill target, and the green line shows a part of the geofence.

shown, machine 1 starts with row 1 and exits the ﬁeld from row 2, machine 2
starts at row 3 and exits at row 4, and machine 3 starts its missions from row 6
and exits from row 5. The plan is found in 2.14 minutes.
Figure 7.10 shows three snapshots of a simulated run. Each snapshot shows
the motions of each robot (the collection of all movement polygons). In Figure 7.10(a), the motions of robot 1 partly occupy row 3 and 4 for manoeuvring
between row 1 and 2. This results in robot 2 having to wait just before the
conﬂicting area, until robot 1 ﬁnishes its manoeuvre. As robot 2 also occupies
some part of rows 5 and 6 (see Figure 7.10(b)), robot 3 has to wait until robots
1 and 2 are ﬁnished switching rows. The fact that the motions of machine 2
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do not conﬂict with row 1 and 2 is handled by the motion planner; the same
holds for machine 3 and rows 3 and 4 (see Figure 7.10(c)). This is because
the motion planner is aware of the obstacles while planing. These obstacles
are preceding missions (e.g., missions in row 1 and row 2 for machine 2). The
motion planning meta-constraints does not consider the presence of multiple
machines. This is how this meta-constraint has been deﬁned. Therefore, row 1
and row 2 are preceding missions at the time of decision making for the motion
planning in rows 3 and 4 during the meta-CSP search. Further in the search,
when the meta-variables corresponding to machine allocation are identiﬁed, the
total ordering of missions is broken by assignments to these meta-variables. All
these considerations are accounted for in the deﬁnitions of the functions φ and
δ for each meta-constraint. As machines start their execution concurrently, their
motions would lead to collisions, were it not for the fact that the coordination
sub-problem was solved as well. The temporal constraints that were selected
by the algorithm resolve these conﬂicts by forcing machines 2 and 3 to yield to
machine 1. Again, the need for the coordination of the missions is due to the
fact that the missions will not performed by one machine in a total order as a
result of the machine allocation assignments.
The plan obtained with Algorithm DP3 -solver was run in simulation three
more times. During the ﬁrst run, we artiﬁcially injected delays in the drilling
activities of robot 1 for a drill target in row 1. Through temporal reasoning, the
delay was propagated on the start times of future missions of machines 2 and 3.
The TTC drastically increased as a result, as robot 2 (and consequently robot
3) were forced to wait until robot 1 ﬁnished manoeuvring between rows 1 and
2. In the second run, we artiﬁcially delayed robot 1 while drilling a target in
the second row. In this case, TTC only increased by the amount of the delay,
since the delay does not affect robot 2 and robot 3. Finally, in the third run, we
injected a delay in one of the initial drill targets of robots 2 and 3. Since these
robots were scheduled to yield to robot 1 later on during execution, the delay did
not contribute to increasing the TTC. In all three runs, the contingencies were
accounted for by temporal reasoning and the resulting adjusted plan dispatched
to the machines within the 1 second sampling period.
We also evaluate the effectiveness of the sequence pattern (see Section 7.5)
seq
used by hval on a problems deﬁned over the same drill pattern as used in the
previous experiments. We consider three cases with a different number of drill
targets (27, 53 and 76). Each case is run twice, once with and once without the
seq
hval heuristic. The search process is aborted after a 60 minute timeout. Table 7.1
shows the strong pruning power of this heuristic.
In the next experiment, the focus is to evaluate the TTC in a slightly bigger
setup with 91 drill targets (see Figure 7.11). The TTC of the solution where
machine 1 starts at row 1 and exits at row 4 and machine 2 starts at row 5
and exits at row 8 is 101 minutes, whereas the TTC is 61 min in the case that
machine 1 starts at row 4 and exits at row 1 and machine 2 starts at row 5 and
exits at row 8. In the latter case, machines do not need to wait for each other and
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Figure 7.10: Motions of different robots represented on a separate ﬁgure as white convex
polygons
Table 7.1: A small quantitative evaluation hseq
val
seq

hval w/o sp
seq
hval w sp

27
8.68 min
0.21 min

53
timeout
0.6 min

76
timeout
2.14 min

all the operations can be done in parallel. In order to extract the latter solution
from the search space, an ad-hoc sequencing heuristic built for this particular
set of drill targets was employed. This proves that this solution is in the search
space. As mentioned, devising a general heuristic that biases sequencing choices
to minimize TTC is the topic of future work.

7.8

Discussion and Related Work

We divide the DP3 into several sub-problems and the DP3 -solver ﬁnds mutually feasible solutions to the individual sub-problems. The idea of problem
decomposition and solution synthesis is not new in AI. There have been many
studies in Multi Agent Systems (MAS) regarding cooperative problem solving [133]. Although our work does not employ existing MAS coordination
techniques, we reify this idea into a challenging robotic domain.
The DP3 -solver combines solutions from different sub-problems, each
of which can be seen as a “classical” AI or robotics problem. The sequencing
sub-problem can be seen as a Vehicle Routing Problem with Multiple Depots
(MDVRP) where the drill targets are the customers. MDVRP is a combinatorial
optimization which has been widely studied. However, solutions to MDVRPs
often do not consider spatial, temporal and kinematic constraints, nor dynamic
maps. The need to consider these problems destroys the assumptions based on
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Figure 7.11: An high quality solution with respect to the TTC for a bench with 91 drill
targets

which existing AI solutions are built. A comprehensive survey by MontoyaTorres et al. [134] describes various ways to model the MDVRP, including
time windows, split delivery. An interesting direction of future work is to cast
MDVRP as a meta-constraint. This opens another interesting avenue for this line
of research that is to optimize the TTC while all the requirements are upheld.
Combined route and motion planning in the presence of strong spatial and
temporal constraints has been studied [135]. Although the application differs,
the proposed approach is similar to ours in that it combines solutions from
different sub-problems such as non-trivial motion planning and route planning.
However, the solution assumes that sequencing of goal poses is given and does
not handle on-line contingencies.
The coordination problem has to be addressed when we have a ﬂeet of
autonomous vehicles. As mentioned in the previous chapter, many approaches
to this problem largely rely on ﬁxed trajectories (e.g., the work by Marshall
et al. [121] and the KIVA system [136, 137]). This makes the coordination
problem much easier than in our case, where vehicle paths are not known
a priori. The coordination sub-problem could be addressed by using multirobot motion planners, using a distributed approach [127, 138] or solving the
problem in a centralized fashion [125]. The latter is similar to our work in
terms of using a centralized approach. However, multi-robot motion planners
are not efﬁcient enough for use within another search, and are unable to handle
temporal contingencies that may occurred on-line.
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7.9

Summary

In this chapter, we have broken down a given hybrid problem and identiﬁed interdependencies among the sub-problems by encoding them as meta-constraints.
The functions φ and δ of each meta-constraint are responsible for this encoding,
as in other meta-CSP applications. The key point of this chapter was to show
how the meta-CSP approach is suited to accommodate very speciﬁc, domaindependent constraints, and interleave very different reasoners for solving a
complex combinatorial problem.

Chapter 8

Discussion
In this thesis, we have proposed an approach to hybrid reasoning (or integrated
reasoning) for robot applications. Our approach constitutes a systematic way
of achieving a domain-speciﬁc integration of reasoning capabilities. Speciﬁcally,
we have formalized hybrid reasoning problems as meta-CSPs. In order to verify
the applicability of the meta-CSP approach in real-world robot applications,
we have studied several different uses of the approach (see snapshots of these
applications in Figure 8.1). Having considered the instantiation of the approach
in different application settings allows us to make some interesting observations
on its advantages and disadvantages with respect to the overall goal of the
thesis: to achieve a hybrid reasoning approach for robotic systems that (1) is
sufﬁciently general to capture the requirements of a wide range of applications,
(2) is performed on-line in the sense-plan-act loop and (3) affords both symbolic
and numeric constructs. In this chapter, we summarize how our contributions
address the goal above.
Throughout the thesis, we have explored the limitations, and the future
works of each particular application individually. In this chapter, we discuss
commonalities and lessons learned from the diverse use cases presented. We also
contextualize these issues with respect to the general discussion about knowledge
representation and reasoning in AI, and its uses in robotics. Limitations of the
meta-CSP approach, as well as future avenues for further development are also
pointed out in this chapter.

8.1

How do Epistemological and Computational
Adequacy Relate to the Research Goal and the
Achievements?

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the assumption of the thesis is that we can exploit existing reasoning capabilities for each individual form of knowledge. We
claimed that this is a safe assumption to make, given the long history of KR&R
123
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Figure 8.1: The snapshots of three realizations of robot applications, (a) a waiter robot,
(b) automated industrial ﬂeet management and (c) drill pattern planning for open-pit
mines. Each of these application employ meta-CSP reasoning for the integrated reasoning.

research and broad variety of methods studied. However, among the pool of
KR&R formalisms, what is an “adequate model” for each individual type of
knowledge relevant for a given problem?
The chosen modeling languages must be epistemologically adequate and
computationally adequate. The different types of adequacy were originally
introduced by John McCarthy and Pat Hayes in their famous 1969 paper “Some
philosophical problems from the standpoint of artiﬁcial intelligence” [139] .
Later, McCarthy elaborated on the epistemological adequacy of formalisms1 .
He chose a robotic system as an example for his argument:
Formalisms for representing facts about the world have to be adequate for representing the information actually available. A formalism that represents the state of the world by the positions and
velocities of molecules is inadequate if the system cannot observe
positions and velocities, although such a formalism may be the best
for deriving thermodynamic laws. The common sense world needs a
language to describe objects, their relations and their changes quite
different from that used in physics and engineering. The key difference is that the information is less complete. It needs to express what
is actually known that can permit a robot to determine the expected
consequences of the actions it contemplates.
The question of how to choose the “adequate models” in robotics is more
puzzling than in other areas related to AI. This is due to many reasons that are
mentioned in Chapter 1. One of these reasons is that AI-based models are traditionally symbolic, but metric models dominate the conventional robotic ﬁeld for
describing robot behaviors. A similar observation can be made when choosing
KR formalisms for representing the requirements of different application contexts. We have seen that each application required some qualitative knowledge,
but its connection to the metric world was fundamental. For example, in Chapter 5, the planning domain includes both qualitative and metric temporal and
1 This position was put forth in an interview about “What has AI in Common with Philosophy?” [140]
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spatial knowledge, (with a strong emphasis on qualitative knowledge for the
purpose of facilitating domain speciﬁcation). A systematic way of translating
qualitative knowledge to metric was presented. This enables us to perform a
simple form of temporal activity monitoring whose mechanism is based on
metric temporal reasoning (see Section 5.4). Moreover, the exact position of
objects that are used by the end effectors of the robots was also derived from
metric spatial reasoning. In Chapter 6, temporal and spatial constraints used
in the coordination meta-constraint are qualitative, but a procedure for their
translation into the metric world was given. More importantly, the trajectory
extractor and motion planner were both entirely based on metric reasoning.
Temporal reasoning was fundamental in applications treated in this thesis.
In the table setting case (see Chapter 5), it enables on-line spatial and temporal
scheduling, as well as supporting the task planning process. In the case of
coordination of multiple vehicles (see Chapter 6), temporal reasoning is a core
aspect of the entire coordination problem. Planning for multiple machines
in an open-pit mine (see Chapter 7) also depends on temporal reasoning, as
coordinating the machines with each other and with drill targets is an essential
requirement of this application. The particular choice of temporal model is
epistemologically adequate. This is because we could model the temporal aspect
of robot behaviors pertaining to the aforementioned applications. The use of
other temporal algebra (e.g., linear temporal logic) as a representation for the
ground-CSP in an overall meta-CSP process is worth investigating in future
work. This would allow us to represent other types of temporal relations (e.g.,
until, or eventually) in applications where expressing such relations is required.
Another aspect relating to our research goal is the ability to reason online. This is directly related to the computational adequacy of the chosen KR
formalisms. Achieving on-line efﬁciency with rich models that capture the
meaningful requirements of a robot’s behavior is challenging, simply because
“There ain’t no such thing as a free lunch”2 . Increasing expressiveness in the
modeling language affects computational efﬁciency, thus making the language
computationally inadequate for the desired purpose. There is a known tradeoff between expressiveness and reasoning power in AI techniques, which is
inherited by robotics. Evidently, the same trade-off has been observed in all
applications used in this thesis. For example, since temporal reasoning is essential
for reasoning on-line, we limit the expressiveness to only convex relations.
The same applies for the spatial reasoning, where we disallow negation in the
qualitative spatial speciﬁcation, e.g., “the fork should not be right of the dish”
(see Chapter 5 for details).
On-line reasoning is particularly useful in contingency handling. For example,
in industrial ﬂeet management, typical contingencies include temporary forklift
breakdowns, or in the mining application, unplanned stops may occur due to the
2 The phrase is widely associated with Robert Heinlein’s science-ﬁction novel entitled “The Moon
Is a Harsh Mistress.”
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fact that drills get stuck and need to be replaced. Since the meta-CSP search acts
as a high-level controller, and the current state is constantly checked with respect
to adherence to the meta-constraints, re-planning is an inherent part of the
approach. However, the process lacks a way to accommodate the explanations
of failures in the hybrid constraint network (i.e., failure diagnostics). Without
an explanation, backtracking search may attempt a choice of resolvers which
has nothing to do with the culprit. In other words, there is no backjumping in
the search process to resolvers pertaining to the aspect(s) of a problem which
causes the failure. Note that the failure explanations can be hybrid, hence, the
meta-CSP can beneﬁt from the hybrid representation to perform efﬁcient search.
Investigating the notion of hybrid reasoning in robot plan execution monitoring
and its relation with the notion of backjumping in the search is an important
direction of future work.
In summary, it is essential to design formalisms that are both epistemologically and computationally adequate for expressing knowledge about a particular
domain. Hence, in this thesis, selecting “appropriate models” is to assess both
types of adequacy for a particular application, and employing knowledge representations that afford metric, qualitative and on-line reasoning.

8.2

Uncertainty in Meta-CSPs

When it comes to robot applications, one of the ﬁrst questions that one asks is:
how do you handle uncertainty in the outcomes of robot actions or in sensor
reading interpretation? Many approaches employ probabilistic reasoning [141]
such as Bayesian Networks and Markov Decision processes. Others are based on
augmenting logical formulae with some representation of uncertainty. Examples
include STP and disjunctive temporal planning with uncertainty [81, 142], probabilistic Prolog [143], fuzzy Allen interval algebra [144], and their applications
in robotics [145, 19], only to name a few.
In our approach, we accommodate some degree of uncertainty via bounded
representations: uncertainty in when tasks are executed via ﬂexible temporal
intervals, uncertainty in the placement of objects by bounded rectangles or
convex polyhedra. Going beyond bounded representations, we have explored
fuzzy inference techniques in temporal reasoning for the purpose of context
recognition [18]. In this approach, the requirements are expressed as crisp
constraints, but uncertainty is accounted for by the propagation process in
order to tolerate alternative interpretations of noisy sensor readings. This work
suggests the possibility of including uncertainty in one or more ground-CSPs.
For example, one could employ fuzzy temporal constraint reasoning to account
for uncertainty in robot proprioception in the waiter robot scenario, or fuzzy set
reasoning to account for uncertainty in the perception of panels in the TPP (see
Chapter 4). We have not included this work in this thesis. However, it gives us
an insight on how to accommodate uncertainty in the individual representation.
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In meta-CSP terminology, this means employing explicit representations of
uncertainty in ground-CSPs.
For the purpose of hybrid reasoning, it is interesting to investigate how
to combine different representations of uncertainty. A concrete proposal in
this direction is to investigate how probabilistic CSPs [146] can contribute to
deﬁning the notion of probabilistic meta-CSPs.

8.3

When is a Problem Hybrid?

Realizing the applications described in this thesis requires more than integrated
reasoning. Using meta-CSP as a core algorithm for integration does not exclude
the need for system engineering, but it does provide a systematic way of integrating sub-problems that are tightly dependent. In this thesis, we have not
deﬁned when exactly a problem should be seen as a hybrid problem consisting
of tight dependent sub-problems, nor have we deﬁned what a hybrid problem is
in general. These aspects are interesting and important topics for future work.
In general, given the requirements of an application, it is after all a matter of
choice to identify it as hybrid or not. As a case in point, consider a requirement
which states that motions of robots should be guaranteed to be collision-free.
One way of modeling is to represent motions as spatial and temporal constraints,
and coordinate them as presented in Section 6.3.4. We see this requirement as
hybrid, hence, we take a hybrid approach to account for it. There are other ways
to model collision-free motions. For example, multi-trajectory planning [125],
which uses A* search in an state based representation of the problem to ﬁnd a
set of collision-free trajectories for multiple robots. The key difference between
these approaches is how explicitly requirements are represented. As we point
out in the next section, the explicit nature of constraint-based representations
facilitates problem decomposition.

8.4

On CSPs, Meta-CSPs and the Limitations

The chapter on Constraint Satisfaction Problems in a standard AI reference
book [1] starts with
In which we see how treating states as more than just little black
boxes leads to the invention of a range of powerful new search
methods and a deeper understanding of problem structure and complexity.
Previous chapters of the book explain how to solve a problem by searching
in a space of states, where each state can be seen as a “black box” from the point
of view of the search algorithm with no internal structure. In contrast, CSPs
combine a simple, yet explicit representation that exposes problem structure
and makes it amenable to problem decomposition. Let us see how this point of
view relates to our meta-CSP approach for hybrid problems.
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An obvious alternative for solving a hybrid problem is to represent all
aspects of the problem in a single representation, and to use other traditional
heuristic search methods to ﬁnd a solution. The obvious disadvantage here
is that we would have to devise a heuristic that can elicit from this single
representation several viewpoints of the problem. Also, it would be difﬁcult
to exploit the structure of the different sub-problems to enhance performance,
as their individual characteristics may not be preserved in the chosen single
representation. More in general, the ﬁeld of KR has taught us that different
representations are useful for different types of knowledge. If we model all
in one single representation, we will either loose information, or be forced to
introduce extra assumptions or both. This is the key disadvantage of using one
single representation in order to capture all aspects of a hybrid problem.
We have shown throughout the thesis how several different formalisms can
be used within a meta-CSP. This has been done intentionally, because we believe
chosen formalisms have to be epistemologically adequate for modeling particular
aspects of the overall problem. However, meta-CSPs lack an important feature
of CSPs, that is, a given, well-founded constraint language for (hybrid) problem
speciﬁcation. Well-founded representations in general, and constraint languages
in particular, provide two important advantages: (1) they make it possible to
exploit problem structure and characterize problem complexity; and (2) they
enable fast prototyping. Hybrid constraint networks partially enable the ﬁrst
point — however the structure of hybrid requirements cannot be exploited to its
full extent as it is hidden in the functions φ and δ. Fast prototyping is also not
fully supported: although we have used the same “methodology” to design metaCSP solutions to three different hybrid problems, this methodology requires
understanding several constraint languages and specifying the functions φ and δ
that capture hybrid requirements. Moreover, the scope of applicability of the
meta-CSP with respect to application characteristics has not been studied with
due attention. The current formalization of the meta-CSP, and more speciﬁcally,
the formal deﬁnitions of functions φ and δ, does not impose any limitation on
its modeling power. This is undesirable, since assessing the applicability of the
meta-CSP approach is left to full implementation and experimental processes.
This limitation initiates an important direction of future work which is described
below.
One important direction of future work is to analyse the formal properties
of the meta-CSP. Proving completeness and soundness of meta-CSP search
for speciﬁc reductions (as we have done in Chapter 5) is cumbersome, as the
proof depends on the characteristics of the speciﬁc representation used in each
application. Conversely, it would be useful to have a set of formal properties
subject to which any meta-CSP reduction is sound and/or complete. We speculate
that ﬁnding such general properties hinges on identifying speciﬁc types of metaconstraints and studying how they interact with each other. Moreover, another
open question is how to employ local search techniques as an alternative to
systematic search in the meta-CSP.
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On Meta-CSP Modeling and Implementation
Effort

In this section, we mention the key concepts in the meta-CSP framework implementation, and how these concepts can lead us to develop a meta-CSP reduction
of a given hybrid reasoning problem. All the implementations of our approach
build on a Java-based API for meta-constraint reasoning (see metacsp.org).
The ﬁrst step in modeling is to decompose a problem in terms of sub-problems
or problem requirements. This itself is a challenging task and connected to
issues discussed in Section 8.3. The second step is to implement functions φ
and δ in the MetaConstraint class in this API: φ must be implemented in
getMetaVariables(), and δ must be implemented in getMetaValues().
Meta-constraints are added to the MetaConstraintSolver which is a general meta-CSP solver implementing the backtracking search. That is where we
have to deﬁne our set of ground-solvers for a problem. The rationale behind
determining ground-solvers is to think in terms of ingredients that each metaconstraint needs. For instance, if we have a scheduling meta-constraint, we then
require a temporal reasoner as a ground-CSP. Note that MetaConstraint has
access to all ground-solvers in order to identify the ﬂaws, and prescribe the
resolvers accordingly.
More in general, there are many ways to model a problem, and this is a
well-known concept in CSPs. The notion of ﬁnding an appropriate model that
suits a particular general solver usually refers to the art of modeling. The same
notion applies for meta-CSPs. The fact that a particular modeling is appropriate
or not remains to be veriﬁed via trial and error. Therefore, it is important for
a reasoning framework to provide tools to facilitate this process. We believe a
language for enabling fast prototyping is a ﬁrst step toward facilitating metaCSP deﬁnition, and that can be a prelude to realizing the dream of high-level
robot programming, that is, to specify application requirements at a high level
of abstraction and have the robot autonomously reason about how to act in
adherence to these requirements.

Appendix A

Table Setting Domain
The following domain was used in the experiments described in Section 5.5.
RC (resource knowledge):
Cap(Arm) =1,
Cap(camera) =100

SK (general spatial knowledge):
Fork d[5, +∞)[5, +∞), d[5, 20][5, +∞) Table,
Knife d[5, +∞)[5, +∞), d[5, 20][5, +∞) Table,
Cup d[5, +∞)[5, +∞), d[5, 20][5, +∞) Table,
Fork b[10, 15], d−1  Cup, Knife b−1 [10, 15], d−1  Cup,
Table Size[58, 58][58, 58], Counter Size[58, 58][78, 78],
Knife Size[4, 5][15, 18], Fork Size[4, 5][15, 18], Cup Size[5, 7][5, 7],
RobotLocationTable d, m Table,
RobotLocationTable m, d Table,
RobotLocationTable d, m−1  Table,
RobotLocationTable m−1 , d Table,
RobotLocationCounter d, m Counter,
RobotLocationTable Size[40, 40][40, 40],
RobotLocationCounter Size[40, 40][40, 40]
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O (Operators):
f = (Move(?from, ?to, ?robot), ·, ·, ·, ·)
Fp = {f1 = (On(?robot, ?from), ·, ·, ·)}
Fe = {f2 = (On(?robot, ?to), ·, ·, ·, ·)}
T C = {f {m−1 } f1 , f{m} f2 }
f = (Sense(?location, ?robot), ·, ·, ·)
Fp = {}
Fe = {f1 = (Sensing(?location, ?robot), ·, ·, ·)}
T C = {f {≡} f1 }
f = (Place(?object, ?location, ?robot, ?robotLocation), ·, u(Arm, camera) = (1, 1), ·)
Fp = {f1 = (Hold(?object, ?robot), ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·),
f2 = (On(?robot, ?robotLocation), ·, ·, ·),
f3 = (Sensing(?location, ?robot), ·, u(camera) = 100, ·)}
Fe = {f4 = (On(?object, ?location), ·, ·, ·)}
T C = {f {m−1 } f1 , f {d} f2 , f {m−1 } f3 , f {s, o} f4 }
f = (Pick(?object, ?location, ?robot, ?robotLocation), ·, ·, u(Arm, camera) = (1, 1), ·)
Fp = {f1 = (On(?object, ?location), ·, ·, ·),
f2 = (On(?robot, ?robotLocation), ·, ·, ·),
f3 = (Sensing(?location, ?robot), ·, u(camera) = 100, ·)}
Fe = {f4 = (Hold(?object, ?robot), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)}
T C = {f {f, o−1 } f1 , f {d} f2 , f {m−1 } f3 , f{m} f4 }
f = (PlaceTray(?object, ?robot), ·, u(Arm, camera) = (1, 1), ·)
Fp = {f1 = (Hold(?object, ?robot), ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·),
f2 = (Sensing(tray, ?robot), ·, u(camera) = 100, ·)}
Fe = {f3 = (On(?object, tray), ·, ·, ·)}
T C = {f {m−1 } f1 , f {m−1 } f2 , f {s, o} f3 }
f = (PickTray(?object, ?robot), ·, ·, u(Arm, camera) = (1, 1), ·)
Fp = {f1 = (On(?object, tray), ·, ·, ·),
f2 = (Sensing(tray, ?robot), ·, u(camera) = 100, ·)}
Fe = {f3 = (Hold(?object, ?robot), ·, ·, u(Arm) = 1, ·)}
T C = {f {f, o−1 } f1 , f {m−1 } f2 , f{m} f3 }

Appendix B

Example Domain for Hybrid
HTN Planning
The following domain was used in the experiments described in Section 5.6.
################
# Reserved words
################
# :operator, :method, Head, Pre, Add, Del, Sub, Constraint,
# Ordering, Type, Values, StateVariable, FluentResourceusage
# Param, resourceUsage, Usage, resource, Fluent
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource

objManCapacity 1)
navigationCapacity 1)
leftArm1 1)
rightArm1 1)
leftArm1ManCapacity 1)
rightArm1ManCapacity 1)

(StateVariable
(StateVariable
(StateVariable
(StateVariable

RobotAt 2 n)
HasArmPosture 1 leftArm1 rightArm1)
Holding 1 leftArm1 rightArm1)
On 1 mug1 mug2 mug3)

(:operator
(Head !move_base(?toArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?fromArea))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Add e1 RobotAt(?toArea))
(Constraint Meets(task,e1))
(Del p1)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage navigationCapacity 1))
)
(:operator
(Head !move_base_blind(?mArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?preArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?mArea ?preArea))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(Add e1 RobotAt(?mArea))
(Constraint Meets(task,e1))
(Constraint Meets(p1,task))
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(Del p1)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage navigationCapacity 1))
)
(:operator
(Head !move_base_blind(?preArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?mArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?mArea ?preArea))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(Add e1 RobotAt(?preArea))
(Constraint Meets(task,e1))
(Constraint Meets(p1,task))
(Del p1)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage navigationCapacity 1))
)
(:operator
(Head !tuck_arms(?leftGoal ?rightGoal))
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?leftArm ?oldLeft))
(Pre p2 HasArmPosture(?rightArm ?oldRight))
(Del p1)
(Del p2)
(Add e1 HasArmPosture(?leftArm ?leftGoal))
(Add e2 HasArmPosture(?rightArm ?rightGoal))
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Values ?rightArm rightArm1)
(Values ?leftGoal ArmTuckedPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture)
(Values ?rightGoal ArmTuckedPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1ManCapacity 1))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1ManCapacity 1))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
)
(:operator
(Head !move_torso(?newPosture))
(Pre p1 HasTorsoPosture(?oldPosture))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Del p1)
(Add e1 HasTorsoPosture(?newPosture))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
)
(:operator
(Head !pick_up_object(?obj ?arm))
(Pre p1 On(?obj ?fromArea))
(Pre p2 RobotAt(?mArea))
(Pre p3 Connected(?fromArea ?mArea ?preArea))
(Pre p4 Holding(?arm ?nothing))
(pValues ?nothing nothing)
(Del p1)
(Del p4)
(Add e1 Holding(?arm ?obj))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Constraint During(task,p2))
(Constraint During(task,p3))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p4))
(Constraint Meets(p4,e1))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 2 leftArm1))
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(ResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 2 rightArm1))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage objManCapacity 1))
)
(:operator
(Head !place_object(?obj ?arm ?plArea))
(Pre p1 Holding(?arm ?obj))
(Pre p2 RobotAt(?mArea))
(Pre p3 Connected(?plArea ?mArea ?preArea))
(Pre p4 HasArmPosture(?arm ?armPosture))
(Values ?armPosture ArmToSidePosture)
(Del p1)
(Add e1 Holding(?arm ?nothing))
(Values ?nothing nothing)
(Add e2 On(?obj ?plArea))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Constraint During(task,p2))
(Constraint During(task,p3))
(Constraint Meets(p1,e1))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 2 leftArm1))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 2 rightArm1))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage objManCapacity 1))
)
(:operator
(Head !move_arm_to_side(?arm))
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?arm ?oldPosture))
(Del p1)
(Add e1 HasArmPosture(?arm ?newPosture))
(Values ?oldPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture ArmCarryPosture
ArmUnnamedPosture ArmToSidePosture)
(Values ?newPosture ArmToSidePosture)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 1 leftArm1))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 1 rightArm1))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Constraint Overlaps(task,e1))
)
(:operator
(Head !move_arm_to_side(?arm))
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?arm ?oldPosture))
(Pre p2 HasArmPosture(?otherArm ?otherPosture))
(Del p1)
(Add e1 HasArmPosture(?arm ?newPosture))
(Values ?oldPosture ArmTuckedPosture)
(Values ?otherPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture ArmCarryPosture
ArmUnnamedPosture ArmToSidePosture)
(Values ?newPosture ArmToSidePosture)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 1 leftArm1))
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(ResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1ManCapacity 1)
(Param 1 rightArm1))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p2))
(Constraint Overlaps(task,e1))
)
(:operator
(Head !move_arms_to_carryposture())
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?leftArm ?oldLeft))
(Pre p2 HasArmPosture(?rightArm ?oldRight))
(Pre p3 HasTorsoPosture(?torsoPosture))
(Del p1)
(Del p2)
(Add e1 HasArmPosture(?leftArm ?newPosture))
(Add e2 HasArmPosture(?rightArm ?newPosture))
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Values ?rightArm rightArm1)
(Values ?newPosture ArmCarryPosture)
(Values ?rightGoal ArmTuckedPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture)
(Values ?torsoPosture TorsoUpPosture TorsoMiddlePosture)
(ResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1ManCapacity 1))
(ResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1ManCapacity 1))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p1))
(Constraint OverlappedBy(task,p2))
(Constraint Overlaps(task,e1))
(Constraint Overlaps(task,e2))
)
(:operator
(Head !observe_objects_on_area(?plArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?robotArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?robotArea ?preArea))
(Constraint During(task,p1))
(Constraint During(task,p2))
(Constraint Duration[4000,INF](task))
)
(FluentResourceUsage
(Usage leftArm1 1)
(Fluent Holding)
(Param 2 leftArm1)
)
(FluentResourceUsage
(Usage rightArm1 1)
(Fluent Holding)
(Param 2 rightArm1)
)
(:method
(Head adapt_torso(?newPose))
(Pre p1 HasTorsoPosture(?oldPose))
(VarDifferent ?newPose ?oldPose)
(Sub s1 !move_torso(?newPose))
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method
(Head adapt_torso(?posture))
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(Pre p1 HasTorsoPosture(?posture))
(Constraint Duration[10,INF](task))
(Constraint During(task,p1))
)
(:method
# holding nothing
(Head torso_assume_driving_pose())
(Pre p1 Holding(?leftArm ?nothing))
(Pre p2 Holding(?rightArm ?nothing))
(Values ?nothing nothing)
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Values ?rightArm rightArm1)
(Sub s1 adapt_torso(?newPose))
(Values ?newPose TorsoDownPosture)
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method # holding something
(Head torso_assume_driving_pose())
(Pre p1 Holding(?arm ?obj))
(NotValues ?obj nothing)
(Sub s1 adapt_torso(?newPose))
(Values ?newPose TorsoMiddlePosture)
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method # Arms already there. Nothing to do.
(Head adapt_arms(?posture))
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?leftArm ?posture))
(Pre p2 HasArmPosture(?rightArm ?posture))
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Values ?rightArm rightArm1)
(Constraint Duration[10,INF](task))
(Constraint During(task,p1))
(Constraint During(task,p2))
)
(:method # tuck arms
(Head adapt_arms(?posture))
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?arm ?currentposture))
(Values ?posture ArmTuckedPosture)
(NotValues ?currentposture ArmTuckedPosture)
(Sub s1 !tuck_arms(?posture ?posture))
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method # to carryposture
(Head adapt_arms(?posture))
(Pre p1 HasArmPosture(?arm ?currentposture))
(Values ?posture ArmCarryPosture)
(NotValues ?currentposture ArmCarryPosture)
(Sub s1 !move_arms_to_carryposture())
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method
# holding nothing
(Head arms_assume_driving_pose())
(Pre p1 Holding(?leftArm ?nothing))
(Pre p2 Holding(?rightArm ?nothing))
(Values ?nothing nothing)
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Values ?rightArm rightArm1)
(Sub s1 adapt_arms(?newPose))
(Values ?newPose ArmTuckedPosture)
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
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)
(:method
# holding something
(Head arms_assume_driving_pose())
(Pre p1 Holding(?arm ?obj))
(NotValues ?obj nothing)
(Sub s1 adapt_arms(?newPose))
(Values ?newPose ArmCarryPosture)
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method
# already there
(Head drive_robot(?toArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?toArea))
(Constraint During(task,p1))
(Constraint Duration[10,INF](task))
)
(:method
# not at manipulationarea
(Head drive_robot(?toArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?fromArea))
(VarDifferent ?toArea ?fromArea)
(NotType ?fromArea ManipulationArea)
(Sub s1 torso_assume_driving_pose())
(Constraint Starts(s1,task))
(Sub s2 arms_assume_driving_pose())
(Sub s3 !move_base(?toArea))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
(Constraint Before(s1,s3))
(Constraint Before(s2,s3))
)
(:method
# at manipulationarea
(Head drive_robot(?toArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?fromArea))
(VarDifferent ?toArea ?fromArea)
(Type ?fromArea ManipulationArea)
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?fromArea ?preArea))
(Sub s0 !move_base_blind(?preArea))
(Constraint Starts(s0,task))
(Sub s1 torso_assume_driving_pose())
(Sub s2 arms_assume_driving_pose())
(Sub s3 !move_base(?toArea))
(Constraint Finishes(s3,task))
(Ordering s0 s1)
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
(Constraint Before(s0,s1))
(Constraint Before(s0,s2))
(Constraint Before(s1,s3))
(Constraint Before(s2,s3))
)
(:method
(Head move_both_arms_to_side())
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Values ?rightArm rightArm1)
(Sub s1 !tuck_arms(?lUntuckedPosture ?rUntuckedPosture))
(Values ?lUntuckedPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture)
(Values ?rUntuckedPosture ArmUnTuckedPosture)
(Sub s2 !move_arm_to_side(?leftArm))
(Sub s3 !move_arm_to_side(?rightArm))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
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(Constraint Starts(s1,task))
(Constraint Before(s1,s2))
(Constraint Before(s1,s3))
)
(:method
(Head assume_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?preArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Sub s1 adapt_torso(?torsoUpPosture))
(Values ?torsoUpPosture TorsoUpPosture)
(Sub s2 move_both_arms_to_side())
(Sub s3 !move_base_blind(?manArea))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
(Constraint Before(s1,s3))
(Constraint Before(s2,s3))
)
(:method
(Head leave_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?manArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Sub s1 !move_base_blind(?preArea))
(Constraint Equals(s1,task))
)
(:method
(Head grasp_object(?object))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?preArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Pre p3 On(?object ?plArea))
(Values ?arm leftArm1 rightArm1)
(Sub s1 assume_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Sub s3 !pick_up_object(?object ?arm))
(Ordering s1 s3)
(Constraint Before(s1, s3))
(Constraint Starts(s1,task))
(Constraint Finishes(s3,task))
)
(:method
(Head get_object(?object))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?preArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Pre p3 On(?object ?plArea))
(Sub s1 assume_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Sub s2 !pick_up_object(?object ?arm))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Constraint Before(s1,s2))
(Constraint Starts(s1,task))
(Constraint Finishes(s2,task))
)
(:method
(Head get_object(?object))
(Pre p1 RobotAt(?robotArea))
(Pre p2 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Pre p3 On(?object ?plArea))
(VarDifferent ?robotArea ?preArea)
(Sub s1 drive_robot(?preArea))
(Sub s2 assume_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Sub s3 !pick_up_object(?object ?arm))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
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(Constraint
(Constraint
(Constraint
(Constraint

Before(s1,s2))
Before(s2,s3))
Starts(s1,task))
Finishes(s3,task))

)
(:method
(Head put_object(?object ?plArea))
(Pre p1 Holding(?arm ?object))
(Pre p2 RobotAt(?robotArea))
(Pre p3 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(VarDifferent ?robotArea ?preArea)
(VarDifferent ?robotArea ?manArea)
(Sub s1 drive_robot(?preArea))
(Sub s2 assume_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Sub s3 !place_object(?object ?arm ?plArea))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
(Constraint Before(s1,s2))
(Constraint Before(s2,s3))
)
(:method
(Head put_object(?object ?plArea))
(Pre p1 Holding(?arm ?object))
(Pre p2 RobotAt(?preArea))
(Pre p3 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Sub s2 assume_manipulation_pose(?manArea))
(Sub s3 !place_object(?object ?arm ?plArea))
(Ordering s2 s3)
(Constraint Starts(s2,task))
(Constraint Finishes(s3,task))
(Constraint Before(s2,s3))
)
(:method
(Head put_object(?object ?plArea))
(Pre p1 Holding(?arm ?object))
(Pre p2 RobotAt(?manArea))
(Pre p3 Connected(?plArea ?manArea ?preArea))
(Sub s3 !place_object(?object ?arm ?plArea))
(Constraint Equals(s3,task))
)
(:method
(Head move_object(?object ?toArea))
(Pre p1 On(?object ?fromArea))
(Sub s1 get_object(?object))
(Sub s2 put_object(?object ?toArea))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Constraint Before(s1,s2))
(Constraint Starts(s1,task))
(Constraint Finishes(s2,task))
)
(:method
(Head serve_single_coffee_to_guest(?guest))
(Pre p1 On(?object ?fromArea))
(Values ?fromArea placingAreaEastLeftTable1
placingAreaWestLeftTable1 placingAreaNorthLeftTable2
placingAreaSouthLeftTable2)
(Values ?leftArm leftArm1)
(Sub s1 get_object_w_arm(?object ?leftArm))
(Sub s2 put_object(?object ?toArea))
(Ordering s1 s2)
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(Constraint Before(s1,s2))
(Constraint Starts(s1,task))
(Constraint Finishes(s2,task))
)
(:method
(Head serve_coffee_to_guest(?placingArea))
(Pre p0 Type(?coffeetype ?coffee))
(Values ?coffeetype Coffee)
(Values ?placingArea placingAreaEastLeftTable1
placingAreaWestLeftTable1 placingAreaNorthLeftTable2
placingAreaSouthLeftTable2 placingAreaNorthRightTable2)
(Pre p1 Type(?milktype ?milk))
(Values ?milktype Milk)
(Values ?sugar sugarPot1 sugarPot2)
(Sub s1 move_object(?coffee ?placingArea))
(Sub s2 move_object(?milk ?placingArea))
(Sub s3 move_object(?sugar ?placingArea))
(Ordering s1 s2)
(Ordering s2 s3)
(Constraint Before(s1,s3))
(Constraint Before(s2,s3))
)
(:method
(Head serve_coffee_to_guest_test(?coffee ?placingArea))
(Sub s1 move_object(?coffee ?placingArea))
)
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